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Abstract •
This dissertation is a presentation of methods for the design of geometric shapes
that mimic many forms found in a natural environment.

It is argued that a•

skeleton provides an intuitive and interactive specification for these geometric
shapes, and that these shape§ are well represented mathematically as implicit
surfaces.

Substantial portions of the dissertation are devoted to. the development

of techniques that relate the skeleton to the implicit surface, providing for a
geometrically smooth result.

New techniques and presentations are given concerning convolution surfaces and
conditions under which they are seamless and bulge-free.
given to embed a volume within a surface.
botanical leaf illustrate the techniques.
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New techniques are also

Models for the human hind and the

Prior Publications and Collaborations
Certain techniques presented in this dissertation are extensions of work previously
prepared by the author, alone or in collaboration with others.

The techniques for non-manifold polygonization, presented in chapter 4, resulted
from a collaboration with Keith Ferguson, of this department.

Although the work

has not been previously published, a variation of the present treatment appears as
atechnical report of this department [Bloomenthal and Ferguson 1994].

Non-manifold polygonization

developed from the

author's

parametric surface against an implicitly defined volume.

attempt to, trim

a

An ad hoc case analysis,

briefly described in section 4. 1, was nearly implemented when Keith Ferguson
observed

that

a more

elegant

approach

would

be

the

generalization

of

conventional implicit surface definitions beyond their restriction to binary regions
of space.

He realized that. a polygonizer predicated on multiple regions would

produce the same vertices as with the case analysis.
efficient and robust algorithms.

Together, we developed

Implementation was •a shared and substantial

undertaking that produced more than 3000 lines of software.

All

other

software

implementations

for

the

techniques

described

in

this

dissertation were developed by the author, with the exception of the Ren derM an ®
renderer, developed by Pixar Corporation, an image filtering procedure used in
parts of chapter 6, which had been previously implemented by Paul Heckbert, and
the venation program for figure 5.2, which was jointly written with Andrew
Glassner.
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Some portions of chapter 3 were originally developed in a Xerox technical report
[Bloomenthal 1989] and in [Bloomenthal 1988]; some other portions were derived
from [Bloomenthal and Wyvill 1990] and still other portions were derived from
[Bloomenthal 1994].

Figure 3.10 first appeared in [Bloomenthal 1994] and was

originally suggested by Mark Ganter, who also provided the definition for the
'jacks' in chapter 3.

Portions

of

chapter

5 concerning

Shoemake,

and

concerning

ramification

[Bloomenthal

described

1988],

.

convolution

in [Bloomenthal
were

partially

and [Bloomenthal

were

and

derived
1989].

frames were partially derived from [Bloomenthal

co-developed , with

Shoemake

1991].

from [Bloomenthal

Ken

Portions
1985],

Portions

concerning reference

1990].

Portions concerning

texture coordinates were derived from [Bloomenthal 1989].

Portions of chapter 6first appeared as an extended abstract in [Bloomenthal 1992].
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Nothing can exceed the wondrous beauty of Zion...
In the nobility and beauty of the sculptures, there is no comparison...
There is an eloquence to their forms
which stirs the imagination with asingular power,
and kindles in the mind aglowing response.
(Clarence Dutton, writing of Zion National Park)

1.1 The Thesis
Natural forms, their manifestation, their changing with time, their immense variety
and pervasiveness, constitute and motivate much of conscious experience.

In this

dissertation we develop methods that employ inner structure in the design and
representation of natural forms.

These methods are presented for use in computer

graphics.
Although 'form,' like the word ' shape,' refers to outward appearance, it also
suggests inner structure [Mish 1984].

We interpret inner structure as the medial

component or components of a form, whether or not they physically exist.
example, the medial component of an ellipsoid is a line segment.

For

We define the

'skeleton' of an object as the collection of its medial components.
We propose the following thesis: the design of many natural forms can be effected
with the skeleton.

That is, the process of shape design involves the discernment of

inner structure within a real or imagined object, and the use of inner structure
promotes an effective and interactive design environment.
In this dissertation, the skeleton is the principal design unit.

We contend it is a

powerful and intuitive means to abstract existing forms and to define new ones.

It

is a simple construct, easily understood and manipulated, yet able to generate
geometrically complex surfaces.

Accordingly, the ability to discern or imagine the

2

skeleton within anatural shape is fundamentally important to the designer.

Many natural

forms result from

a particular organization

of inner structure.

Vertebrate animals depend on bones for mechanical support and on muscles for
movement.

Thus, guides for artists typically illustrate bones, musculature, and

tissue [Bridgman

1960].1*

Similarly, inner structure is valuable to an artist's

understanding of plants and trees [Cole 1951].

Indeed, the inner structure of a

plant is so apparent that often there is little embellishment between its skeleton
and its visualization [Aono and Kunii 1984], [Smith 1984].
relationship of inner structure to

Nonetheless, the

a plant's surface may be complex,

as we

demonstrate in alater chapter examining the botanical leaf.

A

skeleton

is

not

always

particularly a synthetic one.

the

most

warranted

representation

for

a shape,

For example, a brick is more easily represented by

width, height, and depth than by a skeleton.

Or, folds in fabric are better defined

by tensions and pressures transmitted along the surface than as a covering of some
inner structure.

Nonetheless, the skeleton appears to be a suitable abstraction for

many natural forms, including inorganic ones.

For example, the undulations in a

sand dune can be abstracted as a smooth cover over an undulating skeleton.

Thus,

we contend that a computer mediated design system predicated on the skeleton,
able to reflect the aesthetic concerns of a designer and able to represent a diversity
of structures, can provide a powerful means for geometric modeling,

artistic

expression, and appreciation of Nature.

In

Nature

we

elementary forms.

may

find

virtually

every

arrangement

combination

of

The diversity is so great that in this dissertation we cannot

scrutinize all natural forms.

For reasons given in the next chapter, we restrict our

consideration to those natural forms whose shape is smooth.

*

and

Notes appear at the end of each chapter.

3

1.2 Literature
Natural form is not studied as a separate scientific discipline; rather, relevant
literature is

found within several

disciplines,

including anatomy,

biomorphology, botany, paleontology, and zoology.
morphology
'function.

discusses

biological

shape,

usually

archaeology,

In biology, the literature of
in

its

relation

to

biological

In the literature of mathematics, geometric modeling, and engineering,

there is •considerable analysis of the geometry of form, including curves, surfaces,
and, solids.

Few studies concern natural shapes with the exception of fractals

[Mandelbrot 1983].

In other fields, such as medicine and architecture, there is

little concern for the compact represeiitations that are useful in design.

The best introduction to. the design of natural form is found in the natural sciences,
particularly

the

works

of [Hertel

1966], [Stevens

[Wainwright 1988], and [Whyte 1968].

1974], [Thompson

1961],

Other sources may deserve mention, but

nowhere is found a more erudite examination of natural form and its mathematical
representation than in [Thompson 1961].
complete

survey

of

natural

form

and

To date, this seminal work is the most
contains

an

abundance

of

original

observations, derivations, and mathematical representations.

None of these sources, however, develops its material to include the realistic
synthesis or animation of a shape.

For these operations we turn primarily to the

literature

which

of

computer

graphics,

has

established

a rich

history

of

representation, visualization, and animation of selected natural forms.

To a lesser

extent, we find similar reports in the literature of biomathematics.

Although a

survey of these works is beyond the scope of this dissertation, we note relevant
publications when developing specific techniques.

Skeletons have previously been used to define shape [Burtnyk 1976].

In computer

graphics the most commonly discussed aspect of the skeleton is its articulation; the
covering of the skeleton is usually relegated to a straightforward process that often
yields

insufficiently

realistic

surfaces.

Complex

covering

mechanisms

are

4

discussed in [Forsey 1991] and [Bloomenthal and Wyvill 1990]; iii this dissertation
we attempt to develop these mechanisms more fully.

There is a substantial

literature concerning the visual discernment of shape, which relates to skeletal
definition. Relevant texts are [Duda and Hart 1973] and [Uttal 1988].

1.3 Organization
This dissertation is organized into eight chapters.

The first two are introductory,

presenting arguments that shapes are best designed from the 'inside out.'

In later

chapters we examine technical problems associated with this approach, at times
comparing them to alternate,

non-skeletal methods.

The computer graphicist

interested in technical issues only may wish to move directly to these chapters.

1.3.1 The Design of Shape
In chapter 2 we discuss the context within which form has significance.

We

examine the extent to which skeletons may be employed to realistically represent
shape and we argue that implicit surfaces provide a useful covering of the skeleton.
As observed in [Thompson 1961], the need for science to understand causation
should not impede observations of Nature and correlative inferences.

In this

dissertation, our aim is not to' determine why ashape is as it is, but to offer insights
as to how it may be mimicked.
which

devotes

substantial

This objective is well suited for computer graphics,

effort

to

the

representation

and

visualization

of

imagined shapes.

An analysis of shapedesign might include functional views, system views, and user
views of the design environment.

We do not, unfortunately, offer a user view

because we have not implemented a real-time, interactive interface for the design
methods discussed in this dissertation.

We do, however, offer extensive functional

views throughout several chapters and asystem view in the appendix.
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1.3.2 Implicit Surfaces and Non-Manifold Surfaces
Surface representation may be separated into three principal classes:
implicit, and parametric [Faux and Pratt 1979].

A two-dimensional curve, for

example, can be represented explicitly as y = f(x), parametrically as (x, y)
Y(t)), and implicitly as f(x, y)

=

0.

explicit,

=

(
X(t),

A prominent example of a parametric surface

is the bicublc patch [Catmull 1974]; a prominent example of an implicit surface is
the quadric surface [Foley et al. 1990].

Implicit surfaces tend to describe volumes,

which we have found useful in the modeling of natural forms.

Their application

within adesign environment will be discussed in the next chapter.

Because our emphasis is design and not visualization,

we desire a concrete

representation of shape, and there is no more general, concrete representation than
that of polygons.

A polygonal representation, which we regard as equivalent to the

boundary or evaluated form [Mortensen 1985], is a well-established data structure,
a lingua franca of computer graphics, and geometric modeling.

Thus, we devote

substantial 5
portions of chapter 3to implicit surface polygonization.

In chapter 4 we discuss the combination of implicit and parametric surfaces as a
design

methodology.

Parametric

surfaces

are

useful

for explicit tangent or

positional control and for representing sheets rather than volumes.

We develop a

new methodology that represents a parametric surface except where it is enclosed
within an implicit volume.
surfaces.

This method can produce non-manifold implicit

In Chapter 4 we extend polygonization to include this form of geometric

model, and we provide several examples.

Not until chapter 7, however, do we

apply non-manifold techniques to the modeling of anatural form.,,

1.3.3 Blends
In chapter. 5 we. review the representation of smooth surfaces, settling on an
implicit method that utilizes convolution.

We examine particular blends, bulge

prevention, and n-way branching, and we consider artistic, computational, and
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geometric aspects of the relation between skeleton and surface.

In chapter 5 we lay

the mathematical foundations necessary for the examples given in chapters 6 and
7.

We also consider the addition of detail through the process of texture mapping.

Only in chapter 7, however, do we discuss a specific method to generate surface
detail.

1.3.4 Examples
For those objects for which skeletal representation is practical, we must consider
the relationship of skeleton to form.

This includes the girth of component volumes

surrounding skeletal elements, the method of blending component volumes, and
the extent to which these methods realistically model particular forms.
questions

These

are considered in general throughout the dissertation and particular

answers are offered for, two natural objects: the human hand and the maple leaf.
These two examples not only demonstrate new techniques, but prompted their
development.

We do not yet know how easily other natural forms may be

modeled with the design techniques presented in this dissertation.

In chapter 6 the one-dimensional skeletal elements employed in chapter 5 are
extended to tvo dimensions to produce a model of the human hand.
method to avoid bulges is presented.
are also discussed.

A new

Issues of blend avoidance and surface detail

In chapter 7 we apply the techniques of non-manifold implicit

surfaces to the design of abotanical leaf that combines implicitly defined veins and
aparametrically defined leaf blade.

1.4 Contributions
In this dissertation we develop new techniques for the application of threedimensional convolution to curves and surfaces, with an emphasis on bulge-free
and crease-free blends.

A new presentation and analysis of convolution surfaces is

given, along with a new analysis of filter kernels, separability, and the bulge
problem.

A fundamental result

of this

dissertation

is

the establishment of
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constraints on the skeleton such that seamless, bulge-free surfaces are produced.
Other new techniques include the interpolation of union and convolution surfaces,
implicitly

defined

cross-sections,

surface-volume

blends,

leaf

venation,

and

polygon triangulation.
This

dissertation

metamorphosis,

offers
implicit

new

presentations

surface

of the problems

polygonization,

manifold

of shape
and

design,

non-manifold

surfaces, reference frames, generalized cylinders, distance surfaces, and implicit
surface texture.

These presentations include new analyses of reference frames,

implicit surface ramification, and surface detail.

1.5 Notes
1. Indeed, Leonardo was an early proponent of dissection studies.

Biological diversity makes aworld of difference.
(The United States National Park Service)
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Chapter 2: Shape, Design, and the Skeleton
Imagination is more important than knowledge.
(Albert Einstein)

In this chapter we consider some salient aspects of natural shapes design.

After

examining the ubiquity of natural form, we consider its abstract representation by
inner structure.

This abstraction is the basis of our design paradigm and leads us

to consider how a surface, with accompanying detail, may be produced from an
inner structure.

We discuss the implementation of a design system, its relation to

animation. We also consider the usefulness of acatalog of shapes.

2.1 A World of Form

We inhabit a world of form.

It enriches our vision and reflects our touch.

defines, enables, and limits biological function.
walk and the chair upon which we rest.
and the curve of a fin.
intricacy.

Form

It is the ground upon which we

It is the root of atree, the fold of awing,

It is so ubiquitous that we may overlook its beauty and

The geometry of form has many theoretical and practical applications,'

and has long been ajunction for art and science.

For example, the classical Greeks

believed the geometrical principles they developed had aesthetic meaning [Weyl
1952]. 1 The relation between the scientific attributes and aesthetic values of form
is aprofound topic that continues to be examined [Birkhoff 1933], [B ézier 1986].

The study of form is not organized into a separate discipline.

Rather, it is touched

upon peripherally by various fields, including anatomy, archaeology, architecture,
biology, botany, engineering, medicine, paleontology, the visual arts, and zoology.
In biology, form is of use in the Linnaean taxonomy, the diagnosis of disease, the
study of growth, and the competition between organisms.
significant in the treatment of illness.
and its relation to prosthetics.

In medicine, form is

Bio-mechanical engineering concerns form

Archaeology and paleontology reconstruct the
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appearance of specimens from minimal remains and a knowledge of form.

In the

arts, the aesthetics of form plays a fundamental role in dance, ballet, theater,
painting, and sculpture.

In architecture and engineering, the function, aesthetics,

and manufacturability of form are of great importance.

In this dissertation, our interest in natural forms draws us particularly " to biology.
The geometry of biological form has received considerable study (see, for example,
[Siñnott 1963], [Thompson 1961], and [Whyte 1968]) and there is agrowing use of
geometry in the fields of biomorphology and biomathematics.

Form is intimately

linked to function, and this accounts for its significance to biology, which is highly
correlated to function.

In general, the shape ,of a biological organ determines,

enables, or modifies its functioning [E. Russell 1916].
is straight and rigid, acts as a lever.
contraction, acts ,upon a lever.

For example, abone, which

A muscle, however, is pliable and, upon

In many cases, the understanding of an organ's

function allows one to predict changes in form that result from the exercise of that
function.

Similarly, function 'can be used to predict or categorize shape.

Form and

function are so intertwined in biology that "it is hardly too much' to say that the
Whole science of biology has its origin in the study of form" [Waddington 1968].

Form and function also intertwine in engineering.

Over a wide range of diverse

mechanical, electrical, and chemical systems, function depends on shape.

The

'parallel with biology is so strong that engineers may turn to natural forms for
inspiration, as suggested in [Blossfeldt 1986]:

The plant may

be

described

as

an

designed ornamentally and objectively.

architectural

structure,

shaped

and

Compelled in its fight for existence

to build in a purposeful manner, it constructs the necessary and practical
units for its ' advancement, governed by the laws familiar to, every architect,
and combines practicability and expediency in the highest form of art.

Not

only, then, in the world of art, but equally in the realm of science, Nature is
our best teacher.
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Function,

therefore,

must factor prominently in our design of natural forms;

otherwise the resulting object will likely appear unrealistic.

for some plant

species, the computer generation of branches and distribution of organs has been
accomplished with remarkable realism [Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer
[Fowler et al. 1992], [Prusinkiewicz et al. 1993].

1990],

Detailed consideration of such

simulations is beyond the scope of this dissertation, -however.

Instead, we focus on

the relation between function and skeleton, the influence of a skeleton on natural
form, and how this influence may be simulated by computer.

Not all organisms imply natural shapes, however.

Humans construct objects that

have a regularity, symmetry, or faéetedness that may •seem incongruous within a
natural setting.

Although function can imply regularity, symmetry, or facetedness

(for example, the turning of a wheel requires radial symmetry), in' Nature, the
shape of an organism is often the solution to several functional requirements, and
interesting asymmetries and irregularitiesoften result.

-

In this dissertation we emphasize those natural forms whose underlying shape is
smooth.

Thus, the smooth flow of skin over muscle and bone will be of interest,

and the rough surface of tree bark will not.
.

Later, we will interpret those natural

forms that are gnarled, rough, or contain minute, geometrically complex features
as detail composed upon underlying, smooth surfaces.

Another interpretation of

complex natural forms may be found in [Mandelbrot 1983]:

•

•

..

,
many

patterns of Nature ar& so irregular and fragmented, that

.

.

.

Nature

exhibits not simply a higher degree but an altogether 'different level of
complexity.

The number of distinct scales of length of natural patterns is for

all practical purposes infinite.

-

The existence of these patterns challenges -us to study those forms.-that Euclid
leaves

aside as being 'formless,', to investigate the morphology of the

'amorphous.'

Mathematicians have disdained this challenge, however, and
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have increasingly chosen to flee from nature by deyising theories unrelated
to anything we can see or feel.

2.2 Structure from Form
The validity of our thesis, that the skeleton is a useful construct in the process of
design, is empirically tested in later chapters with models of natural form. For
now, we find some support for the thesis by considering the relationship between
form, function, and the discrnment 'of the skeleton.

Morphology is the study of structure or form, and, particularly, abranch of biology
that deals

with

the form

and structure of animals

and, plants.

Functional

morphology is the particular study of shape, form, and function, as well as those
principles that unify internal structuie with external appearance [Mish
'

1984]..

Numerous morphological factors, such as the organization of bone, muscle, and
.

vascular systems, influence the shape of abiological organism.

If function and form are intertwined, then the functioning of a form in its natural
environment might suggest its inner structure..

For example, given static and

dynamic characteristics we may deduce function and, indirectly, the skeleton.

The

lines of aface, the posture of an animal, and the wrinkling of ahillside all manifest
material and possibly the forces the material has encountered over time.

In other words, the countless patterns in Nature are more than delights for the eye;
they are snapshots of dynamic equilibrium that fesult from struggles of organisms
with other organisms and environmental factors.
produces ' the vast complexity

we call Nature,

It is this dynamic interaction that
within which

are

marvels

of

engineering that allow one organism to grow 300 feet tall, another to fly, or
another to swim. [Hertel .1966] and [Stevens 1974] consider natural patterns, their
causes, and their impact on the performance of organisms. "The task of science is
to find pattern hidden in apparent chaos, to show that complexity, correctly
viewed, is only a mask of simplicity" [Simon 1969].

If our deductions concerning
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skeleton, material, and function are correct, we may predict changes in shape that
would result from aparticular movement or articulation of inner structure.

One askeleton is deduced, it. is available for the definition of the'covering surface.
This approach is well established in some design environments.

In the visual arts,

for example, Cezanne contended that all physical objects, including the human
body, are composed of five basic structures: the cone, pyramid, cylinder, sphere
and cube.

Reduction into these basic structures is a method of painting; the

structures are represented as two-dimensional regions that are refined to produce a
three-dimensional appearance [Perkins 1992].

To fully understand the processes employed by artists and sculptors requires the
study of psychology and perception.
discernment of shape

([Uttal

In addition to work dealing with the visual

1988] and [Duda and Hart

1973]),

studies concerned with the human visual system [Marr 1983].

there are numerous
The derivation of a

compact representation from a three-dimensional shape is a difficult problem that
has attracted substantial serious research. [Bolle 1991] reviews efforts in computer
science, particularly with respect to robotic vision.

We

may

regard the

skeleton

as

a schema,

a 'diagrammatic presentation,

a

structured framework or plan, an outline or a mental codification of experience
that includes a particular organized way of perceiving cognitively and responding
to acomplex situation or set of stimuli' [Mish 1984]. The deduction of askeleton is
comparable to information schematization, the representation of a large body of
information in a smaller, abstracted, and structured form that is more efficiently
processed [D. Russell 1992].

The validity of information schematization depends

on whether the deduced smaller body of information allows a verifiable prediction
of the larger body.

Some large bodies of information cannot be schematized.

For

example, referring to turbulence, Murray Gell-Mann states, ,'There's information
in the system, no question.

But it doesn't produce a schema, a compression of

information with which it can predict the environment' [Lewin 1992].2
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A characteristic of schematization is that it simplifies representation and facilitates
integration of local detail.

This is a useful mechanism in the creation of smooth

shapes with secondary detail.

The skeleton is a schematization that simplifies the

representation and definition of the more complex, external shape.

Humans seem innately able to skeletonize objects, and to verify the resulting
schema.
lights

For example, experiments demonstrate that positioning as few as nine

on

a person

allows

an

observer

in

a darkened

room

to

sense

the

connectedness of the lights and to recognize subtle characteristics, such as an
individual's gait.

Not only can a skeleton represent acomplex shape, it can predict

the shape that evolves by growth, articulation, or some other change.

We wish to mimic this •ability to understand and mentally manipulate real world
objects.

We readily, usually automatically , apprehend shape from shading [Horn

and Brooks 1989]; and we readily skeletonize a surface as well as imagine its
articulation or metamorphosis.

Understanding how the mind performs these tasks

is a difficult challenge for psychology; for computer graphics the challenge is to
determine which tools best allow a designer to exercise his or her mental abilities
to define adesired shape.

Although the skeleton may be a useful schema, we should not expect skeletal
methods to unify the design of all natural forms; many shapes are not readily
schematized.

We can examine but a few shapes, determine the demands they

place upon adesign system, and cite or develop appropriate skeletal techniques.

2.3 Form from Structure

In

this

section

we

consider

representation of inner structure.

the

production

of

from

a skeletal

The skeletal schema itself may be simple, but its

relationship to outward appearance may be complex.
simple and easily observed.

a surface

Or the relationship may be

For example, if the skeleton is symmetric about some

axis, so will be the shape; if the skeleton is in some way recursive, the shape likely
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will be also.

Intuitively, we expect similar skeletons to produce similar shapes.

This often applies even if the material, function, or processes acting on two objects
are different.

In [Thompson 1961] and [Rashevsky 1948] we find attempts to relate

inner structures and forces to outward appearance.

At times these attempts yield

an accurate mathematical relationship; for example, the shape of a honeycomb is
readily determined by an analysis of the internal angles of cell walls.

At other

times, only aplausible cause for outward appearance is expressed.

We begin with the assumption that the relationship between skeleton and surface
is volumetric.

For example, if we regard a point to be the skeleton of a sphere,

then the object is the volume of points whose distance to the skeleton is less than
or equal to the radius of the sphere, and the surface consists of the boundary
between object and non-object.

To maintain a correspondence between skeleton and object, we expect that the
addition of a skeletal element would produce a corresponding addition of volume
to the object.

For example, were a skeleton to consist of two sphere centers, we

expect the resulting object to be the union of the two spherical volumes.

Let us•

apply this approach to a skeleton consisting of a triangle and a line segment, as
shown below,

left.

The three-dimensional volumes (or,

in the figure, two-

dimensional contours) surrounding each skeletal element are shown below, middle
left, and the union of the volumes (contours) is shown below, middle right.

Figure 2.1 A General Approach to Form from Structure

The union shown above, middle right, is unsmooth (or tangent discontinuous) at its
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concave portions and, thus, contradicts our interpretation of natural form.

To

achieve the desired smoothness, the component volumes (contours) are blended, as
shown above, right.

The representation of an object as the blend of volumes

defined by skeletal elements is central to this dissertation.

Although a skeleton is related to its resulting shape, its geometric complexity is not
necessarily comparable to that of the shape.
below, which contains a single loop.

For example, consider the skeleton

Depending on the radii associated with the

skeletal elements, the resulting surface can contain a hole or not, can be convex or
not, and can consist of one, two, or three convex regions.

non-convex,
three regions

'non-convex,
three regions, one hole

skeleton

non-convex, two regions convex, one region

Figure 2.2 A Skeleton and Possible Resulting Surfaces

2.4 The Skeleton
In this section we examine further the skeleton, introducing new concepts and
expanding on others mentioned in previous sections.

We use the term ' skeleton' as

in ' something reduced to its minimum form or essential parts'
forming a structural framework.'

or ' something

Because inner structures usually define the

functioning of an object as well as give rise to its form, a skeleton abstracts form
and manifests function.

That a skeleton corresponds to function is reasonably clear

for animals; bones, for example, serve as mechanical levers as well as supports for
muscle.

The skeleton corresponds to function in plants and trees as well, defining
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branch placement and leaf venation.

Integument is a term meaning ' something that covers or encloses, especially an
enveloping layer (as a skin, membrane, or husk) of an organism or one of its parts'
[Mish 1984].
inner

The integument of many organisms is a pliable surface that covers

structures,

[Wainwright

such

1988],

its

as

bones,

shape

fiber,

depends

muscle,
upon ' the

and

vessels.

rigid parts

According
that

to

define the

mechanical support system of an organism, as well, soft organs, connective tissue,
and flexible ligaments that surround the support system.

Nature is highly,efficient

in its use of these materials [Thompson 1961], [Wainwright 1988].

[Wainwright 1988] argues that the efficient use of biological material, the efficient
movement within a medium, and the efficient articulation of an organism all
derive from cylindrical

shape,

something 'having an

approximately

round or

elliptical cross section and an easily identifiable longitudinal axis' [
ibid.].

Indeed,

natural foms, such as plants, trees, and animals, reveal an abundance of shapes
that are smoothly formed upon an axis or set of axes.

The longitudinal, or medial, axis of a cylindrical shape need not be straight, as in
the usual meaning of cylinder, but may be curved.

In [Agin 1972] the resulting

form is called ageneralized cylinder3 and is presented as an efficient representation
for three-dimensional objects derived from two-dimensional images..

Derivation

•
of a medial axis from a two or three-dimensional shape is known as the medial
transform.

There is

considerable

application

of the

two-dimensional

medial

transform in areas such as optical character recognition and machine vision.

A

transform for arbitrary shapes is discussed in [Blum 1967]; the restricted case for
simple polygons is considered in [Yao and Rokne 1991].
medial transform for volumes is presented

in

[
Yu et al. 1991].

.

A three-dimensional
In adesign context,

we use ' skeleton' to mean the medial axis or axes of the shapes's inner structure.

When used in abiological context, ' skeleton' usually refers to the rigid, mechanical
support system found in most animals.

In such a system, a subordinate element
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rotates, with respect to a superior one.
the elbow joint of the upper arm.

For example, the lower arm rotates about
,

Such rotations are easily mimicked by software

systems such as GRAMPS [
O'Donnell and Olson 1981], Bbop [
Stern 1983], or
Menv [
Reeves 1990]. These systems store one or more affine transformations at
each joint (or node) of the skeleton.

Animal and plant limbs do not stretch or

shrink (except by growth or aging) 4,although the limbs of plants are more flexible
and allow some bending along their length as well as rotation at ajoint.

Although an organism's inner structure need not be organized hierarchically, for
our purposes we assume that a skeleton is topologically equivalent to a directed
acyclic graph.

Such a graph, or tree, organizes the internal components of an

object and is, therefore, a powerful means for the representation and manipulation
of the object. The basic data structure for askeleton, which we call an element (
or,
sometimes, limb), is recursive and contains the following fields:
parent:

Pointer to Element

children:

List of Pointer to Element

transformationFromParent:

Matrix

geometry:

GeometricObject.

ancillaryData:

..

.

The transformation is Euclidean, allowing rotation and translation.

Usually the

geometry is a tapered cylinder defined by two three-dimensional endpoints and
their associated radii.

Each skeletal element can readily define a surrounding volume, or primitive.
Although the collection of these volumes may yield a topologically complex
surface, the skeletal elements remain easily defined, articulated, and displayed.
This is demonstrated, using relatively complex skeletons, in later chapters.

First,

we consider the problem of producing the integument from asimple skeleton.

2.5 The Surface
In many instances, an integument is ,stretched over soft tissue, and the overall
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shape is smooth; it obeys some constraint on geometric continuity.

As illustrated

in section 2. 1, we obtain smoothness by blending the individual primitives that
surround skeletal elements.

As developed in this dissertation, the blend depends

on the relation of volumetric primitive to skeletal elements.

This differs from

approaches in which a previously designed surface or volume is smoothed [Nasri
1987], [Colburn 1990].

For example, rather than combine a cylinder and a block,

and then blend the result, we would explicitly specify the blend of the cylinder
into the block. In chapter 5we argue the generality of this approach.

The blend of individual volumes does not necessarily yield the surface desired by a
designer.

For example, consider the following skeleton; to the left we blend

individual skeletal primitives, and to the right we form the convex hull of the
blend. In some cases, the surface to the right may be preferred to the one at left.

Figure 2.3 Different Integuments

The design of surfaces may be divided into two fundamental processes.

The first

process is intuitive: the designer, through creative insight, develops an abstract
expression or speôification for a form.

The second process is productive: the

designer uses the design system to convert the abstract expression to a, concrete
representation.

For example, he or she may look at a sphere and express it

abstractly as a 'central point with radius;' the designer may then employ the design
system to create, for example, apolygonal approximation to the sphere.

Geometric modeling is a t&m sometimes applied to the entire design process.

As

studied in computer graphics, however, it usually refers to the productive process
in which acompact yet concrete representation, such as apatch or set of polygons,
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is produced.

We use the term in this more restricted sense.

often classified into parametric and implicit methods.

Geometric modeling is

Both are well developed in

computer graphics (early parametric methods are described in [Coons 1967] and
early implicit methods are described in [Mathematical Applications Group 1968].
A survey of geometric modeling is a formidable undertaking.

Several texts

provide detailed surveys (see, for example, [Bartels et al. 1987], [Farm

1988], [Faux

and Pratt 1979], [Gomes and Veiho 1992], [Hoffman 1989], [Rogers and Adams
1990]) although none is ever complete in this rapidly evolving discipline.

Although skeletons have defined some parametric surfaces, such as lofted surfaces
[Bloomenthal 1985] and patches [Forsey 1991], we select implicit surfaces because
they readily capture the volumetric relationship between skeleton and surface.
Before examining the application of these surfaces to natural forms, we introduce,
in chapter 3, general concepts for implicit modeling.

Then, in chapter 4, we extend

the normal range of implicit surfaces to accommodate non-manifold surfaces.

In

chapters 5, 6, and 7we develop models of natural form using these methods.

2.6 Details, Details

Although the underlying shape of a natural form may be smooth, detail is often
visible to the naked eye.

It can make surfaces appear fuzzy, hairy, prickly,

splotchy,

pinched,

creased,

gnarled,

stretched,

crinkled,

or

wrinkled.

This

complexity adds interest to the form, and is necessary for a realistic appearance.
To simulate this degree of realism requires close observation.

Although we may

simulate objects observed in the past whose appearance is available only through
memory,

without

close

observation

these

simulations

are

likely

to

appear

impressionistic, rather than realistic.

The object of image synthesis is not necessarily to simulate reality, however.
Reality is simply a convenient measure of complexity, and the simulation of reality
is, therefore, areasonable measure of the capability of adesign system. 5 Thus, if a
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design system can simulate a realistic object, it can also simulate a fanciful object
of comparable complexity.

The leaf we present in a later chapter is an example of

afanciful design inspired by reality.

In chapter 6 we consider complexity in terms of minute features added to a
simpler, underlying shape.

For example, creases and wrinkles can be added to

skin, following paths defined by the skeleton, possibly with random variations.

An

alternative method to provide complexity is to combine parametrically defined
surfaces with implicitly defined volumes.

We describe the technical aspects of this

approach in chapter 3, and apply the method to anatural form in chapter 7.

2.7 The Design Environment
Material forms are ubiquitous, and their design is a major undertaking within
civilization.

The fields of architecture, computer science, engineering, geometric

modeling, manufacturing, and medicine devote enormous effort to advance the art
and science of the design of form.

There is every indication that new design

methodologies, such as computed aided design, will continue their development.

Those who implement surface design systems must consider which tools are
preferred by designers.

This largely depends on the designs a system is expected

to accommodate.

In this dissertation we are restricted to those designs originating

with a skeleton.

We have defined' several working concepts concerning function,

skeleton, and form that affect the intuitive process, and several working concepts
concerning skeleton, volume, blend, and surface that affectthe productive process.

In this section we discuss the features a design system should offer the artist or
engineer when he or she specifies a skeleton, determines whether it is organized
hierarchically or not, whether it consists of straight segments or curves, how it is
articulated, how surface detail is placed, as well as any ancillary information
concerning the relationship
skeletal element. 6

of the three-dimensional volume

and its

defining

In addition, the system should provide for the merger of
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volumetric and surface representations.

A designer is more likely to use asystem if

it provides a rapid response to his or her specifications.

Thus, specifications

provided by the designer should be interactive. 7

User

input

devices

have

become

increasingly

flexible

diversity and effectiveness will, undoubtedly, grow.
devices

were

available for the

research

reported

and

varied,

and

their

Unfortunately, few of these
here.

Instead,

the

sample

skeletons used in this dissertation were sketched by hand, and, due to display
hardware limitations, few could be displayed at interactive rates.

With modern

equipment, however, the real-time, interactive display of complex skeletons is
quite feasible.

With continued hardware development, we should expect skeletal

design to feature not only the real-time display of the skeleton, but the real-time
display of primitive volumes and, eventually, of surfaces.

Our system does not provide interactive skeletal definition or articulation, such as
in [Stern 1983], [Reeves 1990], or [Oppenheimer 1986].

We were, however, able to

create, measure, and transcribe the following skeleton and associated volumetric
information in two or three hours, resulting in the surface shown in figure 6.14.

Figure 2.4 Hand and Sketched Skeletal Design (photographs)
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In this case, articulation is provided by a procedural definition, in which the
orientation and grasping of each finger is given as an argument to the procedure.
Each finger specification contains the following fields (all angles are in degrees, all
lengths are in inches):

0,

4:

,

'

Real

--

Euler angles atfinger's first knuckle,

grip2:

Real

angular rotation at second knuckle

grip3:

Real

length 1:

Real

•1ength2:

Real

length3:

Real

radius:

Real -- finger thickness (taper is assumed constant).

--

rotation at third knuckle (except thumb)

--

--

--

--

length between first and second knuckle
length between second and third knuckle
length between third knuckle and finger tip

The full - specification is compact, and was extracted from the graph in figure 2.4:
thumb:
index:

Finger— [
30., 20., 0., 30., 0.8, 0.8, 0.45, 0.1125],

'

.

Finger = [
10., 15., 30., 10., 0.75, 0.6; 0.25, 0.0875],

,

middle:

Finger =[0., 15., 30., 10., . 9, 0.7, 0.25, 0.0875],

ring:

Finger = [- 10., 15., 25., 5., 0.85, 0.6, 0.35, 0.0875],

pinkie:

Finger = [-25., 15., 25., 5., 0.65, 0.45, 0.3, 0.081.

Alternatively, finger parameters may be read directly from special purpose devices,
such as the data-glove [Sturman 1992].

At

least

one

commercial

system provides

a basic

capability

blending, but its user interface is text-based [Roscoe 1993].
have

implemented is

not

accessible to

the

for

volumetric

The design system we

non-programmer..

interface is, however, readily utilized, as demonstrated by examples

The

software

ib. chapter 4.

A more interactive design system is desirable, and 'it will be interesting to see a
system which provides a designer with a kit of tools for designing and combining
such surfaces.

How would [one] implement a. system which permitted a non-

mathematical user to construct elaborate objects from a sufficiently rich source of
primitives?" [Forrest P1988].

The

designer may

wish

to

provide

ancillary

information

concerning, volume
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primitives, such as a particular blend method, a particular blend parameter, a
particular cross-section

of the

volume,

or

a procedural

method that defines

primitive volumes, surface characteristics, or articulation constraints.

Interactive

specification of procedural methods is not well understood, and few examples are
available in the literature [Nelson 1985], [Fowler et al. 1992]

Tools exist that

permit interactive specification of surface characteristics [Hanrahan and Haeberli
1990], and these methods might' be. applicable to the specification of volumetric
characteristics such as cross-section and blend.

The designer should not necessarily be responsible for all aspects of a design.

For

example, the covering of a skeleton and the metamorphosis between different
skeletons should require a minimum of user interaction, so that a designer need
not specify the precise relationship between volume and skeletal element.

The

implementation of reasonable defaults is considered in depth in chapter 5.

Also, the designer should not be required to specify the topological complexity of
the surface.

As a tailor or wall paperer might attest, it is difficult to fit pieces of

surfaces, and this is true of apatch or polygon' network.

Moreover, the topology of

the network may change if the object is animated.

Our skill in •skeletonizing

objects suggests that skeletal, not surface, topology should be the topology of
design for many objects.

Therefore, we seek a design system that facilitates

concise, abstract skeletal representations of form while isolating the designer from
the need to specify the piecewise topology and geometry of the surface.

The design process may be analyzed in terms other than interactivity and surface
geometry.

For example, we might interpret design as a syntactic process in which

an operation, such as 'replace,' is defined
'delete' and ' add.'

as a combination of operations, such as

Eventually an advanced design system may accept natural

language instructions based upon an object's 'purpose.'

For example, joint 'angles

of a skeleton may be derived from goal oriented specifications [Wilhelms 1987] .8
This 'teleological' definition of an object is argued for in [Barr 1991]:
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An, object is more than its shape: intuitively, a teleological model is 'goaloriented' modeling..

It is a mathematical representation that calculates the

object's behavior from what the object is ' supposed' to do

.

.

.

Unlike

conventional cinematic modeling, in which an object is represented through
its instantaneous shape, a teleological model incorporates time-dependent
goals of behavior as the fundamental representation of what the object is.

A teleological approach seems inappropriate for interactive shape design because it
circumvents certain roles, such as the use of intuition, of the designer. [Zeisel
1987] expressed the importance of these roles by stating, 'All lines and forms,
whether the gnarled branch of a tree, or the gentle contour of a vase, evoke
emotional responses through associations

.

.

.

The designer, sharing common

associations with his audience, communicates his feelings.' Such communication is
best achieved by 'hands-on' methods for defining skeletons and surfaces.

There

are, of course, methods, such as digitizing the position, orientation, or movement
of skeletal parts, that are intermediate to teleological design and 'hands-on' design.

The needs of a designer evolve, and, therefore, no consideration of a design system
can be complete.

To a certain extent, the wishes of a designer depend upon the

evolving sophistication of design techniques, and these in turn may depend upon
commonly available computational power.

As computer graphics has become

more accessible and hardware more powerful, the methbds of surface design have
become

more

sophisticated.

Designers

have

sought

complex, more. natural, and more constrained shapes.

to

model

increasingly

As the aspirations of

designers evolve, so will design systems.

2.8 Animation

A designer may wish to modify, that is, animate, a shape over time, in order to
create acomputer generated movie or to evolve one ' design into anew one.

Design

evolution can be an efficient strategy to produce an improvement over or variation
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of a previous design.

If a shape is based on a skeleton, then we expect the

animated skeleton to yield acorresponding, reasonably behaved, animated shape.
Indeed, there are many natural shapes that have evolved from previous shapes
without a corresponding change in function.
as a resolution of natural forces.

The evolved form can be interpreted

For example, distribution of vegetation can be

seen as the product of competition between organisms.

Different natural forces

can yield similar forms, such as the layering of sandstone produced by wind and
the layering of bark rings as developed in a fire.
corresponds with the development of function,
with the environment encountered.

We conjecture that phylogeny
whereas ontogeny

corresponds

Thus, a person's face is genetically enabled to

assume different forms, but the character lines that develop over time are a
product of environment.

We do not seek, however, to simulate the function of a

natural form. or the environment within which it evolved.

To accurately predict

from first principles a biological shape, for example, would require a model of
biological growth.

Such a model is beyond the scope of this dissertation;

furthermore, such a model may complicate the design task in those cases where the
goal is a specific shape.

Our goal is to mimic the shape of a natural form and to

simplify the process by providing useful design tools.
Skeletal animation may be separated into two classes:

those animations that

disallow a change in skeletal topology, and those that permit a topological change.
We divide the first class into two categories: articulation, in which each skeletal
element is fixed in length but may change its angular relationship to its parent, and
metamorphosis, in which length as well as rotation may change.

We divide the

second class also into two categories: growth permits the addition of skeletal
elements

but not their removal,

removal of skeletal elements.

and

transmogri
fication permits

addition

and

Examples of articulation, metamorphosis, growth,

and transmogrification are shown below.
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V
articulation

metamorphosis

'Vv*

growth

transmogrification

Figure 2.5 Animation Categories

The latter examples suggest that the transmogrification of nodes with a differing
number of branches can be accomplished in different ways.., For example, in the
left transmogrification, two branches shrink while a center branch grows; in the
right transmogrification,

one branch

shrinks

while the

other rotates.

These

examples also suggest that articulation corresponds to the usual notion of bodily
action

in

which

limbs

rotate

without

changing

length.

In

particular,

the

straightforward approach of linear interpolation, shown below, left, is less natural
than rotation, shown below, right.

limbi

limb2

limbi

limb2

Figure 2.6 Linear and Rotational Interpolation of Two Limbs

The relationship between function and skeleton is often obvious; in higher life
forms, the skeleton positions internal organs and defines the organism's ability for
external movement.

Thus, articulation of the skeleton represents an exercise in

function, and the exercise of this function usually produces a change in shape.
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During articulation • 'certain attributes associated with the skeleton may also change.
These attributes might influence the volumetric blend, the limb radius, surface
color, or surface detail.

For example, a skeletal element might represent a muscle

that is to bulge whenever another skeletal element rotates.

The topology of 'articulation is directly represented by a tree-structured skeleton.
Without such a. skeleton, natural appearing articulation is not as conveniently
expressed.

Indeed, one could argue that, for the purpose of animation, a tree-

structured 'skeleton is more important than its surface.
representation,

which

contains

no

surface,

is

For example, a stick-figure

more

effective

in

displaying

animation than is asmooth surface that has no discernible skeleton.

An animation that involves articulation only should 'not cause a viewer confusion
(unless ' the articulation involves an. unnatural rotation, such as a head turning fully
around).'

If an

animation

involves

the mOtamorphosis

or transmogrification,

however, the viewer is required to change the schema that he or she has developed
as a compact representation for the object:

This requirement may engender the

emotional response of surprise [Gaines 1986].

It may begin as anxious puzzlement

Y

and develop into relief and understanding once the evolving form is recognized
and a new schema is develOped.

The viewer, after some reflection, might 'then

develop an appreciation for the aesthetic quality of the change [McCoy 1981].
Indeed, those classical animations that audiences find so magical are the products
of designers who skillfully manipulate schematic representations.
[Thomas and Johnson 1984,

p.

According to

333], in discussing the structure and anatomy of a

bird, "the animator needs such information before he can begin his scene."

The skeleton is important to metamorphosis and transmogrification because it
assists the viewer in tracking one recognizable shape through the transition to the
second recognizable shape.

The skeleton allows the viewer to interpret the change

in shape as a' change in structure.

Meaningful ,interpolation of skeletons is,

therefore, an important issue for designers.

Although it is not strictly necessary
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that skeletal elements be organized as a tree,

we believe such organization

facilitates inter-skeletal interpolation.

As a thought exercise, we consider the interpolation of a maple leaf, a human
hand, and a stingray.

Functionally,'these objects have little in common, but their

overall shapes are similar.
in later chapters.

The skeletons for the leaf and the hand, below, are used
-

Automatic transmogrification would be possible if an algorithm

were developed to find corresponding structures between different skeletons.

The

complexities of animation and shape design suggest, however, that a meaningful
interpolation of skeletons requires skilled intervention by the animator.

Figure 2.7 Complex Metamorphoses

2.9 Shape Taxonomy

Morphometrics concerns the measurement of similarity (also known as shape
affinity, morphologic similarity, or homology)
shape among biological objects.

and dissimilarity of geometrical

Morphometric methods usually rely on surface

measurements, or keys, which are unsatisfactory for the more general purpose of
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design and animation.

Some researchers suggest that skeletal keys are more

appropriate for measuring morphologic homologues [Rohlf and Bookstein 1990].
Often morphologic similarity is highly correlated with evolutionary proximity
[ibid.].

This correlation suggests that the Linnaean taxonomy, which is, in places,

highly correlated with evolution, may provide some basis for understanding the
form of biological organisms. 9

Indeed, a shape taxonomy, or shape vocabulary,

could assist the designer by providing, for each biological shape class, a method of
geometric representation and, perhaps, a corresponding skeleton.

It could provide

the designer the domain and characteristics of classical organic forms.

Taxonomy is defined as the ' orderly classification of plants and animals according
to their presumed natural relationships' [Mish 1984].

In the ancillary definitions

below j note that 'taxonomy' leads both to 'form' and to 'function.'

Function often

implies form, and form usually, bqt not always, implies function.

Thus, although

the biological taxonomy is clearly related to function, a taxonomy of shape cannot
be based solely on biological function.

systematics: the classification and study of organisms with regard to their
natural relationships: taxonomy.

classification: systematic arrangement in groups or categories according to
established criteria, specifically, taxonomy; class, category.

category: a general class to. which a logical • predicate or that which it
predicates belongs; one of the underlying forms to which any fact known by
experience must conform.

conformable: corresponding in form or character.

correspond: to be equivalent or parallel.

equivalent: corresponding or virtually identical esp. in effect or function.
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Alternatively, a shape taxonomy coUld depend on those semantic distinctions that
concern shape and form.

For example, in architecture we find structural terms

such as arch, hollow, saddle, etc.
fields as well.

Shapes are semantically distinguished in other

For example, the following words describe the shape of various

botanical leaves:

elliptic,

hastate,

linear,

oblong,

oblanceolate,

obovate,

orate,

peltate, reniform, sagittate, and spatulate [Sandved and Prance 1985].

There have been previous attempts to categorize shape for the purpose of design.
One taxonomy relates historical developments in the world of art [Latham 1989].
[Fleck

1988]

considers

the role

of geometric

categories,

particularly

regular

polyhedra, in the development of form and function. [Kimia et al. 1989] considers
a classification of shape according to parts and protrusions.

And in [Ovtcharova et

al. 1992] shape featur
es are classified, primarily within asolid modeling context.

In aprevious section we considered reality as a departure point for fanciful shapes,
but noted that fanciful designs may loose their appeal if they appear unrealistic.

A

minimum level of detail often aids in the realism of a fanciful object, but there
may be more fundamental requirements for realism.

For example, Nature has not

developed all possible evolutionary permutations; there are unoccupied places in
the

general

taxonomy [Raup

and

Stanley

1978].

It

may

be

that

shapes

corresponding with these unoccupied places would be perceived as unrealistic.

2.10 Conclusions

In this chapter we suggested .that many natural shapes are amenable to skeletal
design.

These shapes derive from astraight or curved skeleton, askin that covers a

smooth blend of tissue,
patterned.

and microstructure, that is partly chaotic and partly

Synthetic shapes, however, may be designed more readily with to non-

skeletal I
methods such as traditional computer aided design, conventional free'

form

surface

design [Farin

1987],

hierarchical

patch

refinement [Forsey

Bartels 1988], and volumetric sculpting [Galyean and Hughes 1991].

and

In many
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cases,

however,

a

skeleton,

facilitates

animation,

procedural

developmental processes, and replication with alterations. 1°
allows

definition,

A skeleton by itself

articulation, but provides insufficient surface detail.

A skeleton with

covering provides both articulation and realism, as we hope to demonstrate in
chapters 5, 6, and 7.

The intuitive aspect of design, in particular the apprehending of the skeleton from
a real or imagined shape, is something we must leave to the artist, engineer, or
designer.

It is his or her task to observe, analyze and understand a shape before

attempting to represent it skeletally.

In this, the relationship between function and

shape concerns the natural appearance as well as the visual impact of a shape.

The

design system can assist the designer by displaying, preferably at interactive
speeds,

the

skeleton,

covering the volume.

the

volume

surrounding

the

skeleton,

and

the

surface

A design system should be evaluated in terms of the

articulation, representation, interaction, and display capabilities provided to the
designer and, ultimately, the ease with which a designer can translate his or her
intuition into an intended shape.

The techniques developed for a design system

not only influence the aesthetic aspects of the resulting shape, but may have
engineering and manufacturing applications as well.

We have emphasized the intuitive aspects of skeletal design because we believe a
design system should accommodate all who wish to work with surfaces.

A similar

populist sentiment may be found in [Hawking 1988]:

However,

if we do discover a complete theory,

it should in time be

understandable in broad principle by everyone, not just a few scientists.
Then we shall all, philosophers, scientists, and just ordinary people, be able
to take part in the discussion of the question of why it is that we and the
universe exist.

If we find the answer to that, it would be the ultimate

triumph of human reason...
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To understand the design process is not as ambitious as discovering a complete
theory

of the

universe.

But,

in

keeping

with

this

populist

statement,

the

underlying principles of design should, eventually, be as accessible to an ordinary
person as they are to the specialist.
Finally, we discussed the possibility of a shape taxonomy that would categorize
natural shapes.
shape

The categorization of shape, the study of the relationships between

categories,

and

the

different

demands

these

categories

place

upon

a

computer representation of shape, remain fertile areas for future work.

2.11 Notes
1. For example, Plato maintained that a mathematical idea is the origin both of
symmetry in Nature and its aesthetic value [Weyl 1952].

2. For a general consideration of information and form within the context of
aesthetics, see [Moles 1966].

3. The generalized cylinder as described in [Agin 1972] does not require around or
elliptical cross section.
4.

Interesting

exceptions

include

the

squid's

ability

to

extend

a tentacle

[Wainwright 1988].

5. This notion is attributed to Alvy Ray Smith.

6. An analysis of the creative process itself is beyond the scope of this work.

A

collection of essays on the process of design may be found in [Kepes 1965].

A

general discussion of automatic design derivation from functional specifications
may be found in [Kalay 1987].

7. For example, the popularity of equipment manufactured by Silicon Graphics,
Inc. over more robust but slower renderers (such as

RenderMan®)

indicates a
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general user preference for interactivity.
8. For additional discussion of goal oriented animation, see chapters 2, and 3 of
[Badler 1991].
9. Convergence, in which two distinct evolutionary trends yield the same function
or shape, is acounter-example to this notion.
10. It would be interesting to survey users of non-skeletal design systems as to
whether. they employ a 'mental skeleton' during the design process.

Resting the forehead against asurface can be
very soothing to the nervous systeni.
(a yoga teaching)
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Chapter 3: Implicit Surfaces

For my own part Iam pleased enough with surfaces...
what else is there? What else do we need?
(Edward Abbey)

3.1 Introduction

An implicit surface is a set of points p such that ftp)
function (
i.e., p E

93).

written f1(0) or Z(f).
value of

f,

0, where

The surface is also known as the zero set

fis a trivariate
of fand may be

According to the implicit surface theorem, if zero is aregular

then the zero set is a two-dimensional manifold.

similar set of points for which ftp)
surface.

=

The function

fis

=

An iso-surface is a

c, where c is the iso-contour value of the

sometimes called the implicit function, although we

prefer implicit surface function.

A review of the salient properties of implicit

surfaces may be found in [Hoffmann 1989].

In many cases,

fpartitions

space into an inside and an outside.

By convention,

fis

usually written such that f(p) < 0 describes a volume of points enclosed by the
surface, f(p)

=

0.

This ability to enclose volumes and the ability to represent

blends of volumes endow implicit surfaces with inherent advantages in geometric
surface design.

This is particularly so for skeletal design, as the relation between

skeleton and surface is, generally, volumetric.

Inherent in this relation is the use of

a distance metric between the point p and the skeleton.

In chapter 5, we examine

these metrics according to their blend properties and ease of implementation.

In chapter 2, we suggested it is easier for the designer of natural forms to work
with skeletal geometry than with the usually more complex geometry of the
corresponding surface.

The volumetric relation described by f(p) < 0 underlies the
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correspondence between skeleton and surface.

Thus, the. combination of skeletal

and implicit techniques is particularly appropriate for many natural forms.

The

smoothness sometimes associated with natural forms may be obtained as a blend
of component volumes, which we call implicit primitives.

The skillful combination

of primitives is an important task for designers who 'wish to define implicitly an
interesting or useful shape.
and functional

Primitives may also be combined by set operations

composition (such as deformations),

but blends

are the most

important combination concerning the design of smooth surfaces.

Traditionally,

computer graphics has favored the parametric surface over the

implicit because, the parametric is easier to render and is more convenient for
certain' geometric operations, such as the computation of curvature or the control
of position and tangency.

Specifically, "parametric surfaces are generally easier

[than implicit surfaces] to draw, tessellate, subdivide, and bound, or to perform any
operation on that requires a knowledge of ' Where' on the surface" [Rockwood
1989].

Parametric and implicit surface representations are also distinguished, by

the compactness of their mathematical expression [Ricci
particularly true for definitions that involve distance.

1973].

This seems

For eample, given a sphere

centered ai c, with radius r, the parametric definition is:

(3.1)

(
Px'Py'Pz)

=

0e (0,

4

'
it),

(
c+rcosOcos4, Cy+rSinO, cz+rôosBsind?),
(
0, 2it).

The implicit definition is considerably more compact:

(3.2)

Px

c) 2 +

(Py _ Cy) 2 + PzCz)2
(

12 =

0.

Implicit surface definitions are very general; they can represent discrete pointsets,
algebraic surfaces, and procedurally defined' implicit surfaces.

A. discrete pointset

can be represented by a function that returns 0' for p a member of the set, 1
otherwise. ' Generally, this is not useful because the function is discontinuous;
pointsets can, however, be adapted for use in surface fitting [Hoppe et al. 1992].
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Algebraic

surfaces

are

commonly

found

in

computer

graphics,

and

include.

quadrics [Foley et al. 1990] and superquadrics [Barr 1981]. There has been arecent
renewal of interest in general algebraic surfaces [Sederberg

1985],

[
Sederberg

1987], [Bajaj 1992]. They may be ray-traced [Blinn 1982], or, in the case of quadric
surfaces,

they

are suitable for incremental

scan-line techniques [Mathematical

Applications Group 1968].

Although simple distance constraints can be expressed analytically, the defining
function need not be analytic, but, as observed in [Ricci 1973], may be procedural.
That is, a designer is free to specify any arbitrary process that, given
space,

computes

a real

value.

The

procedure

may

mathematical functions, conditionals, tables, and so on.

employ

apoint

in

conventional

A procedurally evaluated

implicit surface function is not the same as a 'procedure modl' [Newell 1975].
Both involve procedures, but the former is utilized to evaluate apoint in space and
the latter is utilized to construct a parametric surface.
implicit

surface,

discussed

in

section

5.6.14.1,

An example procedural

performs

several

geometric

operations to yield avalue forf that would be difficult to express analytically.

In the following sections we consider several aspects of an implicit surface,
including its relation to solid modeling, its application to skeletons, its visualization
and polygonization, and its refinement by added surface detail.

3.2 Solid Modeling

In 1973, a 'constructive geometry' was introduced for the purpose of defining
complex shapes derived from operations (such as union, intersection, and blend)
upon primitives [Ricci 1973].

The surface was defined as the boundary between

the half-spaces f(p) < 1and f(p) > 1; the former was considered the 'inside,' or solid
portion, of an object.

From this initial approach to solid modeling evolved

constructive solid geometry, or CSG.
according to a binary tree.

With CSG, an

object

is ,evaluated 'bottom-up'

The leaf nodes are usually restricted to low degree
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polynomial primitives, such as spheres, cylinders, ellipsoids, and tori.

The internal

nodes represent Boolean set operations.

The difference between solid modeling and implicit modeling is somewhat subtle.
The surface of a solid model must enclose a finite volume.

Consequently, the

surface is everywhere equivalent to a two-dimensional disk and is, therefore, a
two-dimensional manifold [
Mantyla 1988].
volumes as well; for example, f(x, y, z)

=

Implicit surfaces can enclose finite
x2+y2+z2-1 represents the unit sphere.

But implicit surfaces can also represent unbounded surfaces; for example, f(x, y, z)
=

zrepresents thexy-plane.

Solid modeling is not limited to constructive models but may include, among
others, decomposition models and boundary models [
ibid.].
dominant form of solid modeling.

CSG is, however, the

The literature of constructive solid geometry

emphasizes the robust representation of all intermediate results within the. treestructured evaluation.

Usually this intermediate representation is the boundary

representation, or BRep.

It is a versatile representation from which several

geometric properties, such as volume and center of gravity, are readily computed.'
It is generally accepted in solid modeling that boundary representations must be
closed under all Boolean operations.

The requirement to

maintain

intermediate boundary

representations

extraordinary demand on the process of CSG evaluation.

places

an

These concerns are

expressed in [
ibid.]:

Unfortunately,

Boolean

set

operations

algorithms

for

boundary

representations are in general plagued by two kinds of problems: First, to be
effective, aset operations algorithm must be able to treat all possible kinds of
geometric intersections
analysis.
overlap,

.

.

[
which] easily leads to a very [complex] case

.

Second, the very case analysis must be based on various tests for
coplanarity,

and

intersection

which

are

difficult

to

implement
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robustly in the presence of numerical errors.

This explains the preoccupation in CSG literature with the robustness of edgeedge and edge-surface intersections.

In comparison, concrete representations for

implicit surfaces are formed without intermediate evaluations, greatly reducing the
affects

of

numerical instability.

Additionally, implicit surfaces need not be defined

according to abinary tree or any other graph. 2

Early development of geometric modeling, which embraces both surface and solid
modeling, was motivated by engineering applications in the automotive, aerospace,
aviation, and shipping industries and by training applications such as real-time,
interactive

flight

simulators.

This

development

involved

an

interplay

of

visualization and geometric modeling techniques that inextricably linked com,puter
graphics and geometric modeling.

For example, as graphics systems became faster

and more flexible, designers were encouraged to develop ever more sophisticated
models, many of which required new techniques in geometric modeling.

Indeed,

much of the development in surface and solid modeling is reported in the
literature of computer graphics.

3.3 Skeletal Design

Having discussed the value of skeletally defined implicit surfaces, we now consider
specific methods for their evaluation and definition.

As described in section 2.4,

the skeleton is a collection of elements, each of which generates avolume.

Within

an implicit context, we call such a volume askeletal primitive, which we denote by
Pi(p), for skeletal element i.

Thus, P is a function from

purposes) to 9, and, usually, is C1 continuous.

...

surface is the covering, or manifold, of the skeleton.
of

implicit

surface

92

for illustrative

The implicit surface function may

be a blend of these primitives, i.e., f(p) = g(p, Fj, P2,

implementation

(or

93

algorithms

to

be

P)

=

0, and the implicit

Ideally, we wish our
indifferent

to

skeletal

complexity. This leads to two principal methods to evaluate the implicit surface:
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(
3.
3 )fskeleton

=

(3.4) fskeleton

=

frroot— c, where frljmb

max (
flimb,

frchjldren)

,

or

ZflimbC

In both (3.3) and (3.4),

flimb

refers to the implicit primitive defining the volume

surrounding the particular skeletal element.

In (3.3), fr is a' recursive function

equal to the implicit primitive of a limb or the. sum of fr applied to each of the
child limbs, whichever is .greater.
assume

flimb

Contrary to solid modeling convention, we

increases with decreasing distance to the limb; thus, max, rather than

mm, is appropriate.

fskeleton(p)

the skeleton; in (3.4),

is the recursive function applied to the root limb of
is simply the summation of all primitives.

fskeleton(p)

The

recursive function yields amore smooth transition in limb radii at branch points.
The computational load for (3.3) and (3.4) can be reduced by providing an axisaligned bounding box around each skeletal element.

For p outside the bounding

box of limb, the influence of limbs is presumed non-existent; that is, flimb.(p)
It is simple to test for

=

0.

within an axis-aligned box.

The interpolation of two implicit surfaces can be accomplished in several ways.
The most accessible method is to interpolate the individual functions that ' define
the

surfaces.

For

example,

in

the

figure

below,

we

interpolate

'(x2+y2+z2+rmajor2—rm ior2)
2-4rmaj
or2(x2+z2), and asphere, x2+y -l
-Z
2— rmajor2.

1111 HOR! an IRS 1111",

Figure 3.1 Interpolation of Sphere and Torus Functions

a torus,
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Interpolation of two functions, however, is not appropriate for skeletal forms
because rigid body transformations can be lost.
illustration,

generated

with

a two-dimensional

employ three different interpolations.

For example, in the following
implicit

contour

follower,

we

As in Figure 2.5, only rigid body rotation of

the skeleton produces arealistic interpolation.

'•) o o-,o •
2

Figure 3.2 Implicit Interpolations
top: interpolation of implicit contour functions3
middle: interpolation of segment endpoints
bottom: interpolation of segment angle

3.4 Visualization

Because an implicit formulation does not produce surface points by substitution,
root-finding must be emplpyed to visualize an implicit surface. 4
performed by ray-tracing, polygon scan conversion, or contour tracing.

This can be
We briefly

consider each of these methods.

Implicit surfaces may be rendered directly by ray tracing, assuming a ray-surface
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intersection procedure is provided for a given surface.

Often the intersection

calculation can be accelerated by culling those pieces of the surface bounded by
axis-aligned boxes not intersected by the ray.

This process is known as spatial

subdivision [Glassner 1984], [Samet 1990] of the implicit volume, and was applied
to a procedural implicit surface [Bloomenthal 1989] to produce the image below.
Other methods to accelerate the ray-tracing of implicit surfaces include symbolic
algebra for

surfaces

defined

by

polynomials [Hanrahan

1983],

the

Lipschitz

condition for surfaces with bounded gradient derivatives [Kaira and Barr 1989],
and sphere-tracing for surfaces with bounded derivatives [Hart 1993].

Figure 3.3 Ray- Traced Image

In addition to shaded images, it is possible to create contour-line (or section-line)
drawings of implicit surfaces by intersecting the surface with a series of planes,
each perpendicular to the line of sight and receding from the viewpoint [Ricci
1973].

For each plane, the zero-set contour is drawn, excepting those parts

obscured by previously drawn contours.

In [Bloomenthal

1989] the implicit

surface was spatially partitioned by an octree [Meagher 1982] to produce the
following image.

It is simple to compute the intersection of octree and plane; each
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intersected terminal node of the octree produces a section of the contour.

Contour

line drawings are particularly usefUl for engineering applications [Forrest 1979].

Figure 3.4 Contour Line Drawing

Although ray-tracing can produce excellent images, it cannot produce a chartable
surface, 5 that is, a concrete surface representation.

Such representations permit

non-imaging operations such as movement from one surface point to another,.
positioning objects upon a surface, navigating along the surface to define texture,
and associating predefined texture with specific portions of the surface.

The most universal, concrete surface representation is, arguably, a set of polygons.
Conversion

of

a.

functionally

specified

implicit

surface

to

a polygonal

approximation can require considerable computation, but is required only once
per surface and allows rendering of the surface by conventional polygon scan
conversion, which is considerably more efficient. than ray-tracing an arbitrary
implicit surface.
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It is possible to convert a low order algebraic function to a parametric equivalent,
and then generate polygons by sweeping the surface parameters through their
domains.

This

[Sederberg 1986].

becomes

difficult

or

impossible

higher

order

functions

Instead, we employ numerical techniques to sample the implicit

surface function and polygonize the surface.
for smooth

for

implicit surfaces.

These techniques generally work well

Conversion

to polygons

allows

the

computer

graphicist to manipulate the surface in traditional ways and to render the surface
without repeated solution of the implicit surface function.

Because of these

advantages, we devote the next section to polygonization.

3.5 Polygonization

A flexible design environment should free the designer from difficulties associated
with the computer representation of a surface, whether these difficulties be storage
in a concrete form, fitting together surface pieces, or visualization.

We rely on

polygonization to shield the designer from the productive process wherein the
abstract design expression (
i.e., j) is converted to a concrete representation (
i.e.,
polygons). In other words, the polygonizer treats fas a 'black box' and in so doing
isolates the designer's definition of skeleton, volumetric primitives,

and their

blends from the topological and geometrical complexity of the resulting surface.
Thus,

complex

implicit

surfaces

do

not

require

correspondingly

complex

polygonization software, whereas the polygonization of parametric surfaces often
requires an ad hoc implementation for each surface type.

In this section we

present abrief description of implicit surface polygonization.

An

evaluation

of polygonizers

according to their implementation

complexity,

number of triangles produced, topological consistency, and topological correctness
is given in [Ning and Bloomenthal 1993].

Other criteria, such as the number of

function evaluations required, the adaptive distribution of polygons, and the visual
appearance of the resulting surface, are not evaluated.
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Polygonization consists of two principal steps: a) the partitioning of space into
cells, and b) the processing of each cell to produce polygons.

In the first step,

space

that

is

partitioned

into

contain the surface.

non-overlapping,

space-filling

cells

collectively

The implicit surface function is evaluated at the corner. 6

negative values are considered to lie on one side of the surface, positive values on
the other.

In the second step, a vertex of the implicit surface is presumed to lie on

any cell edge that connects oppositely signed corners.

Within each cell the surface

vertices are connected to form one or more polygons.

Throughout this and the

following chapter, we use the term "corner" to mean a vertex of the polygonizing
cell and the term "vertex" to mean avertex of the implicit surface.

3.5.1 Partitioning

An important distinction concerning polygonizers is the function
discrete or continuous.

In other words, the value off is available

For continuous functions, such as those that define the

geometric models described in this dissertation, the value of
arbitrary locations.

which can be

Many polygonizers are intended for use with discrete data,

such as obtained from scanning devices.
only at cell corners.

f,

fmay

be obtained at

There are two practical consequences of this distinction.

first relates to the accuracy of the polygonal surface.

The

For discrete functions, the

location of a surface vertex must be approximated; for continuous functions, the
location of asurface vertex can be determined with arbitrary precision.

A second practical consequence concerns the number of function evaluations.
the discrete case,

fis

In

evaluated throughout a fixed volume, and at a fixed interval.

In this process, known as enumeration, the number of function evaluations is fixed
and, usually, the time per evaluation is a constant determined by the scanning
hardware.
priori

In the continuous case, the volume enclosing a surface is not known a

and

each

function

evaluation

computation than in the discrete case.

usually

requires

considerably

more

Thus, obtaining all cells within a given

volume is less practical for the continuous than for the discrete case.

Instead,
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polygonizers based on continuous data usually begin with an initial cell enclosing a
piece of the surface.

Additional cells are propagated across cell faces that intersect

the surface until the implicit surface is fully contained by. 'the collection of cells.
This process is known as numerical continuation [
Aligower and Georg 1990] and
was first applied to implicit surfaces by [Wyvill et al. 1986].

Continuation methods require 0(n2)function evaluations, where n is a measure of
the size of the object (thus, n2 corresponds to the object's surface area).
that employ enumeration require 0(n 3) function evaluations.
two published polygonization implementations.

Methods

We know of .only

In [Watt. and Watt

1993]

a

'marching cubes' implementation is provided that employs enumeration, and in
[Bloomenthal

1994]

an

implementation

is

provided

software

that

employs

continuation, which will be described in this section. 7

A benefit of enumeration is that it detects all piedes of a set of disjoint surfaces.
This is not provided by continuation methods, which require a starting point for
each piece.

The continuation method used in our research automatically detects a

starting point by random search; thus,
polygonized.

only a single object is detected and

The designer may, however, explicitly provide a starting point; in

which case random search is not needed and disjoint objects may be polygonized
by repeated use of the polygonizer, each time with a different starting point.

It

may be possible to automate the detection of starting points for skeletally defined
models by searching the neighborhood of each skeleton's root.

In practice,

providing a starting point (or starting neighborhood) , does not appear to be a
serious burden for the designer.

The cube is a useful partitioning cell because it is a regular polyhedron that fully
packs space [Coxeter 1963].

Its symmetries provide a) a simple means to compute

and index corner locations, which is useful in storing surface vertices, and b) a
simple means to index the cell itself, which is useful for the prevention of cycles
during cell propagation.
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•
3.5.2

Root-Finding

In skeletal design, an object is defined by acontinuous, real-valued function.

Such

functions allow the location of a surface vertex to be accurately computed, rather
than approximated by linear interpolation as is commonly employed with discrete
data. The affects of interpolation are shown below.

Ji

Figure 3.5 Surface Vertex Computation
left: accurate, right: interpolated

Binary subdivision is a reliable and simple method to compute accurate surface
vertex locations.
converges

to

Given 'one point inside the surface, and one outside, the method

a point on the surface by repeatedly subdividing the segment

connecting oppositely signed function. values.
acceptable accuracy.

Ten iterations appears to provide

Subdivision can, at times, be more efficient than other

convergence methods, such as regulafalsi [
Bloomenthal 1988].

As described in [Wyvill et al. 1986], the performance of function evaluation can be
greatly improved by culling those skeletal elements that do not contribute to the
.

function value at a given point (because the point is beyond the influence of the
element).

The skeletal primitives can be organized into a set of bounding boxes or

ahierarchical structure such as an octree.

Performance is also improved by minimizing the number of function evaluations.
For example, the location of a surface vertex is computed only once; it and its
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function value are cached and subsequently indexed according to' the coordinates
of its edge endpoints, using a hashing technique similar to that reported in [Wyvill
et al. 1986].

Function values at cube corners are similarly cached.

Cached cube

corner values accelerate the computation of surface vertex locations for adjacent
cubes; cached surface vertex values accelerate the computation of surface normals.
The overhead in caching function values may exceed the cost of additional
evaluations for simple functions.

For complex functions, however, the elimination

of redundant evaluation significantly improves performance.

3.5.3 Cell Polygonization

Cell polygonization is the approximation by one or more polygons of that part of
the surface contained within a cell.

This approximation consists of three steps.

The first is the computation of edge vertices that, approximate the intersection of
the surface with the cell edges.

The second step is the connection of these vertices

to form lines across the faces of a cell; these approximate the intersection of the
surface with the cell faces.

The third step is the connection of these lines to form

polygons, which approximate the surface itself.

Unfortunately, some polarity combinations of cube corners do not disambiguate
between, conflicting polygonal 'configurations within a cube.

The 'marching cubes'

polygonization method [Lorensen and Cline 1987] produces errant holes in the
surface because it treats these ambiguities inconsistently [Düurst 1988].
method

employed

by

the

skeletal

design

system

consistently, in one of two user-selectable ways.

treats

cube

The

ambiguities

Either the cube is directly

polygonized according to an algorithm given in [Bloomenthal

1988], or it is

decomposed into tetrahedra that are then polygonized according to an algorithm
given in [Koide et al. 1986].
polygonizing cell.
illustrated below.

Thus, either a cube or a tetrahedron serves as the

The continuation, decomposition, and polygonization steps are
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continuation (side view)

decomposition

polygonization

Figure 3.6 Overview of aPolygonizer

Each edge of the polygonizing cell , that connects corners of differing polarity yields
a surface vertex.

When connected together, the surface vertices form a polygon.

The ordering of these vertices is given by atable that contains one entry for each of
the possible configurations of the cell corner polarities: For the cube, the table has
256 entries and may be generated according to methods described in [Bloomenthal
1988] and [Wyvill and Jevans 1993].

For the tetrahedron, which is the default

polygonizing cell, the table has 16 entries and may be generated by inspection.
For each tetrahedron, either no polygon,

atriangle,

or a quadrilateral (
i.e., two

triangles) is produced, as shown below.

Figure 3.7 Tetrahedral Cell Polygonization
left: zero, three, or four edge vertices are produced within atetrahedron
right: at most asingle line crosses aietrahedral face

Because the tetrahedral

edges

include the diagonals

of the

cube

faces,

the

tetrahedral decomposition yields a greater number of surface vertices per surface
area

than

does

polygonization

cubical

requires

less

polygonization,
computation

requires amore complex implementation.

as

compared

than

tetrahedral

below.

Cubical

polygonization,

but
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Figure 3.8 Two Methods of Cell Polygonization
left: with tetrahedral decomposition, right: without
In [Wyvill et al. 1986] polygons are produced in a 'polygon' format, wherein
surface vertices shared across adjoining polygons are replicated.

If vertices are

stored by reference, not by value, a 'points/polygons' format results and coincident
vertices are not replicated.

Rather, the vertex reference (or 'Id') can be associated

with its containing edge. An edge that contains asurface vertex may be stored in a
hash table, indexed according to the lattice indices of its two endpoints.
sparse

storage,

whose memory

requirements

are proportional to

the

This

object's

surface area (whereas dense storage is proportional to the object's volume) is
desirable because the domain extent of the function is not known apriori. Because
tetrahedral cells utilize the corners of the cubical cell, the cube corner lattice
indices work well for cubical or tetrahedral partitionings.
The

points/polygons

format provides

a basis

for conversion

to

a boundary

representation and may be more convenient for some polygon renderers
comparison of the two formats is given below.

A
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polygon format

v3

points/polygons format

triangle:
(xl, yl, zi)
(0, y3, z3)
(x4, y4., z4)

vertices:
(xl,yl,zl)
(x2, y2, z2)
(0, y3, z3)
(x4, y4, z4)

triangle:
(x2, y2, z2)
(x4, y4., z4)
(x3, y3, z3)

triangle: ( 1, 2, 3)
triangle: ( 1, 3, 4)

Figure 3.9 Two Polygon Formats

•Either during or after polygonization, each surface vertex is assigned a surface
normal and, optionally, color and other properties.

At a point p, the surface

normal is the function gradient, approximated by:

(3.5)

Vf(p)

where Px' Py'

p) —f(px),f(p) —f(py),f(p) —f(p))/',
and Pz

represent p displaced by

along the respective axes.

.

3.5.4 Surface Bounds, Complexity, and Resolution

Many

implicitly

defined

dimensional manifolds.

objects,

such

as

the

tori

=

below,

are

two-

They may be bounded or unbounded, but, everywhere,

must be homomorphic to a two-dimensional disk.
t
1(x, y, z)

shown

The upper torus is given by

(
x2+y 2+z2+R2—r2)
2-4R2(x2+y 2) = 0, where R and r are the major

and minor radii (in this example, r = R14).

To achieve a rotation and offset, the

lower torus

(
x2+(y+R)2-i-z2+R2—r2)
2-4R 2((y+R) 2+z2)

=

0.

is

defined by

t
2(x, y,
z)

The points that satisfy J(p)

[Chandru et al. 1990]

=

ti(p)

=
=

t2(p)

=

0 define a 'Voronoi' surface

This surface is not bounded and requires a limit to the

continuation propagation in all six (left, right,

above, below,

near,

and far)

directions from the start point. For the surface below, the propagation limit was 7.
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Figure 3.10 TorusR Us
left: two Tori, right: their Voronoi surface
There is no limit to the complexity of the implicit surface function.

For example,

an object resembling apiece in the game of 'jacks' may be given by: 8

(
1/(x2/9 +4y2+4z2)
4+1/(y2/
9 +4x2+4z2)
4+1/(z2/
9 +4y2+4x2)
4+
1/((4x/3-4) 2+16y2/
9+16z2/
9)
4+1/((4x/3i-4) 2+16y/9+16z2/
9)
4+
l/((4y/3-4) 2+l 6x2/
9+16z2/
9)
4+1/((4y/3i-4) 2+16x2/
9+16z2/
9)
1
) 114-1.
Indeed, ' meta-objects' have been specified with thousands of terms [Graves 1993].

Although

its

continuous.

complexity

is

unrestricted,

the

implicit

surface

shpuld

be

G1

Otherwise, the, surface that results from fixed ' size partitioning may be

incomplete, have truncated edges, or contain small jutting pieces (such as shown in
[Bloomenthal

1994]).

A G'

discontinuous surface requires

adaptive function

sampling to produce a concrete representation that is faithful, in terms of fine
detail, to the design.

For polygonization, :adaptive sampling is the variation of cell size according to
several possible criteria, such as a) surface curvature within the cell [Bloomenthal
1988], b) interval analysis of the function at the cell corners [Snyder 1992], c)
bounds on the gradient [Kalra and Barr 1989], or d) bounds on the derivative [Hart
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1993]. 9

An example of adaptive sampling according to approximate curvature is

given in the following figure.

This approach may be applied to all functions, but is

not guaranteed to find all surface parts.

The other three approaches find all parts

but require precise analysis of the implicit surface function.

Such analysis is

possible for many functions [ibid.], but not for an arbitrary 'black box.'

Indeed,

there is always the possibility of a 'pathological' function that can never be
polygonized in sufficient detail.

For example, the Steiner surface, ftx,

j',

z)

=

x2y2+x2z2+y2z
2+xyz, consists of an easily polygonized surface and the principal
axes, which cannot be polygonized.

Figure 3.11 Adaptively Sampled Trianguloid

Adaptively sized cells complicate the cell processing step.

For example, the

hashing scheme described in section 3.5.3 would require substantial modification.
In [Bloomenthal

1988]

a balanced octree

[
Samet ' 1990],

a three-dimensional

corollary of the 'restricted quadtree' [Von Herzen and Barr 1987], is employed to
maintain the polygonal structure without discontinuities along face

of differingly

sized cells. The cube is alogical choice for adaptive sampling; it is the only regular
polyhedron that can be recursively subdivided. [Moore 1992] discusses adaptive
subdivision based upon tetrahedra.

In general, we have found a fixed cell size polygonizer provides good performance
and works well for smooth, natural shapes.

Fixed resolution polygonizers are

simpler to implement, which explains their popularity over adaptive resolution
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methods.

We do not employ automatic techniques to determine an appropriate

cell size; this is set by the designer.
burden.

In practice this has not been a significant

For fixed-size partitioning, the choice of cell size is important: too small a

size produces an excessive number of polygons; too large a size , obscures detail.
The following figure demonstrates improved approximations as the cell size is
reduced.

Figure 3.12 A Sphere Partitioned with Differently Sized Cells
Adaptive sampling can locate all subparts of an object, but cannot locate all objects
within a scene.

Some of these problems can be mitigated by skeletal techniques.

For example, after each polygonization step, points along each skeletal primitive
could be tested for inclusion within previously polygonized volumes.

3.6 Details, Details

In defining a smobth shape, we blend simple geometric primitives.
usual, a completely, different matter.

Details are, as

We .wish to produce images with detail'

normally observable with the unaided eye, and suggest a finely detailed structure
be represented as a compound shape in which minute detail refines a smooth,
underlying surface.

Displacement

techniques [Cook

1984]

can

be

incorporated

definition, as shown below, to refine the surface geometry.

into

the

implicit

In this case, the cell
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partitioning size can be proportional to the feature size of the added detail.

added
detail
smooth
surface
skeleton

Figure 3.13 A Smooth Surface Refined by Detail
Surface

refinement

may

be

deformation) from 9t 3 to 9.
function, f(p)

=

implemented

as

an

implicit

composition (or

For example, consider the following two-dimensional

a(b(c(p))). The original function cis simply avertical wash of gray

(shown here with sine waves in the display's colormap).

The function b causes two

local, blended shifts downward, and the function' c adds a vibration.

of

This addition

detail upon an underlying, smooth form is similar to the addition of harmonics

to a underlying audio sine wave [Chamberlin 1980]. 10

Although this type of

hierarchical detail could be recursive, in this example the character of the detail
changes according to hierarchical depth.

Figure 3.14 An Implicit Contour with Displacement
left. c, middle: b(c), .right. a(b(c))
Patterns of complexity found on an object's surface often correspond to the
object's skeleton.
stretching
articulation.

or

For example,

compression

and

surface creases occur at points of frequent
these

points

are

predictable

given

skeletal

Therefore, detail need not necessarily be given in the implicit
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representation.

Instead, it' can be added to the polygonized model directly,

accessing the skeleton and ignoring the implicit definition.

For example, a 'bump-

map' can be associated with each surface polygon; the pattern of the bump-map
can be determined from the relationship of the polygon to the skeleton.

Aside from general methods to assign texture [Gagalowicz 1985], [Turk 1992], we
are aware only of ad hoc methods to assign texture coordinates given an implicit
definition.

Once . such method is illustrated in figure 5.75.

Although effective at

moderate or long range, mappings (such as bump mapping or texture mapping)
are usually unconvincing for natural objects viewed at close range.

A convenient

parameterization (
i.e., assignment of texture coordinates) free of singularities may
not, however, exist for a given surface and, thus, it may be difficult to establish a
realistic mapping.

It is important that details, such as veins on a hand, be located consistently on the
underlying surface so that the' remain appropriately
should it undergo articulation or transformation.

attached to the surface

For example, if a skeletal joint is

articulated in such a way as to suggest stretching of the surface, we expect the
density of detail to decrease.
realistic.
simpler

Otherwise, the animated detail will not appear

Rather than incorporate this detail into the implicit definition, it may be
to

polygonizer.

modify

the

polygonal

surface

produced

by

Polygonization produces a chartable surface.

the

implicit

surface

In other words, we are

able to navigate on the surface and distribute detail, such as hair or veins,
according to the relationship between surface position and skeleton.

It is not

immediately apparent how the distribution of detail can be accomplished within a
visualization' system such as ray-tracing, which does not produce a chartable
surface from an implicit definition.

3.7 Interactivity

Although in this dissertation we emphasize the application of implicit modeling to
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particular natural forms, a number of general observations apply to the implicit
design

environment

techniques

and,

in

particular,

interactive

techniques.

A survey

of

applicable to interactive implicit surface design may be found in
-

[Bloomenthal and Wyvill 1990]. These techniques include:

•interactive manipulation of the skeleton
'diagramming' of geometric operations used by aprocedural function
interactive procedural specification 'by example'
•interactive definition of primitive functions for askeletal element
•acceleration of ray-tracing or polygonization by
•spatial partitioning,
bounding boxes,
•frame coherence, or
•user specified vertex accuracy
adaptive subdivision
•for surfaces with readily estimated local curvature
•for local areas specified by the user
•piecewise linear approximation of curved skeletal elements
•alternate display methods
planar or volumetric function display, adjustable iso-value
physically based point 'scattering'
•improved resolution during idle processor moments

Physically

based

sampling is

a method

whereby

points

on

the

surface

are

determined by heuristics, such as the function gradient [Figueirido and Gomes
1994].

Recent physically based methods provide improved design interactivity and

rendering performance [Witkin and Heckbert 1994].

In our implementation, the polygonization process may be aborted at arbitrary
time should the designer decide, for example, to revise the defining function or to
modify polygonization parameters such as cell size.
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3.8 Conclusions

The skeletal design models developed in this dissertation presume that the implicit
surface functions are continuous, not discrete as with scanned volumetric data. 11
If Nie employed a discrete function; represented by a voxel array of function
values, we might use an altogether different method to evaluatefsk
el
eton . Before
sampling three-space for the surface, we could first proceed along the skeleton,
dispersing values to accumulate within voxels. 'Accumulation modeling' has been
used to impressive effect with z-buffers [Smith 1982], [Williams 1990] and voxel
arrays [Greene 1989], [Greene 1991].
could

be

computationally

Although three-dimensional 'value dispersal'

expensive,

the

iterative

accumulation

within

an

enumerated volume appear to permit the simulation of developmental processes
and the complex shapes, that result [Greene 1989], [Greene 1991].

Polygonization is a method whereby ,
a polygonal approximation to the implicit
surface is created from the implicit surface function.
rendered with conventional polygon renderers.
excellent

images

of implicit

afforded by polygonization.
view independent.

surfaces,

we

This allows the surface to be

Although ray-tracing can produce
prefer

the

concrete

representation

Unlike ray-tracing, the concrete representation is

Thus, a given polygonal resolution may be excessive for some

images and insufficient for others.

3.9 Notes

1. The BRep may be derived from a points-polygon set.

Thus, we consider the

product of . polygonization, discussed in section 3.5, as equivalent to a boundary
representation.

2.

Nonetheless,

many geometric shapes are best abstracted into Boolean set

theoretic operati9ns.

.

3. The top row of figure 3.2 was computed with f(p)

=

c

-

(

dp, S1) 2 + (
1—a)
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d(p,

S2)2) h/2,

where S1 and S2 are line segments and

figure below,' f(p)

=

c

-

a d(p,

Si) + (
1—(X) d(p,

of the contours result 'from C'
across

S.

In

effect,

a ranged

52).

from 0 to 1.

In the'

The tangent discontinuities

discontinuities in the function d when p passes

unsigned distance d is. discontinuous

at d

=

0;

this

discontinuity, 'disappears for d2.

Figure 3.15 Contour Discôntinuities
4. Incremental scan-line techniques can be used for certain classes of implicit
surfaces [Blinn 1982, Sederberg 1989], but not for arbitrary implicit surfaces.

As

an alternative to surface rendering, the implicit volume may be visualized by
volume rendering [Drebin et al. 1988] or slice rendering [Bloomenthal and Wyvill
1990], [Nielson et al. 1991].
5. '
Chartable'. is aterm suggested by Alyn.Rockwood.
6.

It is

characteristic

of implicit surfaces

that

spatial partitioning

facilitates

polygonization as well as accelerates ray-tracing and contour line-drawing.
7.

This

software

is

available

through

anonymous

ftp

from

Princeton.edu,

/pub/Graphics/GraphicsGems/GemslV/.
8. This function is courtesy of Mark Ganter.
9. These same criteria can be used to determine an acceptable size for fixed-size
polygonization.
10. And, just as ' sampled data' can be utilized in audio synthesizers, so can it be
applied as textural detail to an otherwise smooth surface [Bloomenthal 1985].
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11. Differences between discrete and continuous implicit surface function'
s are
examined in [Ning and Bloomenthal 1993].

Do not worry about your di
fficulties in mathematics;
Ican assure you that mine are still greater.
(Albert Einstein)
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Chapter 4: Non-Manifold Surfaces

Creative imagination is still offirst importance
to the design engineer, and it should be fully developed.
Here, Nature is the great master teacher.
(Heinrich Hertel)
4.1 Introduction

As described in section 3.5.4, implicit surfaces are two-dimensional manifolds.
That is, they envelope a volume.
.

homomorphic (that

is,

of

A manifold surface is, everywhere, locally

comparable

structure)

to

a two-dimensional

disk

(manifold surfaces with boundary are everywhere homomorphic to a disk or a haifdisk).
left.

For example, a disk may be fully applied to any portion of the torus below,
But, the disk does not fully ajDply to all points of a teapot, below, right.

In

particular, the disk is truncated along the upper boundary of the teapot bowl.

Figure 4.1. Manifold and Manifold-with-Boundary Surfaces
Any tessellation (for example, apolygonization) of a manifold surface will produce
edges that are of degree two; that is, all edges are shared by exactly two faces.
Tessellations of non-manifold surfaces produce edges of degree 1, 2, 3, or more.

A

polygonized, bounded implicit surface has edges of degree two, whereas many
parametric surfaces, such as patches, have boundary edges of degree one.

In the

case of parametric surfaces, it requires explicit effort by the designer to define a
closed surface, that is, a surface without boundary.

The availability of boundary
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edges is an obvious design asset; with it, the designer may construct objects with
openings or flat projections.

Representations for edges of degree three or greater

exist [Weiler 1986], but are not commonly employed in geometric modeling.

The manifold surface, is appropriate for many natural forms; for example, the
integument of an animal usually encloses a volume.

But certain natural objects,

such as hair, feathers, or leaves, are not representable as a volume.

For example,

we may reasonably consider the leaf to be acombination of volume (the veins) and
surface (the leaf blade), as depicted below.

Such combinations pose a dilemma as

to their geometric representation.

Figure 4.2 A Natural Form Consisting of aVolume and aSurface

As shown in the following illustration, the embedding of vein within blade can be
represented as surface only (far left), surface and volume (left), thin volume
(right),

and

representation

volume
is

the

and
least

trimmed
faithful

surface (far
to

the

right).

intended

Clearly,

surface.

the

The

first

second

representation is not compact and, for images involving translucent surfaces, will
not produce the desired result.

surface
only

surface and
volume

thin
volume

volume and
trimmed surface

Figure 4.3 Possible Combinations of Vein and Blade
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The third representation offers considerable difficulty for the sampling process.
Let us consider this issue applied to a simpler geometry.

For the remainder of this

section, we employ a sphere embedded in a square, rather than a vein embedded
in a blade.

The sampling rates for a ray-tracer and a polygonizer are compared

below for a thin-volume representation and a surface-only representation.

A high

sampling rate is required to ray-trace or polygonize a thin volume, resulting in an
inordinate number of polygons.

çr

(
Figure 4.4 Polygonization and Ray-Tracing Sampling Rates
top: coarse sampling is sufficient for surfaces
bottom: fine sampling is required for thin volumes

Therefore, we regard the ' volume and trimmed surface'

representation, which

contains edges of degrees one, two, and three, as the only accurate, compact, and
unified representation in figure
[Farm
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Although the joins of parametric surfaces

1988] and the blends of implicit volumes [Rockwood 1989] have received

careful study, the representation of a combined surface and volume has received
relatively little attention.

In this chapter, we consider the extension of our skeletal

design representation, which consists of skeletal elements, skeletal primitives, and
an implicit surface, to include the combination of surface and volume.

An essential aspect of such a combination is the trimmiiig away of those parts of
the surface contained within the volume.

Trimming one surface against another or

against a volume appears difficult when the surface or volume is compactly
expressed in parametric or implicit form [Crocker and Reinke 1987], [Patrikalakis
1993]

Alternatively, the surface and voluftie can first be converted to a concrete
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representation, such as polygons.

Even so, the task of trimming an arbitrarily large

set of polygons against another arbitrarily large set is computationally challenging.

We can reduce the computational burden by spatially partitioning the object.
Within each cell, the surface can be approximated by a polygon trimmed against
the volume, and the boundary of the volume can be approximated by another
polygon.

In order that a) a single, unified object results, and b) no gap exists

between the surface polygon and the volume polygon, the volume polygon is
divided at the trimmed surface, as shown below.

gap t
surface

Figure 4.5 Combination of Surface and Volume (side views)
left: surface clipped to cell and volume approximated by polygon
right: gap eliminated by dividing volume polygon

This process may be codified as aset of operations applicable to particular cells.

In

the example illustration below, there are five cell types:

Cell Icontains neither surface nor volume, and no operation is performed.

Cell 2 contains the surface but no detectable volume.

Therefore, that piece

of the surface contained within cell 2is approximated by asingle polygon.

Cell 3 contains surface and volume.

The surface is trimmed to this cell and

connected to the polygons that approximate the volume boundary.
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Cell 4 also contains surface and volume, but the surface is fully enveloped by
the

volume.

Thus,

polygons

approximating

the

volume

boundary

are

produced but the surface piece is not.

Cell 5 contains only volume.

Thus, polygons approximating the volume

boundary are produced.

cell 1

cell 5

Figure 4.6 Partitioning of Surface and Volume
left: overall geometry, right: different cell types

A spatial partitioning scheme such as this could be employed to produce a
concrete representation of a non-manifold surface.

We prefer, however, a method

within the framework of conventional polygonization, described in the previous
chapter.

Additionally, we prefer a method of surface definition similar to those

based on the skeleton.

That is, we seek to broaden the scope of implicit surface

modeling.

4.2 Binary and Multiple Regions of Space

As described in section 3. 1, an implicit surface separates regions of space for which
f(p) < 0 from regions for which ftp) > 0.

This binary regionalization of space

provides a definition for the ' volume only' shape in figure 4.3, as shown below.

It

can also define the ' surface only' and ' surface and volume' shapes, if we ignore the
unbounded aspect of the horizontal surface.

The preferred shape, the ' volume and
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trimmed surface,' cannot be defined by a binary regionalization of space, which
demonstrates two restrictions associated with binary regionalization.
possible to combine differently dimensioned, bounded objects.

First, it is not

Second, it is not

possible to bound atwo-dimensional object.

volume only

surface only

surface and volume
Ir

Figure 4.7 Possible Implicit Definitions (side view)

Conventional polygonizers require binary regions of space for their operation
because they assume a) that fis continuous and, b) that points, on opposite sides of
the surface have oppositely signed values.
an implicit surface by tessellation.
•manifold surface.

Conventional polygonizers approximate

Thus, they produce, for a bounded object, a

The conventional polygonizer will not ,produce an edge with

only one face, that is, aboundary edge.

Nor will it produce an edge with three or

more faces, that is, an intersection edge.

In contrast, any tessellation of a volume

embedded in a surface, such as the sphere-square shown below, is non-manifold
and requires edges of degree one, two and three.

intersection edges
boundary edges

Figure 4.8 Tessellation of aNon-Manifold
sphere/square intersection edges have degree three
square boundary edges have degree one
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In this chapter we describe a new method for defining and polygonizing nonmanifold implicit surfaces.

The method differs from conventional polygonization

in that it permits multiple, rather than binary, regions of space. 2 For example, the
sphere-square can be defined by four regions, as shown below.

3

4

2

side view

Figure 4.9 Multiple Regions

define

the Sphere-Square

Here, a cube bounds the plane, creating the square.

The cube itself is not of

interest; we wish to produce only those surfaces of interest that separate regions 1
from 3, 1 from 4, and 3 from 4.

Accordingly, our non-manifold implicit surface

definition consists of two parts: a) an integer-valued region function, freg, that
returns the region value of apoint, and b) aset of region-pairs of interest.

For the

example above, the region pairs are {( 1, 3), ( 1, 4), (3, 4) J,. andfreg (p) is:•

1, IlpII<r
2, max (
IIpxII, l!pylI '
Pztt)

> S

3'.Pz>°

4, otherwise,
where ris the radius of the sphere and sis half the length of the square's side.

The use of multiple regions. is conceptually simple, and may be implemented
following

the fundamental

however,

significant

steps

differences

of conventional polygonization.
that

complicate

the

There

implementation

of

are,
non-

manifold polygonization. Before examining these issues, we consider related work.
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4.3 Non-Manifold Representations in Solid Modeling

The literature offers little on the subject of non-manifold surfaces and mixed
dimensional modeling.

Prior work appears as sculptured surface extensions to

boundary representation solid modelers [Miller 1986].
manifolds

relaxes

the

requirement

that

The extension to non-

constructive

primitives

be

solid.

[Rossignac and O'Connor 1989] and [Paoluzzi et al. 1993] discuss the use of a
simplicial complex to represent objects defined in differently dimensioned spaces.
These works develop a calculus that permits the application of the standard
boolean operations upon the simplicial complexes.

At any time, the complexes

may be reduced to aboundary representation.

In [Muuss and Butler 1990], operations on non-manifold CSG representations are
specifically developed for the purpose of surface tessellation.

As with the other

CSG approaches, a boundary representation is constructed according to binary
evaluations

described by

a CSG

tree.

There is,

apparently,

the

additional

requirement that the topology of the resulting surface be pre-established.

As

observed

in

section

3.2,

the

pairwise construction

of intermediate

CSG

structures requires attention to numerical accuracy and significant case analysis of
edge/edge and edge/surface intersections.
manifold surfaces in CSG.

These requirements also apply to non-

The complexes developed in [Rossignac and O'Connor

1989] and [Paoluzzi et al. 1993] are intended to support this constructive process.

Absent from [Rossignac and O'Connor 1989] and [Muuss and Butler 1990] are
concrete examples.
scope.

The examples given in [Paoluzzi et al. 1993] are limited in

In this chapter we provide a number of non-manifold definitions and their

polygonal approximations.

-

4.4 Comparison with Conventional Polygonization

As described in section 3.5.1, conventional polygonizers of continuous functions
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partition space by continuation.

The propagation from one cell to the next is

controlled by examining the function polarity at each cell corner; a new cell is
formed across any face. that contains corners of differing polarity.

For the non-

manifold polygonizer, however, cells are propagated across only those faces that
contain asurface of interest, as defined in section 4.2.

The indexing schemes for cubes and cube edges described in section 3.5.3 are also
employed in our implementation of a non-manifold polygonizer.

Unlike the

conventional polygonizer described, we require the decomposition of each cube
into tetrahedra.

As we soon demonstrate, non-manifold polygonization of an

individual cell is considerably more complex than for conventional polygonization.
The tetrahedron is the basic three-dimensional polyhedron (
i.e., it is a simplex)
and

its

use

significantly

simplifies

the

implementation

of

non-manifold

polygonization.

Conventional polygonizers reasonably assume that a surface passes through a
polygonizing cell at most once.

Thus, only asingle vertex occurs along acell edge

that connects differently signed cell corners.

This results in zero, three, or four

edge vertices within a tetrahedron, as shown in figure 3.7.

Also, at most a single

polygon edge, or face line, is formed across atetrahedral face. Traversing from one
face line to the next, around the cell, produces asingle three or four-sided polygon.

The non-manifold polygonizer described in this chapter performs the conventional
steps of edge vertex computation, face line formation, and polygon creation, but
also accommodates face vertices, multiple edge vertices, and multiple face lines.

4.4.1 Face Vertices

As a consequence of multiple regions of space, more than two regions can occur
within a tetrahedral face.

This yields more than two edge intersections on the face

as well as an intersection internal to the face.

For example, consider the three

regions of space that meet along the circular intersection of sphere and square,
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figure 4.9.

In the illustration below, left, all three regions are spanned by a single

tetrahedron; indeed, all three regions are spanned by a single tetrahedral face, as
shown below, middle.

This suggests the computation of three edge vertices and a

face vertex, and their connection by three face lines, as shown below, right.

Figure 4.10 Need for Face Vertex

The use of a face vertex introduces significant implementation complications.
Therefore, we briefly consider alternative face lines, shown below, that do not
require a face vertex.

The left method is topologically inconsistent because it

leaves an undefined region within the face.

The middle approach, in effect, moves

the face intersection and two of the edge intersections to a cell corner, yielding a
single line within the face.
edge

vertices.

The

latter

At right, the face intersection is moved to one of the
two

methods

produce,

essentially,

an

inaccurate

approximation to the face vertex.

Figure 4.11 Alternatives to the Face Vertex

Accuracy

of the face

intersection is,

however,

essential

if intersections

and

boundaries within an object are to be free of undesirable visual artifacts.

To

achieve this accuracy, the latter two method's above would require relatively small
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tetrahedra.

This can be accomplished by uniformly small tetrahedra, which would

produce an excessive number of polygons, or by adaptive subdivision, which is
difficult to implement. Therefore, we support aface vertex.

4.4.2 Multiple Edge Vertices

Three regions caP intersect a cell face other than as shown in figure 4.10.
common possibilities,

Two

shown below, left, suggest the need for multiple edge

vertices along acell edge, as shown below, right.

In both examples, multiple edge

intersections occur along an edge connecting equi-valued corners.

Thus, unlike

conventional* polygonizers, our implementation must inspect all edges, not simply
those that connect differently valued corners.

Figure 4.12 Needfor Multiple Vertices along an Edge

4.4.3 Disjoint Lines and Surfaces
Let us consider the face shown above, left, its containing tetrahedron, and an
adjoining tetrahedron.

The face is repeated below, left, and the two tetrahedra are

shown below, middle, separated for clarity.
tetrahedron is shown at right.

The front face of the adjoining

The arrangement of polygons produced from these

tetrahedra is significantly more complex than the single polygon produced by
conventional polygonizers.

In particular, the left tetrahedron contains a 3, a 4, and

a 5-sided polygon, all sharing a common edge.
disjoint surfaces.

The right tetrahedron contains

Consequently, a single face must accommodate multiple disjoint

lines, each of which connects an edge vertex separating apair of regions to another
edge vertex separating the same pair of regions.
edge vertices can occur regardless of cell size.

This arrangement of face and
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Figure 4.13 Disjoint Lines and Surfaces
adjoining tetrahedra and their front faces
Our implementation accommodates any number of disjoint lines within a face,
provided there is no face intersection.

4.4.4 Complex Face Topologies
A sufficiently complex object can require an arbitrary number of face and edge
vertices within a single polygonizihg cell.

For example, a face might contain any

arrangement shown below, regardless of cell, size.

These complex face topologies

are distinguished by multiple face intersections or by disconnected components, at
least one of which contains a face intersection.
handle these cases'.

A robust polygonizer should

We have, however, restricted our implementation to one face

vertex per face or a collection of disconnected components, none of which contains
a face intersection.

Despite these simplifications, our implementation produces

satisfactory results for the examples presented in section 4.8,

Figure 4.14 Complex Face Topologies
4.4.5 Intersection Curves
If each region of spacd is closed, then a surface separating two regions is the
intersection of the two.

Similarly, a one-dimensional curve is the intersection of
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three or more regions of space.

For example, referring to figure 4.9, the circle in

the sphere-square is the intersection of regions 1, 3, and 4, and the boundary of the
square is the intersection of regions 2, 3, and 4.

These curves intersect the polygonizing cell at a cell face,
approximated , simply

by

connecting

face

vertices.

Thus,

and are readily
the

non-manifold

polygonizer can approximate intersection curves of two or more surfaces.
approach

enforces

a singular

point

of intersection (below,

middle),

This

whereas

surface/surface intersection methods prone to numerical instability can yield nonintersecting curves (below, right).

Figure 4.15 Intersection Curves
left: circular intersection of sphere and plane passes through tetra hedral face
middle: polygonization is guaranteed to approximate curve/curve intersection
right: curve following may not find curve/curve intersection
4.5 Implementation

In this section we present details for cell propagation, cell polygonization, and post
processes

that

modify

the

set

of

vertices

generated

by

the

polygonizer.

Throughout, we intend that the polygonizer produce vertices whose locations are
independent of the region-pairs of interest to the client.

That is, if the client

interest changes, the loation of remaining vertices should not.

Pseudocode-

detailing these algorithms is presented in [Bloomenthal and Ferguson 1994].

4.5.1 Cell Propagation and Decomposition

Propagation is the process whereby the polygonizer generates a set of cells that
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enclose the surface.

As with conventional polygonizers that utilize continuation,

we begin with a start point, usually supplied by the client.

With conventional

polygonization, a cell propagates to other cells across faces that contain both
positively and negatively valued corners.

With the non-manifold polygonizer,

however, a face must contain a polygon of interest to the c1ient.

This prevents

unwanted propagation along uninteresting surfaces, such as the cube in the spheresquare example.

Although the cube is a convenient propagating cell, we prefer the tetrahedron as a
polygonizing cell because it simplifies the task of locating face vertices and disjoint
surfaces.

Therefore, as with some conventional polygonizers, the non-manifold

polygonizer decomposes each cube into five tetrahedra, as shown below.

The five-

decomposition must alternate its orientation from one cube to a neighboring cube
so that faces of neighboring tetrahedra coincide (a six-decomposition of the cube,
shown in figure 3.6, does not require alternating orientations).

rtf

rtf
ltn

ltf

I

lbf

rbn
rbn

Figure 4.16 The Five-Decomposition of aCube.

4r,

4

b,

ii,

fmean, respectively, left, right, top, bottom, near, far

4.5.2 Cell Polygonization

Given

an

individual

tetrahedron,

polygonization

approximate the surfaces within the tetrahedron.

creates

those

polygons

that

This process consists of a)

checking each tetrahedral edge for edge vertices, b) checking each face for a face
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vertex, c) calculating any necessary internal vertex, and d) producing the polygons.

4.5.2.1 Edge Vertex Calculation and Storage

As discussed in section 4.4.2, we place an edge vertex at all edge intersections along
a cell edge; also, with each edge vertex we associate the region-pair that it
separates.

The binary subdivision frequently used in conventional polygonizers

does not work well here, as in the first subdivision step one half of the edge is
ignored and intervening intersections missed, as shown below.

J

1st sample

2nd sample

found
intersection
edge
endpoint

I

3rd sample

2

missed
intersections
edge
2 endpoint

surfaces

Figure 4.17 Sampled Points by Binary Subdivision

Therefore, we first divide the edge into several equally sized sections and then
apply binary subdivision to each section whose endpoints have different region
values.

If, during this binary subdivision, a 'foreign' region value is encountered

(i.e., a region value not equal to either of the section endpoint region values), then
the subdivision continues recursively in both halves, detecting two (or more)
intersections in the "given section.
of each final interval.

Surface vertices are then placed at the midpoint

To guard against a very narrow region crossing a final

interval, we test that the region value at the interval midpoint is one of the two
endpoint region values of the interval; if not, the subdivision is continued.
choose n,

the number of initial sections,

and m,

We

the minimum number of

subdivision steps, such that each vertex will be within C of an actual intersection,
i.e., such that edgeLeng th/(2(m+J) n) ≤ C.
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asection

1st

3rd

2nd
,,

edg
endpoint

edge
endpoint

section
endpoint

section
endpoint

Figure 4.18 Two-Stage Edge Division for aNon-Manifold PolygOnizer
left to right: initial division fedge into sections, binary subdivision
within one.
section, vertex placed at middle offinal interval
We utilize a hash table, as described in section 3.5.2, to associate surface vertices
with tetrahedral edges.

As we explain later, it is important to order the edge

vertices during their storage; we use the location of the edge. end-points to
compute an edge direction, and the vertices are ordered accordingly.

The region-

pair for each vertex is also ordered according to this edge direction.
We store all edge vertices, whether or not they belong to asurface of interest.
allows

subsequent

parts

of

the

independent of client interest.

p.olygonizer

to

• produce

geometry

This

that

is

Storing all edge vertices also permits computation

of the region-set for aface vertex, as described below.
4.5.2.2 Looped Edge Intersections
•A face contour is 'looped' if it enterS and exits a face along the same edge, as
shown below, left.

This example results in two adjacent looped edge intersections

•
on the same: edge, having the same but oppositely ordered region-pairs (
e.g., (
1,2)
and (2,1)).

-

As shown below, right, looped intersections may occur on edges of

equal or differently valued corners, and may be nested.
looped
intersections
aloop

Figure 4.19 Loop Examples
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Looped intersections are problematic becaue there is no face intersection with
which they can connect.

We briefly consider these options for a pair of looped

intersections: a) they may be joined by a face line, b) they may be connected to a
point on the face contour, preferably one that is maximally distant from the edge,
or c) they may be ignored.

The first option is undesirable because the face line

would lie along the cell edge; this can produce duplicated polygons or polygons
that align with tetrahedral edges or faces, resulting in a staircased tessellation.

The

second option is an implementation complication we preferred to avoid.

Therefore, we ignore looped intersections, effectively truncating the surface, as
illustrated below.

Conventional polygonizers also truncate loops if they occur

between equi-valued cell corners.

As shown, truncation can be arbitrarily large.

significant, these errors are best remedied with a smaller cell size.
vertex accuracy (section 4.. 1)

If

We regard face

as more important than accommodating loops

because the occurrence of non-manifold edges is more likely (within a nonmanifold context) than the occurrence of elongated protuberances.

Figure 4.20 Truncation of Large Loop
4.5.2.3 Face Vertex Calculation

Our implementation permits a single face intersection per face.

Because face

vertices indicate the intesection of three or more regions, the limitation of one
face vertex per face requires the designer to separate region intersections by the
size of the polygonizing tetrahedron.

As with edge vertices, face vertices are shared between adjoining tetrahedra.
'Therefore, we first test if a face has been previously processed.

If not, we then
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determine if it contains an intersection; a face contains at least one intersection if
at least one of its face lines is not disjoint.

To determine if a face contains only

disjoint lines, and no face intersection, we traverse its edge vertices in order,
adding and removing vertex region-value pairs from a stack.

If there are only

disjoint lines in the face, then, beginning with a vertex startV, the stack will
become empty when the partner of startV is reached, then begin to fill again, and
will empty asecond time upon the return to startV.

partner (startV, f)
(stack empty)

startV
V (stack empty)

Figure 4.21 Determining i
faFace Contains only Disjoint Lines
If an intersection exists, a face vertex is created and stored.

Because it is

computationally expensive to locate the position of a face intersection, we set its
location only if it represents an intersection with asurface of interest.

To compute a face intersection, we follow the face contour beginning at an edge
vertex v and continue until we find a foreign region (
i.e., a region other than the
two separated by v).
[Mortensen 1985].

This is similar to other local methods [Bajaj et al. 1988],
As shown below, the face contour is surrounded by small

triangles until aregion other . than 1or 2 (in this example) is encountered.
vertex location is then set to the center of the final triangle.

Figure 4.22 Following aFace Contour
(the small triangles are enlarged for illustration)

The face
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For simple face topologies, such as above, the choice of start vertex is immaterial.
For complex topologies, some vertices, such as vi and v2 below, do not yield aface
intersection.

The contour follower must recognize this, and begin again at another

edge vertex.

Also, some vettices, such as 0 and v4, yield different intersections;

therefore we begin searches first from edge vertices separating regions of interest.
This compromises our goal of a geometry independent of client interest, but is
reasonable given our limitation of asingle face vertex.

Figure 4.23 A Complex Face Topology

The small triangles enclosing the face contour are each defined by a directed edge
crossing the contour, as shown below; an initial directed edge spans the start
vertex.

Each directed edge implies a new triangle apex, whose region value

determines which triangle side becomes the next directed edge.

The final triangle

is one whose apex belongs to aforeign region; the center of this triangle is used as
the face vertex location.

To ensure this is within C of the actual intersection, the

triangle side length must not exceed (2I3)c, assuming the actual intersection is
contained within the final triangle.

A recursive contour follower that contains the

contour,, within increasingly smaller triangles may be more efficient and accurate.
apex

p1

p2

foreign
region
encountered

directed
edge

Figure 4.24 Face Contour Following using Directed Edges
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4.5.2.4 Polygon Formation and Internal Vertices

When no face vertices are needed for regions of interest, those edge vertices
needed for regions of interest are connected to form one or more disjoint polygons,
as shown below, left.

All such polygons will have 3 or 4 sides (this claim is

established in [Bloomenthal and Ferguson 1994]).

Polygon formation begins with an edge vertex separating regions of interest and a
tetrahedral face containing the vertex.
the polygon.

This first vertex is stored as a member of

We now proceed to the partner of this vertex, with respect to the

given face (see figure 4.21).

The 'current' vertex becomes the partner, and the

'current' face becomes the face on the other side of the edge containing the new
current vertex.

This process, similar to ones described in [Bloomenthal 1988] and

[Wyvill and Jevans 1993], is iterated until the current vertex arrives at the start
vertex.

An optimized procedure could separately process common cases, such as

those typical of conventional polygonization (see section 3.5.3).

So that the client can associate one side of apolygon with aparticular region value
(in order, for example, to determine polygon color or whether the polygon is frontfacing), the polygons must be constructed with a consistent orientation.

We order

each polygon so that, when viewed from the lesser of the two. regions it separates,
its vertices appear in counter-clockwise order.

o edge intersection
o face intersection
® internal vertex

Figure 4.25 Polygon Formation
left: disjoint, right. non-disjoint
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In the case of non-disjoint surfaces, there must be at least two face vertices that
separate regions

of interest (this claim is substantiated in [Bloomenthal

Ferguson 1994].

We create a vertex internal to the tetrahedron whose location is

the average location of those face vertices that separate regions of interest.
implementation is restricted to a single internal vertex.

and

Our

Each face line, together

with this internal vertex, creates one triangle, as shown above, right.

Each triangle

is ordered counter-clockwise when viewed from the lesser-valued of the two
regions it separates. The triangles produced are all adjoining.

Triangles are returned to the client of the polygonizer via a 'callback' procedure.
Arguments to the procedure include a pointer to the (ever-growing) array of
vertices, three integers that index the vertex array and represent the current
triangle, and a pair of integers that represents the region-pair separated by the
current triangle.

4.5.3 Post Processes

There are two minor but significant problem's whose remedy we postpone until all
cells have been polygonized.

These are the problem of undesirable triangles,

which can occur in conventional polygonization, and the need for duplicated
vertices, which is specific to non-manifold polygonization.

4.5.3.1 Thin or Small Triangles

Conventional polygonizers produce thin triangles (
i.e., triangles with appreciable
height but minimal width) if an edge of the polygonizing cell is nearly tangential to
the implicit surface.

Polygonizers also p1oduce small triangles (
i.e., triangles with

minimal height and width) if a corner of the polygonizing cell is close to the
surface.

These

cases

occur

with

the

non-manifold

polygonizer

as

well;

additionally, thin or small triangles can occur when an internal vertex is close to a
face vertex, or when aface vertex is close to an edge vertex.
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Such triangles can cause visualization artifacts.:

They are also prone to large

orientation errors, (
i.e., the normal of the triangle can. vary significantly from the
actual surface normal) if the length of the shortest edge of the triangle is
comparable to, or less than, 6, the accuracy to which edge and face intersections
are computed.

We explored the possibility of eliminating, during polygonization, those vertices
located within close-factor x C . of another vertex (
close-factor is defaulted to 1 or
provided by the client).

This allowed a complex cascade of identification (
e.g., an

inte'rnal vertex could be moved onto a face vertex, a face vertex could be moved
onto an edge vertex, and an edge vertex could be moved onto a cell corner).

An

alternate approach suggested in [Moore and Warren 1991] perturbs cell corners so
that thin or small triangles do not result.

To simplify our implementation, we chose to separate the process of removing thin
or small triangles from the process of polygonization.

Thus, we include a post

processing stage . in which each pair of close vertices, connected by a triangle edge,
is replaced by the average of the two vertices. Also, any triangle vertex close to the
opposite triangle edge is replaced by the midpoint of the edge.

Any degenerate

triangles that result are removed. The vertex modifications are illustrated below.

1%
I
I
%
I.'
I

Figure 4.26 Small and Thin Triangles

4.5:3.2 Duplicated Vertices

Consider three triangles, t1, t2, and t3, that share an edge along the intersection
circle of the sphere-square, as shown below, left.

For smooth shading, each vertex
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requires a surface normal, but, in this, example, it is not possible to compute a
single normal for v, avertex shared by all three triangles. This is because, as shown
below, right, tj and t2 require a right-facing normal, whereas t3 requires an
upward-facing

normal.

To

accommodate

these

competing

requirements,

we

produce coincident vertices located at v, (
and vv) one for each different region-pair
of the polygons that share v.

Consequently, each vertex located' at v may have an

independent surface normal, color, and any other property associated with the
surface that separates the region-pair of the vertex.

vv

Figure 4.27 Needfor Duplicated Vertices

4.6 Calculation of Sur ace Normals

Although a surface normal for a vertex can be approximated by the averaged
normals of its surrounding polygons, conventional polygonizers usually provide a
more accurate calculation by approximating the gradient,
section 3.5.3.

Our region function,

yield a gradient.

freg,

Thus, in addition to

Vf, as discussed in

is, however, ' integer valued and cannot

freg,

we allow the client to provide' a real-

valued function g from which the gradient can be calculated by the po1ygonizr.
As discussed in section 4.5.3.2, a vertex normal depends not only on its location
but also on the region-pair it separates.
a region-pair.

Therefore, g requires a point in space and

For a fixed region-pair, g should be a continuous function in the

neighborhood of the surface separating that region-pair.

As demonstrated in

section 4.8.1, gusually can be defined in terms of those functions that underlie freg.
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4.7 Performance

We first ' compare the performance of our polygonizer with that of a conventional
polygonizer; we then present several polygonized, non-manifold objects.

For non-trivial objects, both conventional and non-manifold polygonizers devote

(
for freg).

the majority of their time to evaluation of the implicit surface function

Thus, we compare the two polygonizers according to number of their function
evaluations.

The

non-manifold polygonizer performs

many

more evaluations

along a surface border, •
where it must locate a face intersection.

Because a

conventional polygonizer does not attempi to locate such intersection, we compare
the frequency of evaluations for solid models only.

This limits our consideration

to the typical cases of three and four edge intersections per tetrahedron.

We
edge,

ssume the non-manifold polygonizer uses n (
the number of sections on an
see section 4.5.2.1)

'subdivision)

=

=

16 and m (
the number, of steps in the binary

4, and that the conventional polygonizer uses in

surface vertex accuracies are equal.

=

We ignore function evaluations for corners of

the tetrahedra. which should be the same for both polygonizers.
intersections, the conventional polygonizer requires (3x8)
whereas
evaluations

the
of

non-manifold
freg.

polygonizer

requires

For the four edge intersections

polygonizer requires (4x8)
requirs 2x16+4(16+4)

=

•=

8, so that their

=

For three edge

24 evaluations of

3x16+3(16+4).
case,

the

=

f,
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conventional

32 evaluations, and the non-manifold polygonizer

112 evaluations.

So, as a rough estimate, the non-

manifold. polygonizer requires four times as many function evaluations as does the
•conventional polygonizer.

4.8 Examples

For each example given in this section, the designer provided the following
parameters and callback functions, although some were defaulted.
indicates the set of integers.

The symbol Z
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Region (p E R3)returns region Value
This is

freg,

E

Z

whiàh returns a single value for a given point p (despite our

description in section 4.4.5 of asurface as an intersection, implying that p can
belongto two regions).
Interest (region-pair E (
Z, Z)) returns Boolean
This determines whether a client is interested in a particular surface; it could
also return miscellaneous polygon properties, such as color.
I
.

Gradient (region-pair

E

(
Z, Z), pC=93) returns R

This procedure is required to assign an accurate normal to asurface vertex.
propagating cell size: 9
The client provides asize small enough to obtain an acceptable level of detail
yet large enough

to avoid an excessive number of polygons.

start point: 9
The distance from startpoint to the surface should be less than one-half the
size of the propagating cell.

If not provided, the polygonizer can perform a

random search foi astart point.
8:9

This is the accuracy to which edge and face intersections are '
located; we
have found 1/256 of the propagating cell size to be acceptable.
close-factor: 9Z
When collapsing thin or small triangles, two vertices are considered close if
they are within close-factor xC. We have used aclose-factor of 1.
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4.8.1 A Saucer and aSquare

This first example is topologically equivalent to the sphere-square discussed in
section 4.2.

To produce a more interesting object, however, the sphere function

was scaled by distance to the plane, producing a saucer-shaped blend to the plane.
For this example, we provide pseudo-code for the region value,
interest, and the gradient.

0
2
3

Figure 4.28 Saucer Shape
left: cross-section of regions
right: rendered with transparency

Sigmoid (d)
(a blend function from [Wyvill et al. 1986])
if abs (d)> 1
then return 0
else return 1—(4d6—17d4+22d2)/9

I
Saucer (p)

{return .
35 Sigmoid (1.4Jpx2+py2) }

freg

surface
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Region (p)

{

if not InsideCube (
p) then return' 0
if Saucer (p) > abs (
pz)then return 1
if Pz > 0then return 2else return 3

}
Interest (region-pair)

{

switch region-pair
(1, 2) => return (true, red)
(1, 3) => return (true, blue)
(2, 3) => return (true, green)
return (false)

}
Gradient p, region-pair)

{

switch region-pair
(1, 2) => return PzS1tCer (p)
(1, 3) => returnp—Saucer (I
,)
(2, 3) => return Pz

}
4.8.2 Sphere with Hole

This simple example defines a sphere with a disk removed, as shown below.

The

simple Boolean set operation 2-1 (2 being the large sphere and 1 being, the small
sphere) produces a solid sphere with a ' scoop' removed.

This is easily reproduced

by our polygonizer by adding ( 1, 2) to the surface interest list, but this is not our
desired surface.
sphere.

In particular, the sphere-hole has less surface area than the large

The CSG surface will have an increased area (because the smaller sphere

has higher curvature than the large sphere).
reproduce the sphere-hole surface.

CSG, asolid modeling system, cannot
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Although this surface is easily constructed with parametric techniques, a simple
extension, given in the next section, would be substantially more difficult to
accommodate parametrically.

Region p)
if p inside small sphere then 1
if p inside large sphere then 2
else 0

Figure 4.29 Sphere/Hole
left: region definition, right:

surface

(0, 2) (grey inside, red outside)

4.8.3 Sphere and Plane with Hole

This example combines the ideas of the previous two examples; it consists of a
sphere and a square with a sphere removed in the vicinity of their intersection.
Here we indicate interest in some intersection curves, which can be seen as thin
lines (blue, yellow, cyan, and makenta) in The polygonized results below.

4

1

2
3

surfaces of interest

=

{(0, 2), (0, 3), (2, 3)}

curves of interest

=

{(0, 1, 2), (0, 1, 3),
(1, 2, 3), (0, 2; 3), (2, 3, 4)}

Figure 4.30 Definition for Sphere/Plane/Hole

W

Figure 4.31 Surfaces and Intersection Curves for Sphere/Plane/Hole

4.8.4 Blend to aPatch

A variation on . the saucer is a blend between sphere and bicubic (
tensor product)
-

patch.

The definition utilizes distance from p to, the nearest point n on patch P,

with n = P (s, t).

An initial sand tare determined from an. -approximating triangle

mesh (discussed in section 7.2) and are refined by projecting the vector from n to p
onto the tangent plane at n, as shown below.

For this example, the mesh contained

98 triangles, and few iterations were required for As and At to fall below .001.

Figure 4.32 Determining aNew sand t
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The region definition for the Sphere/Patch given by:
if Beyond (
p, patch) then return 0
if Sigmoid (p) > abs (DistanceToPatch (
p, patch)) then return 1
if DistanceToPatch (point, patch) > 0then return 2else return 3,
where DistanceToPatch is signed distance from n to p, and p is considered beyond
the patch if either sor twere less than .001 or greater than .999.
illustrated below, followed by surface results.

Figure 4.33 Region Definition for Sphere/Patch

Figure 4.34 Line Drawings

This definition is
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Figure 4.35 Shaded Images (with transparency)
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4.9 Conclusions

In this chapter a new, simple, and effective method was presented to express and
polygonize non-manifold implicit surfaces.

Although the current implementation

has limitations, it expands the range of surfaces normally employed in computer
graphics.

For example,

it permits

a simple

expression

and evaluation for

parametric surfaces combined with and trimmed against implicit volumes.

These

non-manifold implicit surfaces are defined by multiple regions of space, unlike the
binary regions that typically define implicit surfaces.

When polygonized, non-

manifold surfaces may have borders (
i.e., edges of degree 1) and intersections (
i.e.,
edges of degree 3 or more).

The object is defined by alist of region pairs whose

separating surfaces are of interest.

This simple method significantly complicates the polygonizer.

In particular, the

accurate polygonization of surface borders requires vertices internal to faces of the
polygonizing cell, which in turn require multiple intersections per cell edge and
the examination of all edges.
surfaces.

This in turn leads to the need for multiple, disjoint

Moreover, the accurate polygonization of surface intersections requires

vertices fully internal to the polygonizing cell.

This

additional complexity,

however, is exercised only in those relatively few tetrahedra that contain borders or
intersections of surfaces.

The present polygonizer does not accommodate an arbitrarily complex intersection
of surface with polygonizing cell.

It does, however, accommodate an arbitrary

number of disjoint surfaces (limited, however, by the maximum number of edge
vertices, as described in section 4.5.2.1).

Non-disjoint surfaces are limited to a

single intersection per face and a single internal vertex per polygonizing cell.

The

accommodation, within a single polygonizing cell, of disjoint surfaces and multiple
face and multiple internal intersections could be the subject of future work. 3
Other areas of future study include improved boundaries and reduced truncation.
In particular, although the accuracy of our face contour follower produces good
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approximations to smooth boundary edges, it performs poorly for sharp bends in
the boundary; a corner, for example, becomes beveled.

This can be mitigated by

improving the accuracy of the internal vertex location and allowing multiple face
intersections per face.

The non-manifold polygonizer is far from ideal, and we

have discussed aspects of its limited accuracy.

Nonetheless, the approach has

substantial potential, which we hope is demonstrated by the examples.
Ray-tracing is eminently able to render non-manifold, implicitly defined shapes.
Most ray-tracers return an identifier for a particular object or region of space,
usually as a means to accelerate performance or invoke anti-aliasing.

It would be

instructive to compare polygon rendered images (at both moderate and high
polygon resolutions) with line drawings and ray-traced images of non-manifolds.

Within the context of design, however, we prefer the ability to produce a concrete
instantiation of our object.

The power of this method of shape specification and

the extent to which an editor allows ready modification of shapes remain to be
determined.

4.10 Notes
1. In keeping with the theme of skeletal design, we may regard the non-trimmed
part of the parametric surface as an exo -skeleton.
2. The insight that a multi-regionalization of space was a conceptually elegant
solution to the problems associated with binary regions is due to Keith Ferguson.

3. Perhaps this can be accomplished by first decomposing the surfaces within the
cell

into

separately.

disconnected

components,

Correctly accommodating

and

then

polygonizing

each

component

arbitrary complexity will eliminate the

compromises we have made concerning a vertex geometry that is independent of
client

interest.

Alternatively,

rather than

accommodate

arbitrary

complexity

within each tetrahedra, our present restriction of a single vertex per face could be
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combined with adaptive subdivision techniques.

For example, for surfaces with

high curvature within a tetrahedron or for a tetrahedron with more than four
impinging regions, a tetrahedron can be subdivided into four similar tetrahedra
[Moore 199fl.

The clearest way to the Universe
is through aforest.
(John Muir)
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Chapter 5: Vein Attempts

•

..

shooting eagerly aloft in youth's joyful prime, and towering

serene and satisfied through countless years of calm and storm,
the greatest ofplants and all but immortal.
(John Muir, writing of the Giant Sequoia)

5.1 Summary

This chapter concerns the representation of cylindrical and branching-cylindrical
forms, usually of circular cross-section.
and

implicit

representations,

We present a comparison of parametric

emphasizing

bulge-free

implicit

blends.

The

properties of convolution in general and a applied to branching structures are
examined in depth, and related to algebraic blends.

Several new techniques are

developed, and suggestions for future research are ' given.

In this chapter we lay

the mathematical foundations for the hand described in chapter 6 and the leaf
described in chapter 7.

5.2 Generalized Cylinders

As we have noted, [Wainwright. 1988] argues for the generality Sand ubiquity of the
cylinder as a structural element in plants and animals. [Thompson 1961] also finds
the cylinder to be a common element in natural forms.

The generalized cylinder

was developed in [Agin 1972] for use in computer vision as a representation for
objects in natural scenes.' It differs from the straight cylinder in that a space curve
may act as the central axis and the cross-section may vary in size or shape. Because
of this variability, the generalized, cylinder can represent a wide variety of forms.
The generalized cylinder is one type of swept surface (
or sweep).
surfaces sweep asolid, rather than across-section [Kiok 1986].

Other swept
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Figure 5.1 A Generalized Cylinder

When several cylinders are combined, we speak of their axes as a skeleton.

In the

following illustration we see that a curved skeleton improves organic appearance
by eliminating the angularity of the straight skeleton.
curved skeleton may appear too curved.

To some, however, the

When tapered cross-sections are added,

however, the object is seen to have mass and the skeleton is seen as dissipating
stress, rather than being unnecessarily curved.

The skeleton below was generated

by ajointly authored program [Bloomenthal and Glassner 1986].

Figure 5.2 An Organic Progression: Straight, Curved, and Tapered

In [Bloomenthal 1985] the generalized cylinder was employed as a geometric
model for tree limbs.

In this chapter we review such use and demonstrate

extensions that allow the generalized cylinder to represent particular branching
patterns and shapes.

We describe and compare methods that fall into the general
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categories of parametric and implicit. We first present parametric methods.

5.3 Parametric Methods
A parametric generalized cylinder consists of a set of connected, individually
computed cross-sections.

Before discussing cross-sections, however, we consider

the reference frames that are required to stabilize them.

We conclude with a

discussion of branching, parametric generalized cylinders.

5.3.1 Reference Frames
To represent a parametric generalized cylinder, a series of individual cross-sections
is established along the axis of the cylinder, as illustrated in the following figure.

twodimensional
cross-section

threedimensional
shape

Figure 5.3 Transforming aCross-Section
It is important that these cross-sections be stable with respect to each other.

In the

figure below, for example, the cross-sections twist with respect to their neighbors.
Although the object retains a cylindrical shape, any texture associated with the
surface will twist, an artifact usually considered undesirable.

Figure 5.4A Twisted Generalized Cylinder
Should the twist be severe, as in the next illustration, the cylinder will constrict.
To avoid a distorted shape such as this, each cross-section must be aligned with
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respect to its neighbors.

Usually this alignment is provided by a reference frame, a

point and three orthonormal vectors that define position and orientation along the
axis of the cylinder.

We now examine several methods to construct reference

frames along aspace curve.

Figure 5.5 Severely Twisted Cross-Sections

The reference frame shown below is due to Frenet; it consists of a position p and
three unit length vectors [Faux and Pratt 1979]:
v, the velocity of the curve,
ii,

the principal normal, usually defined in the direction of curvature, and

b, the binormal, usually computed as vX ii.

Figure 5.6 The Frenet Frame

The

space

curve

typical

of

constructions

found

in

computer

graphics

is

parametrically defined by a cubic polynomial.

Given a curve C defined by the

three-dimensional vector coefficients c,

and

C2,

c3,

c4,

the point p at parametric

value talong the curve is given as:

(5.1)

p(t)

=

c1t
3+c 2t
2+c 3t-i-c 4,
where ttypically ranges from 0to 1.

The velocity (or tangent) is the derivative of position:
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(5.2)

v(t)

=

3c 1t
2+2c 2t+c 3.

Curvature may be computed as:

(5.3)

k(t)

=

vX aX v/110 1,where a(t)

=

6c 1t+2c 2.

Detailed descriptions of these vectors and other curve properties may be found in
[Bartels et al. 1987].

When a space curve is utilized in this dissertation, it is a

parametric, cubic curve.

The Frenet frame may be computed analytically at arbitrary points along the
curve.

It is, however, undefined wherever curvature vanishes, such as at points of

inflection or along, straight sections.

Moreover, the direction of curvature suddenly

reverses on either side of an inflection point, causing an extreme twist within a
series of Frenet frames.
1984], [Klok

1986],

This problem has been examined in [Shani and Ballard

and [M.

Bloomenthal

1988],

where

successive,

ordered

calculation of frames is proposed to minimize the rotation of a frame around the
tangent to the curve.

As noted in the latter two references, such minimization does

not necessarily yield the desired result; in the case of a helix, for example, the
Frenet frame appears more useful than arotation-minimizing frame.

The rotation-minimizing method illustrated below,

left,

reference frames for the tree limbs in [Bloomenthal 1985].

was used to compute
This method presumes

an initial frame at t = 0 (the beginning of the curve) and steps along the curve,
generating a new frame from the previous frame.

In particular, a previous set of

vectors {
v1,nj,b1l, is rotated around the axis v1Xv2 to yield a new set of vectors
{v 2,n2,b2}.

An initial frame usually is given by { v(0), k(0), v(0) X k(0)}; if

curvature is undefined at t = 0, n can be any unit length vector perpendicular to
v(0).

Successive frames are generated, in order, by computing p and v at each new

location on the curve and rotating the previous frame such that its v aligns with the
new v. Additional details are given in [Bloomenthal 1990].
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A simpler, ' double-cross' successive method is proposed in [Sloan 1992] in which
b1Xv2 and b2

=

v2Xn 2, as shown below, right.

This is equivalent to

rotation-minimization when v2 is in the plane of v1 and b1 or the plane of v1 and n1.

2

axis
2

Figure 5.7 Computing aReference Frame from the Previous Frame
left: minimizing rotation, right: double-cross

The three reference frame methods described above are visually compared below.
Successive methods, which are not compatible with the Frenet frame, are immune
to curvature degeneracies but do not permit analytical computation at arbitrary t.
Thus, results depend on the distance between successive frames; when frames are
closer, they follow the curve more accurately.

It is appropriate to increase the

number of frames at points of higher curvature, or to create intermediate reference
frames in order to establish accurately a frame at a desired location.

The rotation-

minimizing frame at the end of a closed curve will not, in general, match that at
the beginning; this is further discussed in [Shoemake 1994].

rotationFrenet

minimizing

double-cross

Figure 5.8 Normal Vector along aNon-Planar Curve
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5.3.2 Cross-Sections
Although v is used to compute the reference frame, only the point p, normal n, and
binormal b are needed to transform a two-dimensional cross-section into the plane
defined by p, n and b.

If q belongs to a two-dimensional cross-section, the

corresponding surface point of the generalized cylinder is given by p+qXn+q),b.
This may be represented by a matrix multiplication of q,, (the homogeneous vector
[q, qy,

1]) with a3by 3matrix whose rows consist of n, b, and p:

(5.4)

qcylinder =

q,1[nbp]T•

When applied to a series of points that define a two-dimensional cross-section, the
transformation yields across-section of the cylinder.

b
crosssection

transformed
by

axis

yields

axis

/
/

Figure 5.9 Position and Orientation of aCross-Section
Cross-sections need not be circular, nor need they be similarly shaped; in the
example below, they change as they progress along the axis.

The number and

placement of cross-sections can depend on changes in size or shape of the crosssections as well as curvature of the axis.

Figure 5.10 Varying Cross-Sections
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We obtain a polygonal representation, shown below, by connecting corresponding
edges of adjacent cross-sections to form quadrilaterals.

Hemi-spherical cylinder

ends are created by reducing the cross-sectional radius, r:
(5.5)

r= (
r2—max(O,

r_d)2)2,

where d is distance from the cross-section center to the axis end, as shown below,
right. In practice, the unit vectors n and bmay be scaled by r.

cross-ection

axis end
cross-section
center

Figure 5.11 A Generalized Cylinder
left: polygonal form, right: calculation of cross-section radius

Although able to produce very general shapes, the parametric generalized cylinder
can suffer from interpenetrating cross-sections. This problem is illustrated below.

Figure 5.12 Intersecting Cross-Sections (viewed edge-on)

5.3.3 Rami
fication
The use of the generalized cylinder to represent simple organic shapes, such as
individual tree limbs, is complicated by the possibility of self-intersection and the
need for reference frames along the axis.'

Nonetheless, the generalized cylinder is
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relatively simple to construct and yields many usable shapes.

The ramiform, that is, the branching or ramification of one cylinder into two or
more, is a greater challenge.

If we apply the previous techniques to each limb, an

invalid polygonal form results.
intersects the other.

For example, in the figure below, one branch

No valid boundary representation can be created from this set

of polygons [Requicha 1980].

Also, the individual branches meet with tangent

discontinuity, which is uncharacteristic of many natural forms.

Figure 5.13 Branching Generalized Cylinder

5.4 Parametric Ramification

Methods based on ramification of the cross-section are bften unusable or difficult
to implement.

For example, consider two such methods, illustrated below.

At left,

a series of contours is created by intersecting the surface with parallel planes;
unfortunately, the intersection of surface and plane may be difficult to compute
and becomes ill-defined for branches at right angles to the planes.

At right, the

contours are explicitly broken at a particular point; this method is not easily
extended to n-way branching.
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Figure 5.14 Ramification of Cross-Sections

More successful is an ad hoc technique given in [Bloomenthal 1985] that creates a
lofted surface. In the illustration below, numbers refer to the following steps:
I. compute adisk at the end of the parent limb, given areference frame
2. compute disks at the beginning of both child limbs
3. compute silhouette curves between parent and child disks
4. compute asaddle curve between the child disks
5. compute ahoop curve that connects the parent disk to the saddle curve
6. construct lofting curves that connect child disks through hoop curve
7. construct lofting lines from parent to child
Lines 6i and 7, shown as white at right, may be converted to polygons.

Figure 5.15 The Ramiform as aLofted Surface
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We briefly summarize a number of other non-implicit approaches that smoothly
blend component surfaces, such as the branching limbs of a ramiform.

The

summary loosely follows those in [Rossignac and Requicha 1984] and [Woodwark
1986].
One approach is simply to annotate a non-smooth object without producing an
actual

geometric

graphics.

description;

as

such,

the

object is

unsuitable for computer

Alternatively, fillets and rounds can be applied to edges of polygonal

models, but this requires significant interaction from the user [Chiyokura and
Kimura 1983].

In [Rossignac and Requicha 1984] swept surfaces are suggested as

useful in blending,, but the ease with which cross sections can be varied in order to
produce complex fillets is questioned.
ramiforms produced by sweeps.

We have not seen examples of smooth

Surface fitting to scattered points, [Hoppe et al.

1992], is ahybrid combination of implicit and parametric techniques.

It itself does

not produce blends; points on fillets and on rounds must be identified before a
satisfactory blend can be achieved.
Free-form (
i.e., '
sculptured') surfaces, such as parametric patches, permit extensive
local control of the geometry of an object.

Exercising this local control while

maintaining geometric continuity has received considerable attention.
to

In addition

significant user interaction, free-form surfaces may require non-rectangular

surface

patches

to

model

fillets

and

rounds [Charrot

Application of the n-sided patch to ramiforms

appears

and

Gregory

1984].

difficult because the

defining control mesh must provide geometric continuity at the patch junctions.
Recent

minimization

techniques

1993], [Welch and Witkin 1993].

relax

this

requirement [Moreton

and

Sequin
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Figure 5.16 Ramform as aSculptured Surface

Rather than fit patches to a mesh, a smooth subdivision surface can be derived
from a mesh [Catmull and Clark 1978], [Doo 1978], [Nasri 1987].

Because it is

produced by recursive subdivision, the subdivison surface is a limit surface, not a
parametric surface.

Usually the subdivision surface does not interpolate its control

mesh, but recent techniques provide for interpolation [Halstead et al. 1993].

Although free-form surfaces and limit surfaces are suitable for the representation
of smooth branching forms, they require an intermediate data structure whose
complexity depends on the topology of the surface, rather than the simpler
topology of the skeleton.

For example, the number of patches required for a

ramiform is six, whereas the number of curves required is two.
complicates the extension of these methods to n-ramiforms,

Although this

these alternative

techniques suggest that complex, branching shapes are becoming more accessible
to the designer.

This dissertation is devoted to the notion that skeletal design, rather than surface
design, is more intuitive and simpler to implement.

In particular, we have focused

our energies upon implicit techniques and in this and subsequent chapters we will
see the degree to which these methods succeed.

We begin by investigating

techniques for implicitly defining generalized cylinders and n-ramiforms.
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5.5 Implicit Rami
fication
We have argued that implicit definitions permit surfaces to be described directly
and intuitively from a skeleton, which is simpler than a surface to represent.

This

facilitates the implicit blend techniques we consider in the next several sections.
Two

additional advantages

are specific to generalized cylinders:

a) reference

frames are not required for circular cross-sections, and, more importantly, b) the
surface does not intersect itself when the cylinder is tightly curved.

The latter

advantage is generally true of implicit surfaces; for continuous functions

in

9, an

implicit surface is, with few exceptions, atwo-dimensional manifold. 2

5.5.1 Distance Surfaces
One simple implicit definition for a generalized cylinder uses distance between the
pointp and the curve (or axis C) with associated radius r:
(5.6)

f(p)

=

d(p, C)/r-1

=

0, where dis Euclidean distance.

We choose the form d(p, C )/r-1 rather than d(p, C )—rbecause it normalizes d(p,
C) against a 'radius in isolation.'

Later we will see that this normalization is useful

when considering the blend of multiple surfaces.

We choose d(p, C )/rrather than

r/d(p, C) so that d(p, C) may equal zero (
i.e., p lies on C). And finally, we choose
d(p, C )/r-1 rather than 1—d(p, C )/r so that, per solid modeling convention,

fis

negative inside the volume defined by the surface, and positive outside.
During polygonization, f(p) is repeatedly evaluated; therefore, the efficiency of fis
important.

We avoid the computationally expensive square root in computing

Euclidean distance by using the following, equivalent surface definition:
(5.7)

f(p)

=

d(p, C) 2/r2-1 =0.

The surface described by this function is a distance surface Faux and Pratt 1979],
also known as an offset solid [
Requicha 1983].

The term 'offset surface' usually
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implies distance along a normal; for example, the offset surface to a square is a
rectangular solid with sharp edges whereas the distance surface (or offset solid) to
asquare contains rounded edges. We will use the term 'distance surface.'

We illustrate distance to a curve by evaluating a 300 by 200 set of points in the
plane, with x E [- 1, 1] and yE [_34 , 34]. The curve C is restricted to the plane. The
intensities

shown

below,

left,

highlighted in dashed white.

represent

the

distance

to

the

curve,

which

is

Contours are emphasized, below right, by mapping

d(p, C) through a sine function ( in practice, this is achieved by modifying the color
map of the display).

Figure 5.17 Distance to Curve, d(p, C)
left: without contours, right: with contours

We compute the distance between p and C as IIp—qll where q is the point on C
closest to p.

Determining q requires finding the roots to a 5th degree uni-variate

polynomial [Bloomenthal 1989], [Schneider 1990].

Given a point p and a cubic

parametric curve defined by the vector coefficients c1,c2,c3,and c4,we find t
1] such that IIp—C(t)II is minimal by solving dllp—C(t))IIdt
it follows that:

(5.8)

dllp—C(t)II 2/dt

=

3c 1.c 1t
5-i-5c 1.c 2t
4+2(2c 1.c 3+c 2.c 2)t3+
3(c j.e+c 2.c 3)t2+(2c 2.e+c 3.c 3)t-i-c 3.e,

where e= c4.p.

=

0.

[
0,

With some algebra,
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When there are multiple roots, such as at t1 and t2 shown below, each must be
tested to determine the minimum distance from p to C.

ti

t

Figure 5.18 Multiple Roots
dl Ip—q(tj)I
i/dt

=

di ip—q(t2)I
I/dt

=

0, but lip, q(t2)II < lip, q(tj)II

5.5.2 Piecewise Approximations
In [Abel 1881] the lack of a closed form solution for roots of a

5th

degree

polynomial is demonstrated (a translation of his proof appears in [Smith 1959]).
As

a consequence,

computationally slow.

numerical

methods

must

be

employed,

which

are

Therefore, we now investigate piecewise approximations to

the curve, which admit to efficient distance computations.

We can simplify the computational task of equation 5.8 by approximating the axis
of the generalized cylinder with a series of line segments or a series of points, as
shown below.

,
I

/

/
I

41

Figure 5.19 Linear Approximation by Segments (left) or Points (right)

Let us first examine the use of points.

Given a cylinder with radius r and a

skeleton Sconsisting of npoint elements, an implicit definition is:

(5.9)

n

f(p) = min (
IIp—pointlI 2)/r2-1
i

=

0.
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We speak of point, as an element of the skeleton, and lJp—pointII/r as the implicit
primitive i that contributes to

f.

Each primitive will be a sphere.

In equation 5.9

only the minimally valued primitive (
i.e., the primitive of the closest point) is used.
In other words, if p is within any individual primitive volume s,then tip, point,11 2)/r2
< 1, f(p) < 0, and p is interior to the solid model.

corresponds

to

the

union

of

the

individual

Thus, min in equation 5.9

volumes

defined

by

the

point

primitives.

If the skeleton consists of n line segments, rather than n points, the implicit
definition that corresponds with equation 5.9 is:

(5.10) f(p) = mi
n (d(p, segment) 2)/r2—1 =0.

To compute the distance from apoint p to aline ab we calculate llp—qtl, where q is
the projection of p onto the line, as illustrated below.

For distance to the segment

ab, we restrict (xto [0, 1].

p-a

a

cx

=

(p—a). (b—a)111 b—a11 2

q= a+ a(b—a)

cx(b-a)

Figure 5.20 Projecting aPoint to aLine

It is efficient to pre-compute the following vectors for each segment:
d,

=

b,—a,, and

e•

=

d1/d1-d1.

Thus, for apoint p and asegment1
(5.11) q1=a 1+max(0, min((p—a 1).e 1,1)) d1.
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As the number of segments or points increases, the linear approximation converges
to the curve.

To improve the accuracy of the approximation, the curve should be

divided according to its deviation from the approximation.

,

For the tests in the

next section, deviation is measured as the distance from the midpoint of a segment
to the curve itself, as shown below.

The segment with the highest deviation is

subdivided by creating a new endpoint on the curve, half-' way between the
segment endpoints as measured by arc-length. 3 For example, in the figure below,
d2 is less than d1;thus, segment1 would be subdivided before segment2. This
process is repeated until the desired number of segments is reached or a maximum
allowed deviation is no longer exceeded.

Figure 5.21 Piecewise Linear Approximation
left: measuring curve deviation
right: dividing asegment

5.5.3 Distance Surfaces, Conclusion
Distances to the nearest of 3, 5, and 9 segments and the nearest of 3, 5, and 9points
are shown below for the curve used in section 5.5.1.

The segments have been

placed according to the subdivision scheme described above; the points have been
placed at equal arc-length intervals along the curve.

The semi-circular (hemi-

spherical in three dimensions) contours around the open segment endpoints are a
consequence of the implicit definition.
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Figure 5.22 Minimum Linear Distance (contours added)
left: 3, 5, and 9Segments, right: 3, 5, and 9Points

To compute IIp—pointU 2 or IIp—q111 2 requires 3 subtractions, 2 additions, and 3
multiplications.
and

To compute q, (equation 5.11), we must also execute 8 additions

6 multiplications.

multiplications,

Thus

approximately

d(p,
three

segmentj)
2 requires
times

the

13

additions

computation

and

required

9
for
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lip—point,II 2. In the illustration above, the contours for nine points have artifacts
that are more objectionable than the artifacts for three segments.

Moreover, line

segments provide an analytic, parametric representation for the skeleton, which
simplifies not only skeletal design and articulation, but the application of surface
texture as well.

Therefore, we prefer the use of line segments to points, in most

cases, and will develop the techniques of the next several sections using segments,
not points. We will, however, return to points in sections 5.6.12 and 5.6. 14.4.

Distance surfaces are easily computed, requiring only a single comparison for each
of the skeletal elements (whether curves, segments, or points) and a single record
in memory to store the smallest distance.

The price for such simplicity is that the

resulting surface encloses the simple union of the component primitive volumes.
In other words, each point or segment is a skeletal element that defines aprimitive
volume,
volumes.

and the resulting composite volume is the union of the component
In this context, min in equation 5.10 corresponds to the union operator

in CSG modeling.

In general, distance surfaces produce rounded4 surfaces where the skeleton is
convex.

Where the skeleton is concave, the surface is tangent discontinuous and

exhibits a crease.

For the purposes of representing smooth organic shapes, the

creases along the concave (left) side of the above contours are undesirable.

They

are comparable to creases exhibited by a parametric generalized cylinder with selfintersections.

To eliminate creases, the primitive volumes must form a blend,

rather than aunion.

5.5.4 Blends

The

blending

of primitives

in

the

context

of solid

modeling

has

received

considerable study, as shown by the survey in [Woodwark 1986] and a variety of
recent work.

From these sources we learn that blended surfaces (or blends) are

used in mechanical design to reduce stress, improve air or water flow, simplify
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casting, and improve aesthetics.

We employ blends because they mimic numerous

biological shapes and are compatible with the skeletal design of implicit surfaces.
Implicit

blends

may

be

categorized

as

rolling-ball,

volume-bounded,

range-

controlled, and global [
ibid.]. The first three produce surfaces that 'heel' to parts of
individual primitive surfaces when those parts are sufficiently distant from other
primitives.

The distance required is controlled by auxiliary surfaces in volume-

bounded blends [Sabin 1978], [van Wijk 1986], by mutual proximity of the surfaces
in

range-controlled

blends [Hoffmann

and

Hoperoft

1985], [Liming

1944],

[Middleditch and Sears 1985], [Rockwood and Owen 1985], and by the radius of
the ball in rolling-ball blends [Rossignac and Requicha 1984].

Global blends do

not necessarily heel to a primitive surface, as in [Ricci 1973] and the example we
provide in figure 5.25.
The blend we propose in section 5.6 is an extension of the global blend, and is
most similar to those of [Blinn 1982], [Nishimura et al. 1985], and [Wyvill et al.
1986].

Other global blends are piecewise algebraic [Sederberg 1985], [
Warren

1989], and [Bajaj 1992].

Before discussing our proposed blend, we briefly review

those mentioned above.

5.5.4.1 The Rolling Ball Blend
The envelope of a ball rolling upon base surfaces produces a blend of the base
surfaces, as shown below.

Unfortunately, when expressed algebraically, this blend

may be of high order, with hundreds of terms [Rockwood and Owen 1985].

:

•'.

...,t.

w

op

oo

blend surface

Figure 5.23 The Rolling Ball Blend
In [Rossignac and Requicha 19841 the rolling ball blend is approximated by
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applying offsets and shrinkages to an original shape, as demonstrated in the
illustration

below.

This

method

produces

rounds

and

fillets (approximated

piecewise by cylinders and tori), whereas direct application of the method shown
in figure 5.23 will not round a convex corner.

The authors note that this method

occasionally produces fillets at undesired locations, and in [Woodwark 1986] the
method is suggested to be difficult to implement.

In the following illustration,

dashed lines represent the new contour; solid lines represent the contour from the
previous step.

The rolling ball method converts the solid line at the far left to the

dashed line at the far right.

Figure 5.24 Approximation to the Rolling Ball Blend
left: initial shape is offset outward toforin an outline with rounded convex corners
middle left: the outline shrinks to produce asurface with rounded concave corners
middle right: the

surface

shrinks again, retaining rounded concave corners

right: asecond offset produces rounded concave and convex corners
(after [Rossignac and Requicha 1984])

5.5.4.2 Global Blends

A distinguishing characteristic of ablend is its degree, that is, the extent to which it
is local or global.
well-defined

form

As described in [Warren 1989], algebraic surface blends have a
involving

a sum

of weighted

polynomial

primitives;

the

weighting determines the local and global qualities of the blend.

An example of a

simple blend, the average of three primitives, is shown below.

Here we use the

curve from figure 5.17.

Although the creases are reduced, important local detail is

also lost. A more sophisticated blend is required.
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Figure 5.25 Average of Distances of 3-Segment Curve Approximation

5.5.4.3 Range- Controlled Blends
In [Rockwood

and

combines

three-dimensional

two

'blending function.'

Owen

1985]

is

introduced

primitives

a range-controlled blend that

according

to

a two-dimensional

The range parameters used in the two-dimensional blend

determine where the surface heels to the primitive surfaces. We give here the
'elliptic blend' of [Rockwood 1989], in which the amount of blending depends on
the mutual proximity of the primitives P1and F2:
2
(5.12) B(Pl P2)=1_[1_?4]f

IP2(p)12

where
Pi
1,
P2 are ' algebraic distances' (such as Euclidean) to elements 1, 2,
and usually are presumed C' continuous. 6
r
1 and r
2 are the ranges of influence for primitives P1 and P2,
and
[x] is max (
0, x).
The elliptic blend is so called because the graph of B is elliptical.

In contrast to the

average-of-distances blend, the elliptic blend heels to a primitive surface when
beyond the range of other primitives.

In the diagram below, we see an added

material blend where the blend surface is exterior to. the union of algebraic
primitives (a subtracted material blend occurs if a blend surface is interior to the
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algebraic primitives).
primitive ranges.
form P,(p)

=

This blend occurs within the region of intersection of the

In the diagram below, the primitives are spherical, each of the

IIp—center,II/radius,---1 (' radius' is distinct from ' range').

For p that is radius, distant from center1,P, is 0.

For a point closer to the center,

that

P,

is,

within

[1—P1(p)Ir]

>

the

solid

Iand B < 0.

it is within the blend.
[1—P(p)/r]

=

region

of primitive,,

is

less

than

zero

so

that

In other words, if apoint is within aprimitive volume,
If beyond the range of primitive,, P(p)/r,

>

1 and

0; in other words, the primitive has no influence on the blend

surface.

range)
/

center.,

-

-,

/

\

/

/

Primitive

•

..

•-'r---..

V

I

blend surface
heels to surface
of Primitive 2

center2

/

•

4

\

j

/

I

blend surface
heels to surface
of Primitive

(
round)

I

,

Primitive 2

1

added material
blend (fillet)
Figure 5.26 The Elliptic Blend

In [Rockwood

1989]

the

elliptic

blend

is

extended

to

be

super-elliptic

by

incorporating areal valued t, the ' thumbweight:'

(5.13) B(P 1,P2)=

I

-

[,_PAP) j [ 1

r2]f

Below are graphs of those points (x = PAP), y = P2(p)) for which B(P 1, P2) = 0,
for several values of t. For t=

00,

we obtain the union of the primitives.
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t=1

B(P 1,P2)=O
t=2

t=3
t=5

P1

Ti

Figure 5.27 The Super-Elliptic Blend
(after Rockwood)
Consider an example from [Rockwood 1989] that blends the unit sphere (centered
on the origin with radius 1) with a cylinder (centered on the x-axis with x E [
0, 2]
and radius .4).

The sphere primitive is signed Euclidean distance from the sphere

surface and the cylinder primitive is signed Euclidean distance from the cylinder
surface; that is:

sphere: PI(p)

=

(
Px2+py2+pz2)"2—1

(px2+py2+p 2)
112 .
4,
cylinder: P2(p)

=

0

((p

The blend f(p)

=

Px <0

-2)
2+p 2+p 2
.) 112— .
4,

<Px <2

Px >2

B(Pj(p), P2(p)), with t = 3, is displayed below, left, as a cross-

section in the xy-plane. Although P1 and P2 are linear with respect to distance, B is
not, which accounts for the unequal contour spacing.
shown below, right.

The rendered surface is
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Figure 5.28 Super-Elliptic Blend of Sphere and Cylinder
left: B(P j(p), P2(p)) in xy-plane, right: rendered surface, f(p)

=

B(P j(p), P2(p))

Similar blends, using a different formula for B, may be found in [Hoffmann and
Hoperoft 1985] and [Middleditch and Sears 1985].

5.5.5 Bulges and the Combination Surface
We now consider two cylinders, one along the x-axis and one along the z-axis, as
shown below, left.

The super-elliptic blend of the cylinders, as shown to the right

in the z= 0 plane, exhibits a bulge where the cylinders intersect. 7 Similar artifacts
are visible in [Hoffmann and Hoperoft 1985] and [Middleditch and Sears 1985].

Figure 5.29 Super-Elliptic Blend (thumbweight = 3) of Two Cylinders
This bulge is to be expected, as those primitive values P1 and P2 that satisfy B(P1,
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P2)= 0 do not sum to a constant.

To compensate, a modification to the blend is

discussed in [Rockwood 1989] whereby the range of a primitive is diminished
according to the angle 9between the gradients of the two primitives at apointp:

(5.14) B(P1,P2)=

PAP)
t I
ri(1—cos 0))

P(p)

t .

r2(1—cos 9))

As we have noted, offset surfaces round corners along convex regions of a
skeleton.

Blending is needed only along concave skeletal regions.

In equation 5.14

the range is not diminished, and a blend occurs, for the fully concave condition of
9 = 90 0. For 9 = 0, the range is fully diminished and the simple union of the
primitives results. We may express this relationship in general terms:
(5.15) f(p)

=

B(p)+ConvexityMeasure(p) ( U(p)—B(p)),

where B(p) is an arbitrary blend, U(p) is the implicit definition for union, and
ConvexityMeasure(p) is cos(9), where 9 is the angle between the vectors from p
and the nearest points on the skeletal elements, as shown below.

In [Rockwood

1989] cos(8) is discussed in terms of a first order approximation to the co-tangency
of two primitive surfaces; for many functions ConvexityMeasure is equivalent.

Convexity
Measure

-

-

Convexity
Measure

Convexity
Measure = 0

Figure 5.30 ConvexityMeasure
To further illustrate the combination of blend and union, we employ a somewhat
simpler formula than equation 5.12:
(5.16) B(P1,F2)= 1—(1—F 1) ( 1—F2).
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And we define
P1

'=

P2

=

h ((d(p, segmentj)—radiusj)/range j)
h ((d(p, segment2)—radius2)/range2)

where range, is the radius' of influence

(> radius) of segmentj,and h(x) is adecay

function, shown below, such that dh/dx =0for x<0and for h = 0:

Figure 5.31 The Function h

As h is monotonically decreasing (rather than the increasing function in equations
5.9 and 5.10), we compute the union U(P1, P2) as max(Pi, F2).

Shown below are

U(P1, F2), B(P1, F2), and the bulge-free combination,j(p), computed with (
5.15).

Figure 5.32 Two Perpendicular Segments
left: union, middle: bulging blend, right: combination

In the previous example,

ConvexityMeasure is nonnegative.

Should the two

segments form an acute angle, however, cos(0) could become as small as — 1.
Negative

convexity

protuberance results.

values

are

undesirable;

as

can be

A simple solution is to clamp

bulge-free combination surface becomes:

seen

cos(B).

below,

a small

Thus, our generic
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(5.17) f(p)

=

B(p)+[ConvexityMeasure(p)] +(U(p)—B(p)).

Figure 5.33 Two Acute Segments
left to right: union, bulging blend, unclamped combination, clamped combination

5.6 Convolution
The use of ConvexityMeasure in equation 5.17 suggests that bulge-free blend
methods require more information than the distances to the skeletal elements.
example, in the figure below

P.i

and

P2

For

are distance d from each of the segments.

The distance surface, shown dashed, is naturally rounded along the convex side of
the skeleton; to produce a fillet along the concave portion of the skeleton, the
implicit value at p2 must be negative, so that the actual surface, shown dotted, will
pass through

P2'•

That is, the function must treat p, and

on their relation to the skeleton.

P2

differently, depending

This is done in equations 5.14 and 5.17 by

measuring the angle between the primitive gradients (
i.e., cos(0)

=

VP1 . VP2).

Figure 5.34 More than Distance is Requiredfor aDesired Blend
In [Rockwood 19891 equation 5.13 is extended to kprimitives:
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!i:

k
(5.18) Bk = I

[
i Pi(ri

-

i=1

The application of equation 5.18 to the non-bulge technique of equation 5.14 is
problematic; in particular, what should 0 measure?

Equation 5.14 could be

applied to successive primitives by functional composition, ordered according to
the structure of a CSG tree.
primitives,

in

arbitrary

We prefer, however, an independent evaluation of

order.

Such

independence

simplifies

implementation,

promotes extensibility, and does not influence the design of the object. 8

An independent evaluation of primitives is a feature of convolution, proposed as a
bulge-free implicit blend technique in [Bloomenthal and Shoemake 1991].

This

section is an expansion and elaboration on that material.

Although

usually

associated

with

signal

processing,

convolution

application in the modeling of two and three-dimensional shapes.

has

found

B-spline curves

and surfaces, for example, can be defined as the convolution of the B-spline basis
functions with control points [Farm

1988].

Indeed, convolution has been used

previously as an implicit surface blend technique,

although in a substantially

different manner than presented here [Colburn 1990].

A discussion of multi-

dimensional convolution can be found in [Dudgeon and Mersereau 1984].

Three-dimensional convolution treats a skeleton S as a set of points, each of which
contributes to the implicit surface function according to its distance to p.
reminiscent of [Blinn

This is

1982], in which an implicit surface is defined as the

summation of terms, each based on the exponential (
i.e., Gaussian) decay of
distance to apoint:

(5.19) f(p)

=

c
-

e1Puu12/

where apoint on the skeleton is denoted by s1.

This summation is similar to the elliptic blend, although terms differ.

Below, at

left, is the elliptic blend (equation 5.12); at right is the Gaussian (equation 5.19).
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f
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Figure 5.35 Terms for Two Blends (d= IIs—ptI)
Although

additional

terms

in

equation

5.14

may

be

accommodated

composition (for example, according to the nodes of a CSG tree: f(p)

through
=

B(P3,

B(P 1,F2)where P3 belongs to the parent node of P1 and P2), additional terms in
equation 5.19 are accommodated by summation.
Typically the skeleton S is approximated by afinite set of points.

If, however, S

{s 1}is aset of infinitesimally spaced points,f can be expressed as an integral:
(5.20) f(p)

=

c

-

ehIPh12/2 du,

where uranges over all points on the skeleton.
This is the convolution of a skeleton with a three-dimensional Gaussian filter
kernel.

It is a process whereby a signal is modified by afilter.

Unlike algebraic

blends, convolution achieves blending through integration.
We now consider a single kernel placed in two-dimensional space; any point p on
the plane contributes to
illustrated,

the

kernel

faccording
value

is

to the value of the kernel directly above p.
maximal

for p at

monotonically decreases asp moves away from the center.

Figure 5.36 2D Filter Kernel, h(d)

the

kernel

center

As
and
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Consider a set of evenly spaced kernels along a two-dimensional line segment S.
As the number of kernels increases, adjacent kernels increasingly overlap and must
be scaled so that their sum remains approximately constant (the kernels, thus, form
apartition of unity).

This is illustrated below for one to four kernels.

Within each

of the groups, the d-axis indicates the length of the segment as well as the domain
of h.

Although d is nonnegative, the function h is shown symmetrically around the

h-axis to indicate distance to the left or to the right of the kernel center.

Figure 5.37 Sum of Weighted Kernels

To fully span the segment, the number of kernels must become infinite, the weight
of each must become zero, and the summation must become
the* kernel

with

the

entire

segment,

as

f,

shown below.

convolution of h with a three-dimensional signal is given by

the convolution of

Mathematically,

f=

h ® s.

the

Before

discussing the evaluation off, we elaborate on its blend properties.

discrete
summation
convolution

N D_

Figure 5.38 Infinite Sum is aConvolution

5.6.1 Convolution Blends
In general, the frequency components of the signal (or shape) are scaled by those
of the filter.

This can produce various results, but low-pass filtering, i.e., the

removal of high frequency components in the original shape, is the most relevant
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to blending.
When an n-dimensional signal is low-pass filtered, it loses detail and is said to be
smoothed.

For

example,

a two-dimensional

image

becomes

blurred

and

objectionable creases, such as those in figure 5.22, are reduced or eliminated.

The

loss of high frequency energy is shown by the Fourier transform, which converts a
signal (such as the kernel itself) into its frequency components.

Interestingly, the

Gaussian is its own Fourier transform; thus, the upper frequencies of the original
shape are attenuated to a gently increasing degree.

We call the zero set of the

smoothed function aconvolution surface.
Convolution is well-known as an elegant solution to a wide range of application
problems; here its elegance lies in its ability to smooth a non-branching shape and
not introduce bulges.
sub-sections

we

This is due to its property of superposition.

discuss

particular

filters

useful

in

In subsequent

constructing

convolution

surfaces, but first we discuss superposition and its relation to bulge-free blending.
In previous images we have highlighted creases by mapping

fthrough

sinusoids; in

the following sections we do not, so that more subtle qualities may be examined.

5.6.2 Superposition
Because convolution is a linear operator, the sum of convolutions of any division
of a skeleton is identically equal to the single convolution of the entire skeleton.
This guarantees, for example, that two abutting, collinear segments, such as in the
following figure, produce the same convolution as does the single segment that is
their union.

In other words, h ® (si + s2)

=

(
h 0 si) + (
h0

is known as superposition and it is essential to bulge-free blends.

s2).

This property
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+

-

Figure 5.39 The Superposition Property of Convolution
That the convolution of a union of skeletal elements is identical to the sum of
convolutions

of

the

elements

is

in

marked

contrast

with

piecewise

linear

approximations in which the surface from a skeleton broken into pieces is not the
same as that of the unbroken skeleton (compare with, e.g., figures 5.17 and 5.25).
This is because each skeleton generates a surface which is a union (using max) of
components, whereas the convolution blend uses summation.

If the skeleton is

divided into infinitesimal pieces (
i.e., a set of points that continuously spans the
skeleton), max (
the union) becomes irrelevant because each piece is a set of one
point.

The result is a pure summation, or integral.

Because of superposition, we

may, in our implementation, convolve each skeletal element individually and sum
the results.

5.6.3 Evaluation
Evaluation of the convolution integral, equation 5.20, requires u to range over the
entire skeleton.

The integral could be approximated by a summation if the

skeleton were approximated by a set of points.

For a sufficiently dense set, the

summation could be asignificant computational expense, which we wish to avoid.

Fortunately, the Gaussian filter is separable; it can be factored into a product of
lower-dimensional

Gaussians. 9

For

a three-dimensional

separate the x, y, and zterms of avector d:

convolution,

we

can
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(5.21) h(d)

= e_(dx21y
2+t1z
2)
12 =

=

e

t 212 ey212 e

1z
212.

Before we can apply this simplification, we must further consider the signal
which is our one-dimensional skeleton S.

In particular,

s,

S has infinitesimal

thickness, and yet we wish s(p) to integrate to 1 over a plane perpendicularly
intersecting the skeleton.
function, which is

For continuous

s,

this is characteristic of the Dirac delta

at the origin and 0elsewhere, as shown below.

00

Figure 5.40 The Delta Function (x)
Thus, we may write
oo

(5.22) s(p)

s as:

p on the skeleton S

=

10

p

not on the skeleton S.

If we require S to lie on the x-axis, between the origin and (a, 0, 0), we may rewrite
s(p) as the product of one-dimensional delta functions, k(p) &py)

(
pz),

where

(1 for O≤x≤a
(5.23) k(x)

=

I. 0 otherwise.

We observe that the convolution of a delta function with a filter is the filter itself.
This

sifting property

(5.24) (6 ®j (x)

of delta functions may be expressed as:

.
1
6(t)f(x—t) dt

= 00

= f(x).

-00

We can now express the convolution of the kernel hwith the skeleton Sas:

f)

=

c

-

(
h ® s)

Applying (
5.21) yields:

)= c

-

f9l3 h—u) s(u) du.
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f(P)

-5 k(U )e
00

x

X_UX)212dUx

-00

5ö(Uy)e_212duy $6(uz)e_(1z_212duz.

00

=

CO

- 00

- 00

The latter two integrals disappear due to the sifting property, yielding:

C

-

(
5
e_Px)

212 dux)(
ePY212 e 1

12 )

a

(5.25)

C

-

(
5
e Px_Ux)212dux)

e

Y
2+Pz2)
12 .

0

We refer to the first term,
22
+pz )/2

second term,

5
e_(Px_212dux, as the integration filter, and to the
as the distance filter.

py24p

2

is the square of the

distance from p to the x-axis (the line containing the segment), not to the segment
itself.

We must still compute the one-dimensional integral of

eP)212.

Along the x-

axis scan be treated as abox function; its convolution at agiven point is simply the
area of the kernel subtended by the box, when the kernel is centered at the given
point.

To illustrate, the areas of the kernel subtended by a segment at several

points are shown below, assuming a kernel with unit integral (i.e., the area under
the curve of the kernel is one) and abox function with unit height.

-0

0.5

1

0.5,

-0

segment

Figure 5.41 Integrating the Kernel at Various Points along aSegment
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We can now see, though in one dimension only, the process of superposition: ho
matter where we break the above segment, the sum of the areas under the kernel
subtended by the component segments will equal the area subtended by the union
of the segments.

Thus, as shown below, the actual point of contact between two

collinear segments is immaterial.

segi

seg2

segi

seg2

segment

Figure 5.42 An Illustration of Superposition
The entire one-dimensional convolution is the graph of the above subtended value
as a function of position; a smooth curve, reproduced below, results.

The

convolution approaches 0 beyond the segment endpoints, equals ½ at the segment
endpoints (assuming h is symmetric), and plateaus at 1 in the middle of the
segment.

The shape and extent of the roll-offs to either side of the plateau depend

on the filter kernel.

—IZ(t)•"

SW

Figure 5.43 Convolution of aBox Function

5.6.4 Arbitrary Position and Orientation
We generalize equation 5.25 to line segments in arbitrary position and orientation
using a series of steps, illustrated below.

First, the point p is projected to the line

containing the segment; we call the projection p'.

The distance from p' to the

nearest segment endpoint is used to compute (or index) the integration filter of the
segment along the axis of the segment; this is aread in the figure.

The distance

filter, in the plane orthogonal to the segment, is simply the value of the filter given
d,,', the distance from p to p'.

The three-dimensional convolution at p is the
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product of the integration filter and distance filter.

h(t)
dj

£h(t)

segment
t

P

d'

1

app ,'

Figure 5.44 Lower-Dimensional Evaluation of the Convolution of aSegment
f(p)

=

aread, X h(d')

top: left to right: integration filter, distance filter, convolution
bottom left: geometry ofp and the segment S
bottom middle: integration filter along the axis of S
bottom right: distance filter in the plane orthogonal to S

The two-dimensional convolution requires a single evaluation of the Gaussian; the
one-dimensional convolution requires its integration.
function (
i.e., f(t)

=

The Gaussian is a symmetric

J(—t)); in three dimensions it is spherically symmetric.

As a

consequence, our calculation of dneed not consider segment orientation.

5.6.5 The Gaussian Integral
The convolution shown in figure 5.43 is the one-dimensional convolution of a
Gaussian filter with a line segment, namely 5h du
distances illustrated in figure 5.44.

evaluated from —d1 to d2,the

In order to understand this integral, we use a

description of the Gaussian that is more general than equation 5.20:
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(5.26) h(t)

= e

0t
2,

where co is the width coefficient and equals

1/22.

attribute with widespread application to statistics.
from

—

00

to

has integral

+ oo

'
Iit;

is \J(1r/o).

a is the standard deviation, an
The integral of the Gaussian

A Gaussian curve with width, coefficient w

aGaussian with (
1

=

it

=

1

has unit integral.

Unit integral is an important property for a filter because it maintains the original
energy of a signal; for example, if we convolve a unit integral kernel with a box
function, the plateau amplitude (
i.e., DC component) will equal the amplitude of
the box function. 1°

The intensity of a segment that is long compared with the

filter support (
the half-width of the kernel) will be scaled by the integral of the
kernel.

Thus, a kernel with integral less than one would attenuate a signal; a

kernel with integral greater than one would amplify the signal.

If we use a width coefficient other than it, but wish to maintain the overall energy
of the signal, we must divide fby the integral of the Gaussian with the given width
coefficient.

We discuss this further in the next section, selecting P.69314715 as our

width coefficient.

It is important that the same width coefficient be used for the

integration filter as is used for the distance filter; otherwise the three-dimensional
convolution would not be properly separated into lower order terms.

Unfortunately, the Gaussian integral (also known as the error function, often
abbreviated 'erf')

has

no

closed-form

solution.

Discrete

approximated numerically and stored for subsequent reference.
and Shoemake

values

can

be

In [Bloomenthal

1991]. an array was created for each segment,

which is not

necessary. A single table of integration values, spanning the filter support, suffices.

Although the Gaussian has infinite support, it has very little energy for t> 3, with a
width coefficient of . 69314715.

In practice we restrict the table domain to [- 1O..O].

—10 would seem a reasonable lower bound, as both

e69(102)

and the integral from
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—oo

to — 10 are zero to 30 decimal places. Because his asymmetric function:
X

5

(5.27)

x

5

00

dt

=

I

-x

.— Wt

I .
— (
i)t

-00

- 00

Thus, our array need contain values of the integral from — 10 to x, for negative x
only, x> —10. Let a(x)

=

5

dt; then, for arbitrary x1 and x2:

-00

X2

5

(5.28)

dt

=

a(x2) a(xj),
-

xl

For positive x, a(x)

Rather

than

=

'
1(ic/o) a(—x).
-

truncate

attenuated to zero

the

kernel,

over a finite

a kernel

can

be

windowed,

i.e.,

smoothly

domain.

We have not experimented with

windowed kernels, but speculate there is no practical advantage in their use for
line segments, and likely little advantage in their use for the polygonal skeletal
elements discussed in the next chapter.

The integral table can be set using the trapezoidal rule or the power series.

We

implemented the former because of its simplicity, but, for completeness, we
present the error function in terms of the latter [Abramowitz and Stegun 1965]:
00
(5.29) eif(x)

=

Eo

(-1)

et2dt.

2

x2j1

i!(21+1)

47C

0

The series can be terminated when terms fall below a given error threshold.
function a(x) could then be computed as a(x)

=

Our

'
J(ir/(o) ( 1+erf(x)) /2.

To determine an adequate size for the table, we consider the cubic B-spline, a
function similarly shaped to the Gaussian.
both

analytically

and numerically

with

We evaluated the B-spline integral

a 1000 element table;

the

maximum

discrepancy between the two was 0.000000954, which is adequately low for our
purposes.

In the examples in this

chapter,

the Gaussian integral has been
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approximated by a 10,000 element table (details may be found in the pseudo-code
presented in the Appendix).

A pre-computed

array is

computationally

efficient

and places

only

moderate

demands on memory for a sufficiently high resolution in a single dimension.

For

two-dimensional

are

skeletons

(
i.e.,

polygons),

the

demands

on

memory

substantially higher, and we must accept those discretization artifacts that may
accompany a lower resolution, two-dimensional array.

Analytical methods for two

dimensions, when possible, are far more complex than those for one-dimensional
integration [Duff 1989].

5.6.6 Normalizations
In order that the surface pass through segment endpoints, we choose ½ as an isosurface contour level. Thus, equation 5.20 becomes:

(5.30) f(p) =½— (h®s)(p).
We order the terms above so that fis, per convention, negative inside and positive
outside the implicit volume.

As in equation 5.12, we may also normalize projected distance to the skeleton
against a desired radius.
distance, d
pp ,,
equals
(5.31) h(d')

=

Here we assume S lies on the x-axis, so that the projected

i(py2 Ipz2).

Thus, the kernel can be expressed as:

e_ 0) (Py 2 +Pz2 )
112 .

Consider a point on the surface of a cylinder defined, by a line segment, and
assume that the point is in the middle of the length of the cylinder and that the
cylinder is sufficiently long so that the one-dimensional integral (discussed in
section 5.6.3) equals 1. Thus, equation 5.30 becomes:
(5.32) f(p)

=

½

-

e ,0
,(p

2+p

=0, forp on the surface.
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As indicated by equation 5.31, it is possible to associate a radius with the segment
endpoints so as to change the diameter of the resulting cylinder, or, if the radii
differ, to define atapered cylinder. Now, if p is on the surface and its projection p'
lies within the segment, then its distance to the x-axis is r.
equation 5.31, f(p)
=

=

½

-

e_(00y+Pz2)1T2
2
=

½

-

natural log of 2; i.e., 0) = .
693 14715 allows h(1)

e"
=

2 =

If we normalize as in
½

-

e°

=

0.

Thus, 0)

½.

5.6.7 Convolution Surfaces

The following image displays a convolution surface; it uses a Gaussian kernel with
co

=

.
69314715 and was computed as described in the previous sections.

set of

fhas

The zero

been highlighted; the surface could be defined along any contour,

however, and blending can occur with other objects anywhere within the filter
support

(i.e.,

the non-black portion of the image).

Figure 5.45 Two Segments Convolved with the Gaussian Kernel

To produce a smooth surface from a skeleton, we need only sum the convolutions
of the skeletal elements, evaluating each convolution independently.

For example,

the contours below, resulting from the sum of two implicit primitives, are smooth
regardless of the angle between the skeletal elements.

Along convex portions of

the skeleton the surface mimics the union operator, although convolution is not a
union operation. Along concave portions, the surface remains smooth.
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Figure 5.46 Rotated Segments
angles range from 0to 90 degrees, in 10 degree increments
No bulges are produced, unlike the blend shown in figure 5.32, middle.
creases

are produced

extrema.

and the intermediate contours

smoothly

Also, no

interpolate the

Unfortunately, as we will see in section 5.6.14.2, convolution does

produce abulge when it is applied to abranching skeleton.

The following diagram is an interpolation between the distance surface and the
convolution surface, both based on the curve in section 5.5.14
convolution

surface

a smooth,

Not only is the

bulge-free blend, but the interpolation

distance surface is without anomaly.

to the

For isolated convex skeletons such as

triangles, rectangles, or line segments, convolution surfaces have almost the same
shape as distance surfaces.

Now, however, concave skeletons yield smooth

surfaces, and adjacent surfaces blend seamlessly.

distance
surface
convolution
surface

Figure 5.47 Seven Segments
inner contour: convolution surface, outer contour: distcince surface
Although the Gaussian is a satisfactory kernel, we briefly examine the sinc, Bspline, and Wyvill kernels, which are prominent in the literature of computer
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graphics.

We will not examine lower order kernels, such as the piecewise

quadratic due to [Nishimura et al. 1985].
Different

filters

have

different

mathematical

advantages.

The

separable, but its integral must be numerically approximated.

Gaussian

is

The B-spline and

Wyvill kernels can be analytically integrated, but they are not separable. 11

The

sine kernel is the ideal low-pass filter, but it is not separable and its integral must
be numerically approximated.

In the following sections, we discuss and compare

these filters. Additional criteria for filters are given in [Kacic-Alesic 1991].

5.6.8 The Sinc Kernel
The sine kernel is given by sin (=)/=.
other filters we discuss, negative lobes.

It has integral 1; it also has, unlike the
Thus, elements in the neighborhood of the

kernel center actually inhibit the signal (indeed, this behavior can be seen in the
retina and other natural phenomena).

2

4

6

8

Figure 5.48 The Sinc Kernel
The sine is the ideal low-pass filter; that is, its Fourier transform is the box
function.

No components of the original shape are attenuated below a certain

frequency (the
removed.

cutoff frequency);

above

this

frequency,

all

components

are

Ideal low-pass filtering is important to digital signal processing; in

particular, the sampling theorem states that all frequencies above one-half the
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sampling frequency must be removed before the signal is sampled in order that the
signal be reconstructed without aliasing.

An ideal low-pass filter enables the most

efficient, distortion-free discrete storage of acontinuous signal.

The negative lobes raise a question concerning the iso-contour value.

Although, as

with the Gaussian, the maximum of the function is 1 and the function approaches
0 as x approaches

oo,

the function is not monotonically decreasing and, indeed,

has an infinite number of zero crossings.

Thus, we must ask whether ½, or any

value, is a meaningful iso-contour for the sine kernel.

Because the sine is not

separable, we approximate the skeleton with a sequence of points (we discuss such
approximations in a later section).

The image below compares a sequence of 100

point sources using the Gaussian and the sine functions.

It would appear that monotonicity of the kernel is a necessary property for a
satisfactory convolution surface; otherwise, the ringing of the filter may introduce
a spurious contour, as in the image below.

Because of ths artifact, we find the sine

unacceptable as ablending filter.

Figure 5.49 Convolution with Gaussian (left) and Sinc (right)

5.6.9 The B-spline and Wyvill Kernels
In this section we discuss the B-spline and Wyvill kernels, which are similarly
shaped to the Gaussian.

The B-spline kernel has prominent applications in
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computer graphics.

That it has unit integral is important in the blending of curve

or surface control points [Bartels et al. 1987].

It is a piecewise cubic filter, each

piece defined parametrically in t as at3+bt2+ct+d.

The function equals 2/3 for t

=0, and 1
/
2 fort = .72235.

The actual coefficients of the curve are given by the 4th order B-spline basis:

(5.31)

hB..spline

=

(x+2) 3/
6
(-3x 3-6x 2+4)/6
(3x 36x 2+4)/6
(2-x) 3/
6

x e (-2, - 1)
x € (- 1, 0)
x e (0, 1)
x e ( 1, 2)

-2

-1

0

-1

2

Figure 5.50 The Four Non-Zero Pieces of the Cubic B-Spline Kernel

The area under the B-spline curve is the following definite integral:

(5.33)

tt2 (
at3+bt+ct+d) dt
S
1

=

It2

(
at4/
4-i-b1313+ct2/
2+dt) i

The integral consists of four anti-derivatives, one for each nonzero kernel section:

(x+2) 4/
24

xE (-2, -1)

(-3x4-8x3+16x)/24

xE (- 1, 0)

(3x4-8x3+16x)/24

xE (
0, 1)

-(2-x) 4/
24

Xe

We compute the integral

2
f•xj

(
1,2)
x

h as

(
area(x2)—area(x1))I24, where area(x)

h= areaNegX(x) for x < 0else 24—areaNegX(—x), and

areaNegX(x)

=

0

x<-2

(
x-i-2) 4

x€ (-2, - 1)

-3x4-8x3-i-16x-i-12

xe (- 1, 0)

=

-00
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In general, the near-trivial return of 1 (the kernel integral) is executed over the
majority of asegment that is long compared with the filter support.
The filter described in [Wyvill et al. 1986] has aunit integral with asupport of one
(as opposed to asupport of two for the cubic B-spline) and is defined by:

(5.34) hwij(x)

=

(
9-4x6+17x4-22x2)/9.

This filter is not separable but is separable, which allows to compute the area
under its curve from

— oo

areaForPosX(x)

and the integral

fX2

to positive xas

=

1,

x>1

1/2..((4/7)X7+( 17/5)x5-(22/3)x 3)/9+x,

x< 1

hwwu for arbitrary xas

area(x2)-area(xj), and area(x)

=

{

1-areaForPosX(-x),

x<0

areaForPosX(x),

x> 0

There have been trials with h(x) = (
1—x2)
3, lxi ≤ 2 [Wyvill 1994].

This and

equation 5.34 are graphed below.

Figure 5.51 Rival Wyvill Filters

5.6.10 Separability, Revisited
Of the filters we have discussed, only the Gaussian is separable and spherically
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symmetric.
be

This means that convolution with the B-spline or the Wyvill can only

approximated

as

a product

of

an

integration

filter

and

distance

filter.

Alternatively, the convolution can be given as the summation of terms due to point
sources distributed along the skeleton. 12

We discuss the use of point sources in a

subsequent section, but present here some results for the B-spline and Wyvill
filters.

The following images compare results for the summation of point source

terms with results for the product of integration and distance filters.

Figure 5.52 Approximations to B-Spline Convolution
left: summation of point sources, right: product offIlters

Figure 5.53 Approximations to Wyvill Convolution
left: summation of point sources, right: product offilters
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There is remarkably little difference between the two methods for approximating
the convolution.

That we can treat these non-separable filters as separable and

obtain reasonable results must be due to the similarity of these kernels with the
Gaussian kernel.
=

1 and h(1)

=

To illustrate this similarity, the three kernels (scaled so that h(0)
½) are graphed below.

For all three the radius in isolation is 1

and the effective radius of influence is between 2 and 3.

For now, we express no

preference for a particular filter.

chapter there

implementation

differences,

we

Although in this
do

not

observe

any

significant

are clear
modeling

differences until the next chapter.

1/2

Figure 5.54 Comparison of Filter Kernels
upper (in black): the "Gaussian kernel,

e

69314715x
2

middle (in red): the B-spline kernel, (l.5)hBsp ljne (O. 72235*x)
lower (in blue): the Wyvill kernel, hwyvii(O.5x)

5.6.11 Blend Control
One might conclude from the previous section that separability, namely assuming
that h(IIpII)

=

h(px)h(py)h(p) and treating the convolution as a product of a

distance filter and an integration filter, can be applied freely, without regard for
parameters such as the scales applied to the filter domains. But this is not so.

In section 5.6.3 the integration filter is normalized by the integral of the kernel so
that the energy of the signal is neither attenuated nor amplified.

Indeed, for
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sections of the surface where this integral is unity (
i.e., those points p whose
projection onto the segment is within the segment and further than the filter
support from either segment endpoint), the surface is not affected by the shape of
the integral;

it is only affected by the distance filter, which determines the

thickness of the implicit volume.

But towards the segment endpoints the shape of

the integral is significant and must derive from the same kernel used for the
distance filter; otherwise the separability of the Gaussian is not observed and the
primitives will not blend properly.

For example, consider a scale applied to the domain of the integrating filter only.
We can compensate for the change in the integral of the filter by dividing
scale.

fby

the

This change in scale will not affect the join of collinear segments; it does,

however, affect the join of non-collinear segments as well as the shape of the free
ends.

For example, as the scale increases in the images below, the convex portion

of the join as well as the free ends of the contour flatten.
1.5 and 1.75 are used; the proper value is 1.

In this example, scales of

The proper separation requires not

only the same width coefficients for both the integration and distance filters, as
observed in section 5.6.5, but also requires the same domain for the two filters.

Figure 5.55 Domain of Integration Filter Scaled by 1.5 (left) and 1.75 (right)

Let us further consider the nature of the contour around the free end of a segment;
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it is nearly semi-circular.
segment.

In the diagram below, p1 is at the left endpoint of the

The one-dimensional integration filter will yield ½ at Pi.

Because

on the segment, d = 0, and the distance filter for p, will be 1; thus, f(pi)
p, lies on the surface.

The integration for

p2

is from

right of pi); this integral is approximately . 88.
=

1 and h' for

P2

will be

1/2;

thus ftp2)

-

Since

—.06.

If

— oo

to 1 (
i.e.,

P2

=

Pi

is

0, and

is rto the

rfrom the segment, dir

P2
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P2

were moved closer to the

segment, so that its distance were .
9r, then h .57, and f

=

0.

Thus, the contour is

slightly tapered compared with asemi-circle.
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surface
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UflOfl
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Figure 5.56 End Contours

5.6.12 Point Sources
In sections 5.6.7 and 5.6.9 we observed that the B-spline and Wyvill kernels, unlike
the Gaussian kernel, are not separable.

In section 5.6.10 we concluded that their

similarity to the Gaussian permits these kernels to be treated as separable with
reasonable results.

To obtain a fully accurate convolution using the B-spline or

Wyvill kernels, however, requires the summation of terms defined by individual
points distributed along the skeleton, as suggested in section 5.6.3.

In other Words,

the skeletal segments are treated as sets of closely packed points.

This

use

of point

sources

is

attractive;

investigated by several researchers.

it is

uncomplicated

and

has

been

In the literature, point sources are known as

'atoms' [Blinn 1982], 'meta-objects' [Nishimura et al. 1985], and 'keys' [Wyvill et al.
1986]; the surface that results is known as a 'blobby molecule,' 'fusion cluster,' or
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'soft object,' respectively.
modeling'

We refer to the use of point sources as 'convolved point

and to the resulting surface as a 'blend.'

13

Although a form of

convolution, previous literature has not classified this use of point sources as a
form of convolution.
The most widely reported filters used for convolved point modeling are the
Gaussian and the Wyvill.

Although the kernel used in [Nishimura et al. 1985] is

not widely described in the literature, its use within amodeling system is marketed
commercially by Meta Corporation as the 'Meta-Editor' [Graves 1993]

Similar

technology is marketed by SOFTIMAGE, Inc. and is called M et
a Cl ay® [Roscoe
1993].

These commercial editors use point and/or ellipsoid sources.

Some

remarkably complex forms have been produced; unfortunately, we are not able to
report here to what extent, if any, models produced by these systems organize their
sources according to a skeleton.

We believe the convolutional nature of these

objects accounts for their versatility and aesthetic appeal.
These methods allow a user to distribute a large number of point sources, each
with an associated 'weight,' that is, f(p)
'individual point sources and

Wj

=

c

-

Zwh(Ilp—si
ll),

are the individual weights.

where sj are the

These weights may all

be the same, but, if we wish the point sources to approximate skeletal segments, it
is important that the weight associated with a point source be attenuated by the
area under the filter subtended by that part of the segment associated with the
point.

This technique has been applied to the point sources used to create the

following images, which compare results for segments and points.
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Figure 5.57 Gaussian Convolution for 3, 7, and 15 Segments (left) or Points (right)

5.6.13 Cross-Sections, Revisited
Although a circular cross-section can be achieved directly with the convolution
kernel (that is, h(d/r) produces a cylinder of radius r), it could also be produced by
a two-dimensional cross-sectional image.

We make this

speculation without
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development, and note that it is difficult to define functions that return distance to
an arbitrary cross-section (illustrated below as '
d'), such as the saucer shape below.
We will return to this issue in chapter 7.

P %

Figure 5.58 Cross-Section Defined by an Image

5.6.14 Rami
fication
In section 5.3.3 we presented a seven step parametric definition for a ramiform;
the implicit counterpart is simpler because the branches constituting the ramiform
may be evaluated independently.

The disks, silhouette curves, saddle curve, and

lofting curves used in the parametric process are not needed by the implicit
definition. First, we consider adistance surface defined by asingle limb as:

flimb(P,

limb)

=

T/jmb2

IIp—qtl 2

where qis the point on the limb closest top.

One ramiform definition, used to create the surface below, is simply the parent
limb function or the summation of the child limb functions, whichever is greater:
fl

(5.36)

frarnyorrn(P) =

max(f11 ,,,,,(p, parent),

where n is the number of children.

f11,b(p'

child),

To maintain continuity of radii, the radius of

parent is scaled such that in the plane perpendicular to parent at its endpoint
fl flb(parent)

=

fll,b(child).
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flimb

Figure 5.59 A Trifurcated Ramiform
left: skeletons, right: shaded surface

5.6.14.1 An Ad Hoc Method
The summation in the above definition implies that the parent branch will be
thicker than the individual child branches, which is not necessarily undesirable.
Many organic branching forms are so shaped; often a parent limb requires a larger
diameter for greater strength and higher nutritional flow.
A designer may, however, prefer a ramiform with uniform radii along the limbs.
In this case, we regard the shape in the above figure as another instance of bulging
in implicit modeling.

An ad hoc solution may be applied in some cases.

For

example, the two-ramiform below is defined according to the distance from p to
the segment that joins the projections of p onto the two branches. 14

Although this

produces a smooth ramiform of constant radii, it does not readily extend to nramiforms.
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Figure 5.60 A Two-Ram(form with Constant Radii
left: evaluation off(p), middle: 'envelope' curve, right: shaded surface

In this example, parent and child limbs are contiguous and non-overlapping.

A

different approach is the ' strand' model, in which all limbs originate at the root
[Holton 1994].

The difference is shown below.

Taken to its logical extension in

the modeling of organic forms, the strand model produces highly realistic shapes
[Greene 1991].

Numerous strands are required, however; if they are treated by

convolution, efficient methods such as those presented in this chapter are relevant.

Figure 5.61 Two Ram/'orm Skeletons
left: contiguous non-overlapping skeleton (limbs shown separated for clarity)
right: strand skeleton
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5.6.14.2 Bulges
We

now

consider whether convolution

ramiform bulge.

offers

a solution

to

the

problem

of

We first examine the simple ' tee' skeleton, below, which consists

of two segments. Each cylinder has radius r.

Figure 5.62 A 'Tee' Skeleton

Application of a Gaussian filter yields the following contours, shown in the xy and
xz planes (dashed lines demarcate the isolated cylindrical primitives).
bulges at the segment junction are apparent in both planes.

Slight

This problem was not

considered in [Bloomenthal and Shoemake 1991]; in that study, attention focused
on the use of polygons, not line segments, as skeletal elements.
such use in the next chapter.

We will discuss

We mention now, however, that the lack of bulging

in [
ibid.] was a consequence of the ratio of polygon width to kernel support
exceeding one.

In this chapter we examine the bulge problem more closely than in

the previous study.

x

x

y
Figure 5.63 Contours for the 'Tee'

z
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To understand better the phenomenon, let us consider the behavior of f(p) for
points p

=

(
x, 0, r), shown below, left. At x = 0,

the two segments and is rdistant from both.

p

is directly above the junction of

Let h1 and h2 refer to the Gaussian

distance filters applied to segment1 and segment2,respectively; let g1 and
their respective integration filters.
segment2, h2(r/r)
(½)(1)+(½)( 1
/
2)_½

½

=
=

1/4

and

For segment1, hj(r/r)
92

=

/2;

thus,

f(p)

=

92

refer to

½ and g1 = 1; for
=

higj+h2g2-1
/
2

As x increases and p moves along the z = r line, g1

remains 1 and h2 remains ½, but g2 and h1 change.

This is graphed in the figure

below, right, and predicts the bulge at the junction of the two segments.

Figure 5.64 'Tee' Junction with Segment1 and Segment2 Touching
left. geometry, right: h1g1,h2g2 and h1g1+h2g2 along (x, 0, r)

5.6.14.3 Bulge Reduction
If we move the left endpoint of segment2 to the right by r, as shown below, left,
then at (
r, 0, r), h1 = h('J2)
0.

=

¼, gi

=

1, h2

=

½, 92

=

½, and f(p) '
is, as desired,

Unfortunately, the summation along (x, 0, r) is not constant, as shown below,

right.

A small bulge and a small dip occur near the junction.

This is to be

expected because h and g are not identically shaped; for example, the integral
requires twice the filter support (
i.e., the full width of the kernel) to achieve its
maximal value whereas the kernel itself achieves a maximal value within the filter
support.
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2'=
S

.

sum

r

segnzent2
segment1

segnienjjN) se'inent2

Figure 5.65 Tee' Junction with Left Endpoint of Segment2 Moved Amount r
left: geometry, right: h1g1,h2g2 and hjgj+h 2g2 along (x, 0, r)
Shortening

segment2 does,

shown below.

however,

improve

the

appearance

of the contours

Remarkably, the infinite support of the Gaussian does not produce

a significant bulge along the bottom edge of the horizontal segment; this is because
points on this edge are d ≥ 2r from the lower segment and the Gaussian has very
low energy for dir> 2.

x

x

y

Z

Figure 5.66 Contours for the 'Tee' with Shortened Segment2
When sampled in three-dimensions, the convolution produces the surface shown
below.
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Figure 5.67 'Tee' Surface with Segment2 Shortened

The bulge and dip predicted by the mathematical model are visible, although
sufficiently subtle for this surface to be reasonable in animation.

In the following

illustration we pass the vertical segment through the horizontal one.

Separation of

the surface into two isolated cylinders is evident in the last (lower right) frame.

C: = C: = c
C-

=

C:

= c--- = c: =

= cv =

CT

I

Figure 5.68 Animation from 'Tee' to Cross

5.6.14.4 Other Attempts
One approach to eliminate the bulge and dip is to taper the radius associated with
the second segment by the inverse of sum, as is graphed in figure 5.6.5.
taperings

are

engineering.

illustrated

below

and

are

not

unlike

methods

in

Two

structural

Although this can eliminate the bulge in the xz-plane,

it will
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introduce apinch along the sides of the ' tee,' in the xy-plane.

Figure 5.69 Two Methods of Tapered Junction

Tapering is an attempt to compensate for the increased skeletal density near the
junction of the segments, as it is this increase that produces the bulge.

We might

speculate that a distribution of point sources would avoid this increased density
and eliminate the bulge.

As the following test shows, this speculation is upheld for

a small number of points.

A small number, however, yields a lumpy appearance.

As the number of points increases, the lumpiness disappears but the resulting
surface converges to that defined by segments and, once again, the bulge appears.

Figure 5.70 View of 'Tee' in xz-Plane
left: 7points, middle: 9points, right: 11 points

5.6.14.5 The Combination Surface
It would appear, therefore, that we must convolve when p is within the plane of the
junction and avoid abulge by not convolving when p is out of the plane.

In effect,

we enforce a union operation to the extent to which p is out of the plane of the
'tee.'

This is reminiscent of equation 5.15 and is readily implemented for a

skeleton; we simply associate an approximating plane with each skeletal joint.
Convexity can be measured as the angle between the plane normal and the vector
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from the joint to the pointp. Thus, the implicit surface function becomes:

(5.37)

fco,nbination =

convolution Value+Convexiiy (union Value—convolution Value)

Although we have used a ' tee' for demonstration in previous sections, we now
employ

a five-ramiform,

which

is

more

demanding

with

respect

to

bulge

avoidance. The union surface and convolution surface are compared below.

Figure 5.71 Union Surface (left) and Convolution Surface (right)

In the following figure we display the combination surface as a line drawing in
order to demonstrate that the surface is free from bulges.

Figure 5.72 Line Drawings of Combination Surface
left: tilted view, right: profile
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The webbing that blends together pairs of limbs will, necessarily, contain a small
crease, as can be seen in the interpolated contours of figure 5.47.
appear

objectionable

theoretical grounds.

in

the

following

image,

but

may

be

This does not

objectionable

on

We return to the issue of bulges and creases in chapter 6.

A

pseudo-code implementation for the combination surface is given in the appendix.

Figure 5.73 Combination Surface (left) and Closeup (right)

Many renderers capable of smooth (Gouraud or Phong) shading will estimate
vertex normals if provided a polygonal description of the shape.

Some renderers,

however, produce improved images if given precise vertex normals.

Special care is

required when computing a vertex normal for the combination surface.

It cannot

simply be a (unit length) linear combination of the union vertex normal and the
convolution

vertex normal

because the union

vertex

normal

is discontinuous.

Even a minor contribution from the union vertex normal can exaggerate the
appearance of a crease in the surface.

Conversely, if we utilize the convolution

vertex normal only, the shaded image will evidence a bulge, even though the
surface is free from bulges.

Vertex normals for the combination surface were

computed according to details provided in the appendix.
render the shaded images of figure 5.73.

They were used to

The sensitivity of renderers to numerical
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instability of vertex normals accounts for the noisy highlights along the webbing
blending the upper and upper-right limbs.

The combination surface can be modified in several ways; we may, for example,
experiment with several of the functions involved in the model.

By modifying the

function that interpolates the union and convolution surfaces, we can alter the
apparent 'hardness' of the model.

By modifying the convexity function, upon

which the interpolation function depends, we can further alter the characteristics
of the blend.

For example, rather than fitting a plane to the vertices of ajoint, a

free-form surface could be fit; thus, instead of the plane normal, the normal of the
free-form surface at the point of proximity could be used to compute the convexity
at

for points in the neighborhood of the joint.

The design system should provide the user with the option to associate with ajoint
the direction of convexity, i.e., the direction in which no blending occurs.
5.73 this direction is normal to the plane of the skeleton.

In figure

Should the designer

decline this option, the skeletal design system should compute reasonable default
direction(s) for convexity.
as

In particular, it would be reasonable if the default

directions,

shown

arrows

in

the following

illustration,

were

automatically

generated.

In this scheme, convexity would be measured as max (
v.d1)where v is

the vector from the point p to the joint and d, are the directions of convexity, either
automatically generated or as specified by the designer.

top view

+

side view

Figure 5.74 Convexity Directions for Various Joint Configurations
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5.7 Texture Coordinates

In this section, we discuss the assignment of parametric (' texture') coordinates to
vertices of the implicit surface.

This form of parameterization is important in the

generation of images with realistic surface texture in the absence of a geometric
model of surface microstructure.
rely

upon

surface

Bump mapping and surface texture mapping both

parameterization.

For

parametric

surfaces,

parameterization is trivial to construct, yet may not be the desired one.

an

obvious

A 'natural'

parameterization that follows the skeleton or the surface is usually desired, and is
often difficult to construct for both implicit and parametric surfaces.

Surface coloring and solid texture are alternatives to texture coordinates.

Surface

coloring presumes a sufficiently dense number of vertices to establish surface
texture by interpolating vertex color across a polygon, rather than indexing pixel
color according to atexture map.

This approach has been successfully applied in a

texturing process called reaction-diffusion [
Turk 1991], [Witkin and Kass 1991].
Solid texture is an approach that colors a surface vertex according to its position
within three-space; this approach was demonstrated in [Perlin 1985] and [Peachey
1985], and first applied to implicit surfaces in [Wyvill et al. 1987].

Solid texture differs from surface texture in that the former produces an object
that appears to be carved from a material and the latter produces an object that
appears to be covered by a material.
covered,

rather than carved;

thus,

Natural, living forms generally appear to be
we do

not further consider solid texture.

Although surface coloring appears applicable to many natural forms, 15 we choose
in this chapter to emphasize texture mapping, as it is a widely applied concept in
computer graphics and is suitable for asparse set of vertices.

We assign texture coordinates according to the relation between surface vertices
and the defining skeleton.

One obvious relation is length along the skeletal curve;

another relation derives from the circumferential location of a vertex with respect
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to a reference frame.

Pursuing this approach with the ramiform illustrated below,

we assign texture as a (
u, v) ordered pair, with u indicating circumferential distance
and v indicating axial distance with respect to the skeletal curves.

With the initial

u-coordinate assignments shown, the two branches and the parent agree in their uvalues

for

0 and

1
/2

.

Remaining

texture

coordinates

are

assigned

via

a

transformation of a surface vertex to the local xy-plane defined by the reference
frame at the nearest point on the skeletal curves.

A difficulty arises along the longitudinal lines (shown as dashed-bold) connecting
the parent and child disks at u-value of 0.

In order that change in texture agree

between parent and child, the lines of u = 0 must be local minima (the agreement
in

change

in

texture

is

indicated

by

four

arrows

indicating

increasing

u).

Unfortunately, vertices on opposite sides of a u = 0 line may have the same ucoordinate, which would produce a ' stretch' in the apparent surface texture.

This

stretch is indeed visible in the shaded image below.

Figure 5.75 Texture Coordinates for an Implicitly Defined Ramforin

Stretching also occurs in the roughly triangular region in

the center of the
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ramiform (between u = 0 and u = ½).

If we think of this as an ' island' and the

lines of constant u as topographic contours, then, intuitively, we wish to create a
'hill' on the island.

This can be done by increasing the u-value with proximity to

the center of the island.

We define this center as apoint midway along the u = 14

line. The results of this compensation are shown in the image below.

Figure 5.76 Modified Texture for an Implicitly Defined Ramiform

A criterion for judging this image is the evenness of texture spacing.

In particular,

we attempted to assign texture coordinates so that the texture distance between
two vertices is proportional to their geometric distance.

For non-developable

surfaces [Faux

proportion

and

Pratt

1979]

some

variation

in

the

necessary; for example, degeneracies occur at the poles of a sphere.

becomes

We have not

pursued this further, but refer the reader to related work [Gagalowicz 1985].

Although

in

this

example

we

have been

able

to

assign

texture

coordinates

according to the skeleton that defines the surface, singularities are evident.

The

textured ramiform is a problem not yet solved, and surface coloring methods, such
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as reaction-diffusion, are promising.

5.8 Conclusions
In this chapter we have examined methods for constructing generalized cylinders
and ramiforms, attempting to represent cylindrical or branching objects that are
common to

organic forms.

We emphasized on implicit techniques

and,

in

particular, focused on the convolution surface, an implicitly defined summation of
primitives that each depend on an individual skeletal element.

Because convolution is an integration, it produces a material blend of primitive
volumes; the resulting object appears pliable.
however, because blending occurs only

The object is not amorphous,

where limbs are mutually close;

the

remainder of the surface closely follows the skeletal structure.

In comparison, the strict distance-to-curve implicit method produces an object that
appears rigid and easily creased, much as would be produced using standard
parametric

sweep

techniques.

parametric

techniques

can

We

produce

noted

that,

self-intersecting

frames, and experience difficulty at branches.

unlike

implicit

surfaces,

techniques,

require

reference

Reference frames do, however,

allow cylindrical cross-sections to vary in shape and orientation; they can also play
a role in the assignment of texture coordinates, which we examined for an
implicitly defined ramiform.

We considered other approaches to cylinders and ramiforms, including patches
and subdivision surfaces, but concluded that implicit surfaces were easier to
implement,

could

more

readily

accommodate

conveniently defined by a skeleton.

n-ramiforms,

and

were

more

In the context of implicit surfaces, we

considered piecewise approximations to curved skeletons.

In addition to convolution, we considered other implicit blends, including global
blends, the rolling-ball blend, and range-controlled blends.

We found convolution
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more attractive either in implementation or in extensibility to the n-ramiform.
Additional

study

disadvantages

is

needed

to

of convolution

understand fully

and

other

the relative

implicit blends.

advantages

For

example,

and
the

difficulty in extending the range-controlled blend to multiple primitives and the
difficulty in preventing undesired fillets in the rolling-ball blend may be due to the
reliance of these blends on a single distance measurement to each skeletal element.
This differs from convolution, which involves an integration.

In

discussing

convolution,

we

considered its

superposition

separability property of the Gaussian convolution kernel.

property

and

the

We compared the

Gaussian with other kernels, and developed techniques to calculate its integral and
reduce the three-dimensional convolution of a curve to a product of lowerdimensional terms.
efficiency.

These methods were developed with an interest in processing

This efficiency could be useful for representations such as the strand

model, which may be biologically realistic but is computationally demanding.

We considered the problem of bulges in implicit surfaces, and concluded that a
combination of distance surface and convolution surface yields a reasonable result.
We suggested some user control over the bulge-free orientation may be desirable,
and that the designer may wish to control the extent to which ablend is bulge-free.

Because there remain questions concerning non-bulge, n-ramiforms, we note that a
slight bulge is not necessarily a serious, visually objectionable artifact.

Indeed,.

many natural forms, such as the joining of veins in the hand or the leaf, do
produce a slight bulge.

There may be common biological processes that result in

bulges at the junction of individual vascular and muscular elements.

To the extent

that this is true, the convolution method applied to skeletons mimics natural form.
Overall, we believe that convolution of a skeleton remains an excellent method for
modeling natural forms.

One promising direction for future research is the convolution of volumes, rather
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than the volume-less segments employed in this chapter and the volume-less
polygons employed in the next chapter.
[Colburn 1990].

This is precisely the approach taken in

Unfortunately, the computational expense of this approach may

be prohibitive within a design environment.

One approximation to volumetric

convolution is the strand application of convolution to askeleton.
We have not considered combinations of creases and bulges.

For example, a

crease may form between two bulging shapes in mutual contact.

Some interesting

possibilities to mimic this natural phenomena may be found in [Gascuel 1993].
In the following two chapters, we will apply the concepts of this chapter to two
organic forms: ahuman hand and amaple leaf.

5.9 Notes

1. The reference frame has an additional use, however, in the computation of
surface texture coordinates, described in section 5.7.

2. One exception would be ftp)

=

x2—y2I-z2,two cones that meet at the origin.

In

this example, the origin is an exceptional point; at the origin the surface is not
homomorphic to a two-dimensional disk.

Another exception would be the set of

all points, f(ji) =0.

3. We approximate the arc-length of a cubic curve by summation of the lengths of
100 segments approximating the curve.

4. Related terms are bevel (
an inclined but flat surface) and chamfer (
a furrow or
bevel).

5. It would be interesting to consider implementing the rolling-ball blend as a
procedural implicit surface function.
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6. Throughout this chapter we use P to mean an implicit primitive, i.e., an implicit
surface function for a component of the complete surface; we use p to mean an
arbitrary three-dimensional point that is argument to an implicit surface function.

7. We have not encountered a formal definition of 'bulge,' and so we propose the
following.

A ' surface bulge'

has a cross-section that exhibits negative, then

positive, then negative curvature with respect to the underlying skeleton.

S. As mentioned in chapter 3, however, a tree of Boolean set operation may
provide auseful abstraction for ageometric shape.

9. For adiscussion of properties of the Gaussian, see [Heckbert 1985].

10. This is also important for higher order primitives, such as the two-dimensional
primitives used in the next chapter; the volume of the kernel must be normalized
to one so as to maintain the overall energy in the two-dimensional image.

11. A three-dimensional B-spline could be constructed as a tensor product of three
univariate B-spline basis functions.

Although this is separable, it is not spherically

symmetric, which is necessary for our purposes.

12. The Wyvill and Gaussian filters, which are the most reported in the literature,
are usually applied to point sources (see [Blinn 1982] and [Wyvill et al. 1986]).

13. We dislike the popular term 'blobby' because it suggests
something amorphous and without structure. The objective
of this disseration, however, is to promote the design of
structured shapes; their smoothness is not alack of structure.
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14. The family of segments in figure 5.60 produces an 'envelope curve,' a curve
tangential to each of the segments [Faux and Pratt, 1979].
when several positions of p are examined,

This curve is apparent

as in figure 5.60,

middle.

The

hyperbola, below left, is an envelope curve produced by lines connecting evenly
spaced points along two axes.

At right is a set of planar measurements evaluating

the function described in section 5.6.14.1.
a useful interactive technique.

As noted in section 3.7, aplanar slice is

From the smooth gradations, one can imagine the

shape gracefully expanding or contracting, depending on the iso-contour value.

Figure 5.77 An Envelope Curve
15. Indeed, one of the first examinations of this subject concerned patterns found
on the coats of animals [Turing 1952].

Woodman, spare that tree!
Touch not asingle bough!
In youth it sheltered me,
And I'll protect it now.
(George Pope Moris)
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Chapter 6: Hand Crafting

To see aworld in agrain of sand
And aheaven in awildflower,
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand
And eternity in an hour.
(William Blake)

In this chapter we model a biological form, the human hand.

It is the most

complex body part, and will exercise and extend several of the methods we have
discussed.

Despite its complexity, the design of the hand required only a few

hours, as explained in section 2.7.
figure 2.4, right.

We utilized a skeleton derived directly from

It consists of a set of simple elements for the palm and fingers,

with additional elements for tendons and veins.

Although the resulting surface is

smooth, we suggest methods for the addition of non-smooth features such as
creases and fingernails.

The human hand is not a simple geometric union of its component fingers and
palm.

The skin that covers muscle and bone yields a blend of these components,

which we believe can be represented by a convolution surface.

To accommodate

the relative flatness of the palm and the oblong cross-section of the fingers, we
extend convolution from the one-dimensional skeletal elements described in •
the
previous chapter to support two-dimensional skeletal elements, such- as polygons.

6.1 Two Dimensional Skeletal Elements

As

with one-dimensional

skeletal

elements,

the convolution

surface for two-

dimensional skeletal elements is evaluated as the sum of independent primitives.
We continue to assume the convolution filter is spherically symmetric so that the
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convolution is independent of polygon orientation.

And we assume the kernel is

separable into the product of lower dimensional terms, namely, an 'integration
filter' in the plane of the polygon and a 'distance filter' perpendicular to the plane.
For apolygon lying in the xy-plane, we rewrite equation 5.25 as:

(6.1)

f)=c—(h®s))=c— f
91 3 h
(p—u) s(u) du

C

-

2

_(1ixyuxy)2/2 duxyepz212..

The distance filter is the filter kernel evaluated according to distance from p to the
xy-plane; the integration filter is the two-dimensional convolution of the polygon
in the xyplane.

Unlike the single, one-dimensional array required to integrate a

line segment, atwp-dimensional array is required for each polygon.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the convolution process.

pxy is the projection of p onto the

plane' of the polygon, and Iis the image of the filtered polygon, i.e, the integration
'filter, which we will call the 'convolution image.' That is,

(6.2)

f(p)—c—h(d)I(p).

For several arbitrarily oriented polygons, each represented by image I, this is
equivalent to:

(6.3)

kEih (qz) I qxy)

where k is a constant (typically the reciprocal of the maximum image value) and q
is p mapped into the coordinate system for I.
given in the appendix.

Details concerning this mapping are

In practice, Iis abilinear interpolation of four samples; it is

set to zero if the projection of q is beyond the bounds of the image.

These bounds'

must accommodate the, polygon plus the kernel support; otherwise, parts of the
kernel domain are undefined during convolution beyond the edge but within the
influence of the. polygon.
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d
p

OR Z

Figure 6.1 Computation off(p)

Although there exist analytical

methods for convolution of a two-dimensional

polygon [Duff 1989], we employ conventional, numerical methods, such as those
used for image processing.
two-dimensional arrays.

These work well and create computationally efficient,

In [Bloomenthal and Shoemake 1991] the polygon was

rendered on an image raster using a solid color,
appropriate two-dimensional kernel.
integers.

This

quantization can

and then filtered with an

Resulting values were stored as eight-bit

introduce discretization

artifacts that can

be

overcome by the use of areal-valued array.

The Gaussian kernel has infinite support, which complicates the production of a
discrete representation.

This was overcome in the one-dimensional case by use of

a large, one-dimensional array.'

For two-dimensional arrays, however, we must

accept a lower resolution in view of the 0(n 2) demand on memory.

In the

examples presented in this chapter, the resolution provided for the filter support is
scaled according to the desired object thickness and polygon raster resolution.
example, given a square of side length

1/2,

For

a desired thickness of 1/10, and a target

raster width of 200, the filter support should be 200(0.1/0.5)

=

40 pixels.

The shape shown below was defined by a skeleton consisting of a trapezoid and a
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rectangle, each producing aconvolution image.
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Figure 6.2 Skeleton and Resulting Shape (three orientations)

The image resolution used above was 80 by 80, which appears ,sufficient for this
simple skeleton

In the following figure we degrade the image resolution.

Serious

discretization artifacts, such as scale changes and, shifts in vertex locations, can be
seen for resolutions less than 40 by 40.
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Figure 6.3 Effect of Image Resolution
left to right: 40 by 40, 20 by 20, 10 by 10, and 5by 5array size

Each

evaluation

of

A(p)

requires

approximately

35

floating

point

operations

(approximately. 6 for the filter, 11 for bilinear interpolation, 6 for distance, and 12
for projection), which compares favorably to the inside-polygon test required for
distance

surfaces.

A two-dimensional

convolution

image requires

computation, but need be calculated only once per skeletal polygon.

significant

The designer
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is free to polygonize the implicit surface at different resolutions or change the
orientation of the skeletal elements, without recomputing the convolution images.

6.2 Skeletal Contiguity, Cross-Sections, and Bulge and Crease Prevention

Towards the end of chapter 5 we expressed 'some dissatisfaction concerning the
implementation

complexity

and geometric

quality

of the combination

developed to prevent bulges that result from ramified skeletons.

surface

As observed in

section 5.6.14.4, bulging is a consequence of increased skeletal density near the
ramiform junction.

In particular, the line segments of the starfish all meet at one

point. If the skeleton were asimple cross, we could think of it not as four segments
meeting at a point, but as two' intersecting lines.
increases where the lines overlap.

Clearly, the skeletal density

A comparable polygonal skeleton would consist

of two overlapping polygons, as shown below, left.

We speculate that acontiguous

(i.e., abutting and non-overlapping) skeleton, such ' as below, right, would alleviate
the bulge.

To prove this, and to explain the conditions under which it is true, we

must examine the cross-section of aconvolution surface derived from apolygon.

'Figure 6.4 Overlapped (left) and contiguous

fright)

Skeletons

As noted in section 5.6.11, the convolution surface of a line segment passes
through its endpoints but, does ' not produce a perfect hemisphere.

Similarly, the

surface passes through the edge of a polygonal skeletal element but, as shown
below,, does not' yield a truly semi-circular contour.

As shown below, different

filter kernels require different polygon widths to produce equally thick surfaces.
This is because, as defined in section 5.6.9,, the domains differ and the ' integrals
must be scaled to yield unit area over their domains.

-

The Wyvill yields a near-

A
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circular cross-section, which is an important design consideration.

maximum
thickness

polygon'

'polygon center

Figure 6.5 Surface Cross-Sections for Di
fferent Kernels
left. Wyvill (width

=

2r), middle. B-Spline (4r), right: Gaussian (5r)

For each of the filters shown above, the polygon width equals the effective support
of the filter.

This means, at a point above the center of the polygon, the

integration filter yields 1.
distance filter value of

/2;

A point r distant above the polygon center yields a
thus, the point is on the. ,surface.

Now, consider

widening the polygon; this will not change the function value for points that were
above the polygon center, but it will create a 'plateau' along the top and bottom of
the surface, as shown below, left.

If we narrow the polygon, however, there is no

point over which the integration filter is 1.

This reduces the thickness of the

surface, so that the surface is less than rfrom the polygon, as shown below, right.

Figure 6.6 Varying Polygon Width (Wyvill Kernel)
left: wider polygon widens the suiface, right: narrower polygon reduces thickness

Now, consider the contiguous skeletons, shown below.

For apolygon whose width

equals the support of the filter kernel, the entire filter projects onto the polygon,
and the very centers of the polygons will yield an integration filter value of 1.

For

the wider polygon, the central region where the integration filter is 1 is larger,
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creating a plateau.

But for the narrower polygon, only at the junction center is

there sufficient room for the integration filter to reach 1; elsewhere the kernel is
clipped and the integration filter is less than 1.

A bulge will occur at the center of

the junction of the narrow polygons, but not with the wider polygons.

peak thickness
at single point

peak thickness
along segments

peak thickness
along strips

Figure 6.7 Affect of Varying Polygon Width on Integration Filter
left: polygon width < 2r, middle: polygon width

=

2r, right: polygon width > 2r

Thus, for an appropriate choice of polygon width, a contiguous polygonal skeleton
can yield ramiforms without bulge or crease.

The cross-sections of surfaces are not

perfectly circular, however, unlike those for line segments. 2

In the illustration

below, the above skeleton is articulated.

Figure 6.8 A Smoothly Folding, Bulge-Free Form
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Although the above forms appear smooth, we speculate that improved fairness of
•
the skeleton, as shown below, can increase the fairness
not,

however,

performed

a detailed

analysis

of the

for the surface.
fairness

We have

of convolution

surface. 3

Figure 6.9 Improved Skeletal Fairness
left: contiguous skeleton, right: smooth contiguous skeleton
6.3 Articulation
In the previous
polygons.

section we discussed the 'plateau'

that develops

over wide

Because of the superposition property of convolution, this plateau may

develop from an arbitrary configuration of coplanar, abutting polygons, and will
be seamless.
skeletons.

This seamlessness provides flexibility in the definition of polygonal
The following articulation, in which an upper rectangular skeletal

element rotates into alignment with a lower rectangle, demonstrates this seamless
quality.

JiiIIIflVAk
ltuhilul*YA'I

Figure 6.10 Seamlessness
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6.4 Muscles and Arm

In [Bloomenthal and Shoemake 1991] convolution was applied to a polygonal
skeleton to model the geometry of a human arm.

We review this process here,

providing additional details, regarding the 'muscles' used in the model.
muscle

was

defined

representation

was

by

meant

a planar polygon,
to

facilitate,

as

shown

interactive

below.

design.

This

Much

Each
simple

improved

representations for biological muscle may be found in [Chen and Zeltzer 1992]
.

[Smith 1990] and [Waters 1987].

I
9t2.
-i

tendoni i- bulge ---i tendon2

Figure 66..11 Individual Muscle and Parameters

As suggested in [Bloomenthal ' and' Shoemake 1991], finer control over the surface
can be obtained by a) the use of kernels of differing support, and b) the association
of weights with the skeletal elements.

In partiôular, aweight may be given to each

polygon vertex before its initial rendering, thereby modifying the thickness of the
resulting implicit primitive.

Or, the entire polygon image can be scaled by a

'weight image.'

Weighting can provide for geometric taper.

For example, the muscle tendons are

smaller in cross-section than the muscle itself.
reduced thickness as well as reduced width.
weights to the muscle polygon.
below.

Therefore, the tendons must have

This was accomplished by assigning

The initial image and convolved image are shown
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Figure 6.12 A Muscle
left: weighted skeletal element, right: convolution image

The five muscles were arranged as in the figure below, left, and their convolutions
were summed to produce the surface shown below, right. 4

forearm
(3 muscles)
upper arm
(2 muscles)

Figure 6.13 An Arm
left: arrangement of muscles, right: resulting surface

6.5 The Hand

The above arm is a collection of independent ' muscles.'

We achieve greater

definition in the hand by representing the bones of the palm and of the fingers
with contiguous polygonal elements, as described in section 6.2.

Additional one-

dimensional elements represent the adductor pollicis muscle near the thumb [Gray
1973], the veins on the back of the hand, and the tendons to each of the fingers.
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Modeling the human hand has interested several researchers.

In [Thompson et al.

1988] mechanical aspects of the hand are simulated by manipulating the position
and orientation of 'bones;'

an overlying skin is not produced, however.

In

[Gourret et al. 1989] the hand is modeled as a deformable surface overlying abone
structure; the surface is parametrically defined and deformed according to forces
acting upon the hand.
generated

from

In [Forsey 1991] a smooth, hierarchical B-spline surface is

articulated,

creases of the hand.

contiguous

skeletons,

And in. [Landreth

1994]

accounting

for

bulges

and

is developed a sophisticated

combination of varying finger cross-sections and flexible inter-finger webbing,
involving considerable user interaction with a commercial design system.

All of

these methods define a surface parametrically, requiring a pfedefined (or user
defined) surface topology.

As we have argued in previous chapters, an implicit definition permits the designr
to concentrate on the skeleton.

There is at least one previous example of an

implicitly defined hand provided in a tutorial for a commercial design package
[Patterson 1994].

The tutorial is lengthy and yields an unconvincing model.

The

reasons are a) a hierar
chical representation is not provided for the user, b) the
implicit primitives are ellipsoids, rather than convolution surfaces, and c) there is
no graphical interface for the user (in comparison, we regard the sketch in figure
2.4 as agraphical interface for the hand developed in this chapter).

The sketch in figure 2.4 was readily converted to the finger specifications outlined
in section 2.7. As diagrammed below, the skeletal primitives of the hand include:
palm bones:

acontiguous set of 15 triangles,

finger bones:

acontiguous set of 48 triangles,

tendons:

five sets of connected line segments, 10 in total,

veins:

two sets of connected line segments, 11 in total,

muscle (adductor pollicis):

one line segment,

resulting in a total of 85 skeletal elements.

The coloring in the shaded image
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derived from colors assigned to the skeletal elements.

bones
tendons
veins
muscle

Figure 6.14 Skeleton and Hand
The following page displays individual and summed convolution surfaces that
constitute the hand.

At the upper left are the fingers in isolation; at the upper

right are the tendons in isolation.

The middle left shows the palm, the middle

right shows the veins and the thumb muscle.

At the lower left is the combination

of palm and fingers, and at the lower right is the complete hand, consisting of
fingers, palm, muscle, tendons, and veins.
from geometry, without any surface mapping.

The images are derived completely
The geometry is free from seams

and unnatural creases, which can be detected in several of the parametrically
defined models.
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Figure 6.15 Individual and Combined Components
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Convolution surfaces are a flexible and intuitive method for surface design based
on skeletons.

As illustrated below, the convolution surface follows a subset of a

skeleton in a predictable manner.

This affords the designer a stable environment

within which to modify or complicate his or her design.

Figure 6.16 Palm and Tendons

6.6 Convolution of Volumes

We noted in the previous chapter that it is important that the convolution kernel
be spherically symmetric so that the convolution surface is independent of skeletal
orientation.

For one-dimensional curves, this implies a circular cross-section.

For

planar skeletal elements, this implies a back-to-front (not bilateral) symmetry of
each component surface.

In sections 5.6.13 and 7.3 we discuss non-circular cross-

sections for curves, and in section 6.4 abi-directional ' weight image' could produce
a non-circular cross-section for polygons.

Alternatively, an asymmetric shape

could be obtained by convolving an asymmetric volumetric skeleton.

Convolution of a volume was introduced in [Colburn 1990] in order to smooth
previously defined solid objects.

As shown below, just as convolution surfaces

tend to interpolate the endpoints of a segment and the edges of a polygon, so they
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tend to interpolate the surfaces of a volume.

To accommodate volumetric skeletal

elements, the discrete two-dimensional array discussed in this chapter could be
extended to a three-dimensional array.

We have not done so, however, because we

prefer the design qualities of the one and two-dimensional elements.

For example,

these elements tend to inflate the skeleton, giving it body; convolution of a
volume, however, tends to bevel and fillet, but not inflate, the skeleton.

Figure 6.17 Cross-Sections of Differently Dimensioned Skeletal Elements
left: segment, middle: polygon, right: volume (skeletons are dashed)

6.7 Unwanted Blending

A common concern related to the implicit blend of volumes is the prevention of
unwanted blends.

One prevention

technique is

'grouping' [Beier 1993], [Opalach 1993].

the judicious

application of

This is a technique whereby, certain

volumes are allowed to blend with some but not all other volumes.

For example,

in the illustration below, limb a is allowed to blend with limbs b and e, b is allowed
to blend with a, c, and e, and e is allowed to blend with a, b, and d.
allowed to blend only with b, and dis allowed to blend only with e.

Figure 6.18. Skeletal Grouping

But c is
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An alternative approach is to obtain finely detailed blending by employing very
small primitives.

This is reminiscent of the 'strand' model employed in [Greene

1991] . and [Holton 1994].

The reduced influence of each skeletal element would,

reduce unwanted blending.

It would be instructive to compare the ramiform

blend of many small strands against that of afew large limbs.

It is also possible to provide implicit 'separators' between skeletal elements; these
would

be

primitives.

negatively

valued

functions

that

block

the

blending

This may, however, be an undue burden on the designer.

isn't necessarily reasonable to prevent all .forms

of

adjacent

Further, it

of unwanted blending.

In

particular, if an animator causes two primitives to actually intersect, it isn't possible
for the implicit surface function to maintain a separation.
in the animation of non-implicit forms.

This problem can occur

Polyhedral primitives, for example, can

intersect; ultimately the animator must prevent such an occurrence, or there must
be limits on the articulation of askeleton, for both parametric and implicit models.

Another alternative, proposed in [Gascuel 1993], is, the compression of implicit
primitives if their volumes intersect.

Whichever combination of techniques is

found suitable should operate in a natural manner and without discontinuities in
the implicit primitives.

6.8 Details, Details

We have presented techniques whereby individually defined implicit primitives
are combined to produce a smooth, macro-structured hand.
models ' also require details such as fingernails and creases.

Highly realistic

The implicit definition

of fingernails would, presumably, require a non-manifold definition, as described
in chapter 4.

Creases tend to appear at points of maximum skin compression.

Conversely,

maximum smoothing seems to occur at points where skin is stretched, since this
suggests an inward, smoothing pressure on muscles and tissue.

Thus, the location
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of creases and (intentional) bulges can be linked to skeletal articulation.
particular,

we

wish

illustrated below.

to

mimic

the relationship between

surface

and

In

skeleton

We speculate that negative functions can implement creases

near concave portions of ajoint, arid positive functions can implement bulges near
convex portions of ajoint.

Alternatively, as mentioned in section 3.6, creases can

be added to an otherwise smooth surface subsequent to its conversion to a concrete
representation.

I

Figure 6.19 Creased and Stretched Surfaces
(skeleton is dashed)

Although we have included veins as a primitive in the construction of the macrostructured hand, it may be appropriate to regard them as detail placed upon the
macro-structure.
of the hand.

Indeed, vein placement was the most difficult task in the design

In section 3.6 we considered navigation along aconcrete surface as a

means to distribute surface detail.

An interesting use of this technique would be to

place the vein skeletal elements after an initial polygonization of the palm, fingers,
and tendons.

Once the vein skeletal, elements are in place, the hand could be

polygonized again, with the additional detail.

In [Jevans et al. 1988] are provided

techniques to improve the performance of polygonization when local changes have
been made to the defining function of apreviously polygonized surface.

6.9 Conclusions

We have implemented a model for the human hand that consists of skeletal
elements representing the palm of the hand, its fingers, tendons, and veins, and the
prominent adductor muscle for the thumb.
as skin creases or fingernails,

We have not implemented details such

nor have we implemented grouping to

avoid
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unwanted blending.
behavior.

We have yet to animate the hand to observe its articulated

Because the skeleton is expressed in terms of joint angles for the base of

the fingers and for the knuckles, articulation is readily specified.
however,

indicate

a need

for

additional

skeletal

Animation may,

elements

representing,

for

example, the webbing between fingers.

A design

environment utilizing

convolution

complex,

well-behaved

through

shapes

surfaces

the

enables

specification

the
of

creation

of

the

position,

orientation, scale, and weights of individual polygonal skeletal elements.

In using

convolution, however, the designer loses explicit control over fillets and chamfers.
This

is

more

than

compensated

by

the

generality

of convolution

Convolution is an integral, not a summation of discrete pieces.

blending.

That is, the planar

skeletal elements are fragmented into an infinitude of points, each scaling a replica
of the filter kernel.

The superposition of these kernels is the three-dimensional

convolution of the polygon with the filter.

Resulting surfaces are quite smooth

and are bulge-free provided the skeletal elements are contiguous and at least as
wide as the full filter support.

Although in section 6.1 we suggested a method to determine filter support in
pixels given polygon size and desired volumetric thickness, the determination of an
acceptable resolution for the rasterized polygon given the filter width, the size and
shape of the polygon, and the sample size used during polygonization, remains a•
subject for continued investigation.

Another interesting area of study is the

modification of primitive thickness, as described in section 6.4.

6.1O Notes

1.

In

this

chapter,

a three-dimensional,

approximates the Gaussian.

separable

cubic

B-spline

filter

The B-spline filter has finite support and approximate

spherical symmetry.

2. The choice of ½ as an iso-contour value was made to force the surface through
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the endpoints of a segment or the. edges of a polygon.

If we wished for greater

inflation of the surface, the iso-value can be lowered or the implicit primitives
scaled. This, in fact, was done for the arm (section 6.4) and hand (section 6.5). As
observed in section 5.6.11, the normalization by r for the distance filter (equation
5.31) must occur for the integration filter as well.

This means that changing rin

order to inflate the surface beyond the edges of the polygon will fail because the
polygon will need to increase in width in order to span the increased domain of the
integration filter.
3. We speculate that the continuity of a surface is Gs,k,where the kernel has Ck
parametric continuity and the skeleton has

Gs

geometric continuity.

There is a

step function across both one-dimensional and two-dimensional skeletons, so that
their geometric continuity in three-space is G0. The geometric continuity of a
'density skeleton,' i.e., a volumetric skeleton consisting of a density distribution,
would be greater than zero.

Thus, for the skeletons used in this dissertation, the

geometric continuity of the convolution surface is fixed by the convolution kernel.
The fairness, however, also depends on skeletal fairness.
4. This image was generated before the correction of errors in the surface normal
computation, which produced the mottled appearance of the surface.

Itry to testify in my prints
that we live in abeautiful, orderly world,
and not in aforinless chaos, as it so often seems.
(M.C. Escher)
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Chapter 7: Alien Leaf Forms
If your life is aleaf

•

that the seasons tear off and condemn,
they will bind you with love
thaI is graceful arid green as the stem.
(Leonard Cohen)

•
In chapter 4 we introduced non-manifold surfaces by considering a leaf, its blade
and veins.

In this chapter, we provide a definition for the non-manifold leaf that

smoothly blends blade and veins together.

The definition coisists of a region

function, discussed in section 4.2, and askeleton, developed in this chapter.
This work is partly inspired by the following two photographs.

These magnified

views testify to the elegance of Nature, and offer a view ,of an often overlooked
world.

At this scale, the veins are significant structures, and should be modeled

geometrically.

In an exercise of artistic prerogative, we will blend the veins into

the blade with asmoothness exceeding that shown below.

Figure 7.1 Petiole, Primary and Secondary Veins, and Blade (photograph)
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Figure 7.2 Primary and Secondary Veins (photograph)

The

above

techniques.

venation,

although

simple,

reinforces

our

preference

for

implicit

Were we to implement this geometry with patches, for example, we

would require a network whose topological complexity would be on the order of
that illustrated below.

Figure 7.3 Five Patches Meet at aPoint

7.1 The Leaf Skeleton

We define the leaf skeleton as those axes constituting the primary and secondary
veins of the leaf.

117 points were digitized by hand, in an hour or so, from a
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specimen of the Northwest Maple.
petiole are drawn in green.

In the illustration below, the primary veins and

All left descendant veins are drawn in blue, all right

descendant veins are drawn in red.

The data structure for the skeleton is a tree structured graph, suggested in section
2.4.

Primary veins are ordered clock-wise around the petiole; the left and right

descendants of a parent vein are maintained in separate lists.

The designer must

distinguish descendant veins as left or right, and must order them according to
distance from the base of the parent vein:

This facilitates the construction of the

polygonal web described in the next section.

We ignored those veins wholly

enclosed by the leaf blade that do not connect to the border, or margin, of the leaf.

Figure 7.4 Leaf Venation

It was simpler to digitize the leaf in two, rather than three, dimensions.

We

associated with each point, however, a measure of curvature; defaulted to zero
(fiat).

For a few selected points an estimated curvature was

assigned; the

remaining points were each assigned a • curvature based on the average of the nonzero curvatures

of neighboring points.

The entire leaf was given

dimensional, character by transforming each point according to

its

a threecurvature.

Specifically, each point was rotated so that it rested upon a sphere, centered at the
base of the leaf,

whose radius is the given curvature.

A slightly uneven

distribution of curvature produced anatural appearing, three-dimensional shape.
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7.2 Blade Geometry

Because the cross-section of vein and blade is topologically equivalent to the
volume and trimmed surface of figure 4.3, we provided a non-manifold definition
similar to that of the sphere and patch, section 4.8.4.

Specifically, one must

determine whether a point is above, below, or to the side of the leaf blade.

To

accommodate this requirement, we represented the leaf blade as atriangle mesh.

We desire the veins to lie within the triangle mesh, even after application of the
non-linear

spherical

transformation,

described

in

the

previous

section.

One

method to ensure the vein remains embedded in the blade is to construct the
triangle mesh so that atriangle side connects adjacent points of avein.

The leaf margin is defined by traversing the venation graph, recursively visiting all
left descendants in order and all right descendants in reverse order.'

Two adjacent

margin points are not only connected along the thargin, but are also connected by
veins; one need only trace the vein ancestors of the two points until a common
ancestor (usually a primary vein) is reached.

The circuit produced by joining two

adjacent margin points via vein ancestors and via the margin forms apolygon.

The

collection of polygons produced by all adjacent pairs along the margin produces a
polygonal web that fully tiles the leaf blade, as shown in the illustration below.

Figure 7.5 Polygonal Web
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Elements of this polygonal web are, however, too large to permit a satisfactory
approximation Lo the leaf blade.

Recall that, although defined in two-dimensions,

the web points are given depth by the spherical mapping.

This mapping would

produce noticeable creases in the larger polygons of the web.

Therefore, we

construct a finer polygonal mesh from the web, as illustrated below.

This is

performed by recursively subdividing each element of the web until the resulting
polygons each have a) an area below some specified level and, b) a perimeter-toarea ratio below another specified level.

The subdivision is performed parallel to the 'narrow' axis of the polygon, and care
is necessary.

Because a polygon may be concave, a segment that subdivides it is

not necessarily fully contained by that polygon.

In the present implementation,

each candidate subdividing segment is tested for inclusion within the polygon.

If

inclusion is not assured, the axis of subdivision is rotated until asuccessful segment
is found.

Figure 7.6 Polygonal Mesh
left: polygonal mesh, right: exploded view

Care must be taken when triangulating the polygonal mesh.
be safely

triangulated

A convex polygon can

by repeatedly removing triangles formed by connecting

semi-adjacent vertices (
i.e., vertices separated by an intervening vertex).

As
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illustrated below, this begins with the shortest semi-adjacent vertex connection.

shortest edge
semi-adjacent
vertices

Figure 7.7 Convex Polygon Triangulation

The same procedure may be used with non-convex polygons provided that each
polygon vertex be tested for inclusion within a candidate triangle;, if any vertices
are

o included, the candidate triangle must be rejected.

The figure below shows

the original polygonal mesh (in green) with the triangulating edges (in red).

t2
,10
, ZI;Nz

wq
rA

Figure 7.8 Triangulated Blade

The number of triangles in the above blade is 475, which is sufficiently large to
justify an octree partitioning. 2

For each triangle tested, we must determine
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whether apoint p is above, below, or beyond (
i.e., to the outside).
projecting p onto the plane of the triangle.

This is done by

If the projection falls within the

triangle, the signed distance to the plane is returned; a negative value signifying
below and a positive value signifying above' the plane.

If the projection falls

outside of. the triangle, the distance to the nearest triangle edge is returned.
triangle with the minimum (unsigned) distance is used.

The

If the projection falls

outside this triangle and the nearest edge is a margin edge, p is considered beyond
the triangle mesh; otherwise the sign of the distance determines whethr p is above
or below the triangle plane.

7.3 Of Blade and Vein

The surface of the veins in isolation are simply convolution surfaces with the
skeleton defined by line segments.

We employ an octree similar to that used for

the triangles in order to cull segments that have no, influence on a particular point
in space. 3

Summation of the implicit primitives for primary veins produces the

following surface.

Figure 7.9 Primary Veins in Isolation
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Examination of leaf veins reveals that many blend with the leaf blade in the
manner illustrated below.

bottom of leaf

Figure 7.10 Cross-Section of Blade and a Vein
We implemented a blend in which a point is considered inside the vein if the sum
of the implicit vein primitives is greater than the distance to the blade divided by
the radius of the nearest vein.

This blend, applied to a simple ' tee' junction

embedded in asquare, produces the surface shown below.

Figure 7.11 Tee Blended into Blade
left: cross-section of vein and blade, right: surface
A more localized blend improves the definition of the ' tee' shape while allowing
for its blend into the square, as shown below.

To mimic the cross-section of figure

7. 10, apoint would be considered outside the vein if it were above the blade.
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Figure 7.12 Tee Filleted into Blade

By applying this blend to the set of segments that constitute the primary leaf veins
and the set of triangles that constitute the leaf blade, we obtain the surface shown
below.

As with the hand of chapter 6, this object is not bump or displacement

mapped; the relief shown by the veins is surface geometry.
been applied to the veins in the surface below.

Some tapering has

The veins are, however, too large

overall, which detracts from the realism of the object.

Figure 7.13 Alien Leaf Form
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7.4 Texture

In addition to the undue prominence of the veins, the previous image lacks realism
in other ways.

First, only primary veins were used to define the vein volume, and

second, no texture was applied to the surface.
to create surface texture.

We consider the following method

If, when converting the polygonal web to the polygonal

mesh, the subdividing lines are themselves recursively subdivided with slight
perturbations applied to their midpoints, the following pattern emerges.

While

this is limited in its fidelity to micro-vein patterns in a leaf, it holds some promise
for improved leaf likenesses.

Figure 7.14 Tertiary Venation
left: closeup, right: full leaf

7.5 Conclusions

A leaf is more than a flat, common part of a plant; it is an interesting object that
challenges

modeling

methods

used

in

computer

graphics.

These

challenges

include the smooth blends of primitives and the representation of a non-manifold.
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This chapter has applied methods of non-manifold representation and surfacevolume blend, described in chapter 4, to the natural leaf form.

In developing the

surface from a digitized set of points, we have again demonstrated the usefulness
of the skeleton in the design of natural forms.
The computational cost of distance to apatch or distance to atriangle mesh is high,
however.

Indeed, we may wish to minimize the use of an implicit representation

of what essentially is a parametric surface.

Not only, can this reduce computation,

but it can afford greater detail of boundary edges such as the leaf margin.
Therefore, apromising area for future work is the use of aparametric surface in its
'native' form wherever it is fully beyond the implicitly defined volume.

This may

•
entail a non-manifold scheme similar to that described in section 4.1 in which the
parametric surface is broken into triangles or sub-patches, and clipped against the
implicit volume.

Those triangles or sub-patches fully outside the volume can be

retained in parametric form.
7.6 Notes
1. By comparing avein tip to the preceding and following vein tips, it is possible to
determine whether a margin point belongs to a concave or convex portion of the
margin.

In keeping with the observed characteristics of the maple leaf margin, we

smooth the margin by fitting natural splines (
i.e., splines with zero curvature at
their endpoints) to two adjacent convex margin points (along with any intervening
concave margin points). As shown below, the affect of these splines is slight.
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Figure 7.15 Leaf Margins
left: vein tips connected by straight lines
right: vein tips connected by natural splines

2. In the case of triangles, each octree node is associated with acube, shown below,
and a list of those mesh triangles within s( 1+43)12 of the cube center, where s is
the side length of the cube.

Any triangle not in the list is at least s/2 distant from

any point within the cube or on its surface.

For a given point p within the cube, if

the closest triangle, of those listed is less than s/2 distant from p, then it is
guaranteed to be the closest of the entire mesh.

If there is no such triangle, all

triangles must be tested.

Figure 7.16 An Octree Node

3. The two octrees, one for culling veins, the other for finding close triangles, are
not fully comparable.

In the case of line segments, we associate with an octree
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node all segments that are within s("/3)I2+r of the node center, where r is the
radius of influence of the segment.

Those segments not associated with the node

must be at least r distant from any point within the node and, therefore, cannot
influence the point.

Ithink Ishall never see
A billboard lovely as atree.
Indeed unless the billboards fall,
•

I'll never see atree at all.
(Ogden Nash)
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Chapter 8: Conclusions

The benefits of solid modeling and, by extension, of geometric modeling are
usually considered in terms of the simplicity of evaluation [Requicha and Voelcker
1982], the compactness of representation [Mantyla 1988], the ease of blending
[Rockwood 1989], [Woodwark 1986], [Blinn 1982], and the interactivity •of design.
In this dissertation we have developed design techniques that, we believe, satisfy in
some measure each of these criteria.

We have based our design techniques on the use of the skeleton, or inner structure,
of an object.

In considering branched objects, we concluded that implicit surfaces

were simpler to implement and worked well with skeletons.

We emphasized the

concrete representation afforded by polygonization of the implicit surface.

The

biological

leaf

caused

considerable

volumetric and a surface representation.

concern

by

its

requirement

for

a

We have unified these into a single, non-

manifold representation, which, in its abstract form, extends the conventional
implicit surface treatment of regions of space.

It permits, for example, a simple

expression and evaluation for parametric surfaces combined: with and trimmed
against implicit volumes.

The power of this extension and the degree to which a

designer can easily modify complex shapes remain to be determined.

Although
several

non-manifold

benefits

result

pólygonization
from

concrete

representation

although

•represented uniquely, which can avoid visualization artifacts.
has- its
complex

limitations,

however,

intersections

of

have

Unlike

Those parts of surfaces contained within implicitly defined volumes
intersections,

may

produced.

intersections.

Volume/surface

surfaces

implementation;

implicit

discarded.

non-manifold

a substantial

conventional

are

surfaces,

the

requires

borders

approximated,

and

polygonizing

cell,

are

The implementation

and future work might accommodate

surface

and

improved

arbitrarily
boundary
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accuracy, and a treatment of parametric surfaces more efficient than the distance
surface presented in chapters 4and 7.

The use of convolution surfaces within a design environment enables the creation
of complex, well-behaved shapes when given the position, orientation, and scale. of
individual segment and polygonal skeletal elements:

Although the designer loses

detailed control over blending, ,he or she gains freedom in combining one and twodimensional ' skeletal elements to produce smooth surfaces.

The results in chapter

6suggest that polygonal elements can produce seamless, bulge-free shapes.

In

,

our

discussions

of convolution

surfaces

we

properties that' have a beneficial geometrical impact.

emphasized

those

integration

In particular, our choice of ½

as an iso-contour value requires the convolution surface to interpolate the edges of
an' isolated polygonal element.

Because it offers a near circular cross-section, we

find the Wyvill kernel particularly advantageous for polygonal skeletal elements.
It has a closed form integral, finite support, and is cubic in d2,avoiding a square
root to compute distance.

Unfortunately it . is not separable, but we have seen it

treated as such with reasonable results.
elements,

such

as

three-dimensional

The application of convolution to other
volumes

or

bundles

of

strands,

merits

We have argued that natural forms are elegant, interesting, and inspiring.

They

additional investigation.

also

provide

strenuous

challenges

to

our

methods

of

representation

visualization, and have prompted us to studs' arange of geometric methods.
the

way,

we

mentioned

several

ancillary

techniques;

spatial

and

Along

partitioning,

for

example, is of use in rendering implicit surfaces by ray-tracing, contour-lines, or
polygonization, and in calculating distance to a polygonal mesh and in culling
uninfluential implicit primitives.

Although we provided examples of simple articulation • and examples of complex.
forms, we did not provide examples of shape transformation or metamorphosis.
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We did not animate any of our complex models, although this would have been a
useful means to determine the adequacy of the models.
were incomplete.

Many of our examples

The hand did not have creases or fingernails, nor did it prevent

unwanted blending. The leaf was not rendered with texture.

All of the forms we explored were represented by skeletons.

We hope the variety

of these shapes is evidence that the skeleton is a useful mechanism for the design
of three dimensional forms.

Without a skeleton, these and other shapes are

difficult to animate, procedurally define, developmentally generate, or replicate
with

alterations.

surface detail.

A skeleton by itself allows articulation, but provides insufficient
Covering a skeleton provides both articulation and realism.

We

hope the comparative ease in working with skeletons bodes well for their future
use within implicft surface modeling systems.

Although this dissertation is for use

in computer science and has examined several mathematical relations, it has
sought to argue on behalf of the designer.

It has only been in the past few years that implicit surface modeling has gained
significant acceptance, and it remains to be seen what system. features will, in the
future, be regarded as conventional.

As computer graphics becomes increasingly

accessible to a wider set of users and designers, we should expect an increasing
demand.for ever more varied geometric models.

In this dissertation we did not fully observe the common exhortation to focus
narrowly and examine deeply.
methods.

At times, we have taken a broad view of design

This view is necessarily speculative until a design system is fully

implemented and enhanced during a period of use:
design methodology described herein is of value.

Our results suggest that the
In this dissertation we have

introduced and promoted this design methodology, and we hope it will find its
way into mainstream geometric modeling.

With exposure to more users and access

to greater computational power, we will learn the significance of these techniques.
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Appendix

A. 1System Architecture

Virtually all software developed for this dissertation was created within Cedar, an
integrated programming environment (
IPE) developed at the Xerox Palo Alto
Research Center.

Although originally

developed

as the native operating system

for the Xerox Dorado computer, Cedar presently operates atop a Unix platform:
The illustration' below depicts the ujper level layering of Cedar interfaces that
support the three-dimensional geometric modeler used to implement the concepts
described in this dissertation.

Because Cedar is an IPE (by virtue of shared

runtime memory), the following modules easily communicate with each other.
We believe that the integrated nature of Cedar facilitated the development of the
large,

complex,

and

reliable

hierarchy

depicted

below.

Other

software

organization of geometric modeling systems are described elsewhere (see, for
example, chapter 1 of [Badler 1991] or the appendix of' [Prusinkiewicz
Lindenmayer 1990]) ,

Natural Form Design
Ir

NonManifold Geometry

Implicit Surfaces

3D Tool

Unix Spawn

Figure A.1 Software Module Hierarchy

and
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We briefly mention the method of rendering used for many of the shaded images
in this dissertation.

Cedar provides its own window system, so that access to the

pixel raster must proceed through a Cedar interface.
generated by

RenderMan®,

The images, however, were

which runs as a Unix process.

To allow RenderMan

to display its results via Cedar, a C-language module is loaded with RénderMan. 1
A Cedar geometric display module, ' 3D tool,' invokes Renderman via a Unix
spawning mechanism and transmits RIB (the RenderMan Interface Bytestream)
data.

Renderman responds by sending pixels to the C process, which transfers the

pixels to astream monitored by 3D Tool, which displays them on the Cedar raster.

Figure A.2. An Alternate View of Software Module Hierarchy
by Andrew Glassner, 1986

A.2 An Implementation of the Combination Surface

'Software

developed

for this dissertation was

written in Mesa,

an imperative
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programming language developed by Xerox Corp.
enforced type safety.

It features shared memory and

We believe it is more readable than a corresponding version

written in C.
To facilitate additional research, we present an implementation of the combination
surface, given in pseudo-Mesa.

The principal difficulty in converting the following

to C is that C does not permit the nesting of procedures.

Library procedures, when called, are in bold-face.

Variable types are italicized;

language keywords (such as RETURN, IF, ThEN, FOR, and WHILE) are printed in
small-cap.

Comments are italicized.

We have not always distinguished record

from pointer, but the difference should be clear from context.
as in C. A real is a32-bit floating point number; an
are defined by Typename: TYPE

mt is

<=

indicates pointer,

a32 bit integer. Records

RECORD [
recordbody]; procedures are defined

by Procedurename (parameterlist) [procedure body)
given by variable

*

.

Assignment. is denoted

expression.

Looping is specified either by:
FOR variable IN [
begin. .end)

loops variable through the values begin, begin+1, begin+2,

...

end- 1

FOR variable 4= initial, variable 4= next WHILE condition

sets variable to initial value first time through, subsequently sets
it to the expression next, continuing while condition is true

Types

and Constants

The skeleton for the ' starfish' model (figures 5.71 through 5.73) consists of aparent
limb and four child limbs.

The endpoints of each limb are referred to as e1 and e2.

The radii associated with the endpoints are r
1 and r
2. When the limb is in isolation,
these points will be on the convolution surface.
union surface extends beyond these points.
union and convolution surfaces

As noted in section 5.6.11, the

In order that the free ends

of

the

agree, we redefine the segment endpoints as
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eUnion 1 and eUnion 2,moved towards the segment interior by the amounts r
1 and
r
2,respectively.

The plane normals n1 and n2 represent the normals to the planes

that approximate the joints at the limb endpoints.
The skeleton could be represented as a simple list of limbs, rather than a tree
structure; indeed, the only use in this implementation of the parent and children
fields is during initialization of each limb.

The tree structure is the logical relative

to a biological skeleton, however, and lends itself well to interactive design; thus,
we retain it as a representation for the skeleton.

This necessitates the use of a

callback procedure when processing the entire skeleton. Callbac
ks are passed to
ApplyToTree, a library •
procedure that applies the callback to the root of the
skeleton and, recursively, to its children.

Each node has a single parent, with the

exception of the single root, which has no parent.

Roots of abotanical tree should

be represented as child limbs of the logical root.
Limb:

TYPE

RECORD

Point el, e2,

--

Point eUnioni, eUnion2,
Point ni, n2,

--

segment endpoints
union segment endpoints

--plane normals at endpoints

Real rl,r2,

--

Limb parent, *children];

radii at endpoints

--parent limb, list of child limbs

A repeated computation during the evaluation of the implicit surface funètion is
the calculation of distance from p to the nearest point on a limb; this is stored in
the Near record as point.

In addition, we store the projection of p onto the line of

the

we

limb

segment

and

store

alpha

such

that point

=

ei+alpha(e 2—e 1).

Subsequently, alpha may be used to compute the radius and plane normal at point.
Near:

TYPE

RECORD

Point point,
Point projection,
Real alpha,
Real radius];

--

info about apoint's proximity to alimb

--point on limb nearest to query point
--

--

--

nearest point on line (not segment) containing limb
nearest point is alpha between limb endpoints
limb radius at nearest point

The following constants and variables are global to the implementation.
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Real pi

=

3.1415926535;

mt integralTableSize 4=

10000;

--

Real *integralTable;

--

Real size, delta;

--

Limb *
joint;

--

Shape shape;

--

number of entries in Gauss integration table
Gauss integration table
polygonization step size, gradient step size
the skeleton
resulting suiface

Skeleton Creation for ' Starfish' Joint
The following procedure creates the skeleton used in section 5.6.14.5.
Limb *MakeJojnt

-

{

SetLimb (
Limb *limb)

-

{

move union 'endpoints' towards the center of the segment:
limb.eUnionl 4= IF limb.parent--NIL
THEN Add(limb.el, SetLength(Sub(limb.e2, limb.el), limb.rl))
ELSE limb.el;
limb.eUnion2 4= IF limb.children=NIL
THEN Acld(limb.e2, SetLength(Sub(limb.el, limb.e2), limb.r2))
ELSE limb.e2;
compute the joint plane normals:
IF limb.parent = NIL AND limb.children
IF limb.children

=

THEN limb.n2 4= limb.parent.n2
ELSE

(

Point

--

*pts

=

NIL THEN RETURN;

NIL
--

e2free endpoint, so plane normal is that of el

not free, so plane normal depends on el and child e2:

4= AddPointToList(NIL, limb.el);

ignore limb.e2 because it is internal to (not on the perimeter of) the polygon
FOR Limb *list 4= limb.children, list 4= list.next WHILE list # NIL
pts 4= AddPointToList(pts, list.data.e2);
limb.n2 4= NormalFromPolygon(pts);
limb.nl 4= IF limb.parent =

NIL THEN

limb.n2

ELSE

limb.parent.n2;

create askeleton consisting of asingle joint: one parent and four children, each with radius . 1:
Limb *joint 4= AllocateLimb((—.5, —. 21, 0), ( 0, 0, 0), . 1, . 1, NIL);
joint.children 4= ListLimb(
AllocateLimb(joint.e2, (. 06, . 6,

0), . 1, . 1,joint)

AllocateLimb(joint.e2, (. 6, . 4,

0), . 1, . 1,joint)

AllocateLimb(joint.e2,(.7, -. 2,

0), . 1, . 1, joint),

AllocateLimb(joint.e2, (. 1,

0),.l, . 1, joint));

set various fields of each limb:
ApplyToTree(joint, SetLimb);
RETURN(joint);

Implicit Surface Definition

-

.

4,
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The following procedures implicitly define the combination surface.
Real Subtend (
Near near, Point el, e2, Real radius)

(

return area offilter subtended by segment e1e2, normalized by radius:
integrating filter is centered at near.projection
Real eldistance 4= —Distance(near.projection, el);
Real e2distance 4= Distance(near.projection, e2);
ifprojection external to segment, reverse corresponding distance:
IF near.alpha < 0THEN eldistance 4= —eldistance;
IF near.alpha> 1THEN e2distance 4= —e2distance;
return approximation to definite integral:
RETURN(Gausslntegral(eldistance/radius, e2distance/radius));

I
Real Convexity (
Point p, Limb limb)

-

j

return nonnegative number representing convexity: 0is concave, 1is convex
compute plane normal as interpolation of endpoint normals:
Real alpha 4= NearestToLimb(limb.el, limb.e2, p).alpha;
Point planeNormal 4= Unit(Interp(alpha, limb.nl, Iimb.n2));
compute gradient at point p:
Point gradient 4= Gradient(p, ConvolveValue, delta);
compute angle between gradient and plane normal as measure of convexity:
Real angle 4= ArcCos(Abs(Dot(planeNormal, gradient)));
RETURN(1—Ease(angle/(pi/2));

I
Real ConvolveValue (
Real point)
ConvolveLimb (
Limb limb)

-

-

{ this isf(p) for the convolution surface
--

(

compute convolution as product of 1D integration and 2Dfilter:
Near near 4= NearestToLimb(limb.el, limb.e2, point);
value 4= value+
Subtend(near, limb.el, limb.e2, near.radius)* :integration filter
Gauss(Distance(point, near.projection)/near.radius);

--

distance filter

compute convolution value as sum of convolution of each limb in skeleton:
Real value 4= 0;
ApplyToTree(joint, ConvolveLimb);
RETURN(value);

Real JointValue (
Point p)

{ this isf(p) for the combination surface
--

compute implicit surface function value as acombination of union and convolution surfaces:
LimbValues (
Limb limb)

-

{

compute nearest for limb segment and for union segment (might be the same):
Near near 4= NearestToLimb(limb.el, limb.e2, p);
Point nearUnionPoint 4=
NearestToLimb(limb.eUnionl, limb.eUnion2, point).point;
compute value for union surface:
Real temp 4= Gauss(Distance(p, nearUnionPoint)/near.radius);
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IF temp > unionValue THEN { unionValue 4= temp; nearest 4= limb}
compute value for convolution surface:
convolutionVa1ue 4= convolutionValue+
Subtend(near, limb.el, limb.e2, near.radius)*
Gauss(Distance(p, near.projection)/near.radius);
initialize variables and compute values for each limb:
Limb nearest;
Real convolutionValue 4= 0, unionValue

0;

ApplyToTree(joint, LimbValues);
convexity controls combination of values:
RETURN(convolutionValue+Convexity(p, nearest)*(unionValue_convolutio nValue)) ;

Surface Normals
The following procedure computes the surface normal at a given point p.
normal is Vf, where V is approximated by differencing; delta is the step size.
Point Normal (
Point p, Real delta)
Point TjnionNormal (
Point p)

-

{
{

to avoid discontinuity in the union suiface normal, compute union
as aweighted sum of normals, one from each limb:
Point LhnbNormal (
Limb limb)
compute unweighted union

surface

normal

{

-

surface

normal:

RETURN(Unit(Subp, NearestToLimb(limb.eUnionl, limb.eUnion2, p).point)));

FindNearestLimb (
Limb limb)

f
p on or virtually on limb,

{

set found true

Real weight 4= WeightOtLimb(limb);
IF

weight >.9999 THEN found 4= TRUE;

IF weight> maxWeight THEN { maxWeight 4= weight; nearestLimb 4= limb }
Real WeightOfLimb (
Limb limb)

-

{

return weight for this limb; 1if on union surface, decreases away from surface:
Near near 4= NearestToLimb(llmb.eUnionl, limb.eUnion2, p);
RETURN(2*Gauss(Length(Sub(p, near.point))/near.radius));

WeightNorrnal (
Limb limb)

-

weight limb's contribution to normal by product of 1minus other limb's weight:
Real weight 4= 1.0;
determine weight:

Scare (
Limb 11)
IF

-

limb # 11 THEN weight 4= weight*Ease(1_WeightOfLimb(11));

ApplyToTree(joint, Scale);
accumulate:

The
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normal 4= Add(normal, MuI(LimbNormal(limb), weight);
SumClose (
Limb limb) {
ignore limb ifp not on surface; otherwise, accumulate weighted limb normal:
Real weight 4= WeightofLimb(limb);
IF weight> .9999
THEN normal 4= Add(normàl, Mu1(LimbNormal(limb), weight));
Bool found 4= FALSE;
Real maxWeight

0;

Point normal 4= (0, 0, 0);

-

find nearest limb:
ApplyToTree(joint, FindNearestLimb);
compute normal:
IF found
THEN ApplyToTreecjoint, SumClose)
p on surfae, ignore limbs not containing p
ELSE ApplyToTree(joint, WeightNormal);
p off surface,
RETURN(Unit(normal));

SUm

weighted normaifroni each limb

compute normal for union surface and set nearestLimb:
Limb nearestLimb;
Point unionNormal 4= UnionNormalp);
compute normal for convolution surface:
Point convolutionNormal 4= Gradient(p, ConvolveValue, delta);
combine convolution normal and union normal according to convexity:
Real convexity 4= Convexity(p, nearestLimb);
RETURN(Unit(Interp(convolutionNormal, unionNormal, convexity)));

Execution
The conversion of the implicit definition of the combination surface to polygons is
accomplihed. by

the

following

procedure,

in

which

the

error

function

i

approximated and stored in a table,' the skeleton is created, the implicit surface is
polygonized, and vertex normals are computed.
Main-{
initialize integration table, set polygonizalion and gradient step sizes
MakeGaussTableO;
delta 4= 0.01 *(size 4=0.025);
create the skeleton:
joint 4= MakeJointO;
polygonize the surface:
shape 4= Polygonize(JointValue, size);
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compute the surface normals:
FOR

iIN [
O..vertices.length)

shape.vertices[i].normal

=

Normal(shape.vertices[i].point, delta);

Low-Level Functions
Real Abs (
Real r)
Return the absolute value of r
Real Mm

(
Real ri, r2)

Return the minimum of ri, r2
Real Max (
Real ri; r2)
Return the maximum of ri, r2
tnt Floor (
Real x)
Return he greatest integer less than x
Real SqRt (Real x)
Return the square root of x
Real Exp (Real x)
Return éto the power x
Real ArcCos (
Real cosine)
Returi the angle (in radians) of the given ëosine
Point Sub (
Point vi, v2)
Return the 3D vector subtraction: vl-v2
Point Add (
Point vi, v2)
Return the 3D vector addition: vl+v2
Point Mul (
Point v, Real s)
Return the 3D vector vscaled by s
Point Unit (
Point v)
Return the 3D vector vnormalized to unit length
Real Length (
Point v)
Return the length of the vector
Point SetLength (
Point v, Real length)
Scale and return the 3D vector vso that it has the specified length
Real Distance (
Point p1, p2)
Return the distance between the two points
Real Dot (
Point vi, v2)
Return the dot product of the two vectors
Point Interp (
Real t, Point vi, v2)
Return the interpolated 3D vector

=

vl+t(v2-vl)

Point NormaiFromPolygon (
Point *polygon)
Return the 3D vector normal to the (approximately flat) polygon
Near NearestToLhnb (
Point el, e2, p)
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Determine the point on limb (el, e2) closest to the point p
NearAcc NearnessAccelerator (
Point el, e2)
Compute terms to accelerate future NearestToLimb evaluations
Point *AllocatëReals '
Int n)
Return apointer to nreals
Point

*AddpojntToLjst (Point *pts,

Point p)

Add p to asequence ofpoints

Gaussian Evaluation
Real standardDeviation 4= 0.69314715;
width coefficient (to Cedar precision) such that Gauss(1)

= 1
/2

actual value between . 6931470 and . 6931473)
Real Gauss (
Real x)- {
RE'ruRN(Exp(_x*x*standardDeviation)) }
Returns lfor x<= 0and 1/2 at

=

1

{

Real Gaussintegral (
Real xl, x2)

return area under curve of Gaussian, scaled to have integral 1
Real Area (
Real x)

—

{

--

area from

Real AreaForPosX (
Real x)
Real scaledX

—

-oo

{

--

to x

area from

0o

to x, x> 0

x*integralTableScale; -- fit xto table domain

mt tablelndex 4= Min(integralTableSize-1, Floor(scaledX));
Real area 4= integralTable[tablelndex];
IF index

< integralTableSize-1 THEN

--

linear interpolation:

area <--= area+(scaledX_tablelndex)*(integralTable[tablelndex+ 1]—area);
RETURN(area);
RETURN(IF x < 0THEN 1—AreaForPosX(—x) ELSE AreaForPosX(x));

I;
RETURN(Area(Max(x1, x2))—Area(Min(xl, x2)));

}
MakeGaussTable

{

integralTable <— AllocateReals(integralTableSize);
Real integralTableXRange 4= 10;

--

Gauss(6) = 0.000000000 (Cedar accuracy)

'Real integralTableScale 4= integralTableSize/integralTableXRange;
Real scale 4= .5/(SqRt(pi/standardDeviation)*integralTableScale);
Real valuel 4= Gauss(0);
integralTable[0] 4= . 5; -- area from x= -inf to x= 0
FOR

iIN [
1..integralTableSize)

{-- create table from x= 0to tableXRange

Real value2 4= Gauss(i/integralTableScale);
integralTable[i] 4= integralTable[i_1]+scale *(valuel+va1ue2);
valuel 4= va1ue2;
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Miscellany
Limb *MlocateLjmb (
Point el, e2, Real ri, r2, Limb *pent)
Return apointer to alimb, and assign its endpoints, radii, and parent
Limb *LjstLjlnb (
Limb *11, *12, *13

...)

Return apointer to alist of limbs
Shape Polygonize (
Real function (
Point p), Real size)
Return ashape given an implicit suiface function and apolygonization step size
Point Gradient (
Point p, Real function (
Point p), Real delta) {
Return the gradient of the function at the point p, using delta as the approximating step
Real value — function(p);
Real x value—function((p.x+delta, p.y, p.z));
Real y<— value—function((p.x, p.y+delta, p.z));
Real z -value—function((p.x, p.y, p.z+delta));
-

RETURN(Unit((x, y, z)));

I
ApplyToTree (
Limb

*root,

Proc action (
Limb *1))

-

{

Apply the procedure 'action' to root and its descendents
Inner: (
Limb *1)

-

{

action(1);
FOR

List of *
Limb list <= l.children, list.next WHILE list # NIL

IF list.data #NIL THEN Inner(list.data);

I
IF root #NIL THEN Inner(root);

{

Real Ease (
Real x)

Ease in to and out of aparticular interpolation.
Ease(0)

=

0, Ease(1)

=

1, and Ease '(0) = Ease'(])

=

0

A cubic, sigmoidal function based on the Wyvill kernel, in section 9.5.10
IFx<ORETURN(0);
IF x> 1RETURN(1);
RETURN((4x6-17x4+22x2)/9);

A.3 An Implementation of Polygonal Convolution

SetGeornetry: PROC

[
Primitive PI {

PairsFromProjection: PROC RETURNS

[
PairList list]

-

FOR n: INT IN [0..p.nVertices) DO

q: Triple <— GetPoint[p, n];
t: Triple — ProjectPointToPlane[q, pin];
pp: Pair

-

[
Dot[t, xAxis], Dot[t, yAxis]];

list +— CONS[[Dot[t, xAxis], Dot[t, yAxis]], list];
ENDLOOP;

{
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I;

normal: Triple

-

p.normal

<-

PolygonNormal[p.points, p.indices,

pin: Plane - FromPointAndNormal[GetPoint[p, 0], normal];
plane: Quad f- p.plane <- [
pin.x, pin.y, pin.z, pin.w];
xAxis: Triple
p.xAxis <- IF p.twist.twO # 0OR p.twist.twl # 0
THEN Unit[Sub[p.twist.pl, p.twist.p0]]
ELSE Ortho[normai];
-

yAxis: Triple

-

origin: Triple

-

p.yAxis - Cross[xAxis, normal];
Mul[normal, -p.plane.w];

--

TRUE];

--

xaxis in the plane

origin ofplane

mm: Box <- MinMaxOfPairs[PairsFromProjection[]];
-- 2d image bounds
mm: Pair <- Sub[mm.min, [2*p.extent, 2*p.extent]];
-- extent margin
p.size f- Add[[4*p.extent, 4*p.extent], G2dVector.Sub[mm.max, mm.min]];
p.worldTolmageScale - MIN[REAL[p.res.x]/p.size.x, REAL[p.res.y]/p.size.yJ;
p.origin <-. Add[origin, Combine[xAxis, min.x, yAxis, min.y]];

planeOrigin+
(max.x+2*fiiterWidth)* xAxis
(rnax.y+2*filterWidth)*yAxis
size.y

polygon not necessarily planar

yAxis
xAxis
normal
origin

=

planeOrigin+
(min.x_2*filterW:idth)*xAxis
(min.y_2filterWidth)*yAxis

Figure A.3. A Polygonal Skeletal Element
I;
p.twoOverExtent - 2.O/p.extent;
p.filter.support - p.woridTolmageScaie*p.extent;
p.bounds

-

GetBounds[p];

A.4 Notes
1. This module was implemented by Andrew Glassner.

